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28 Be the Change

To celebrate the launch ofJMU's first-ever comprehensive capital campaign announced on March 15,
Madison shows off just a tiny fraction of the special people who make Be the Change a personal mission statement.

30 At the Heart of Madison

BY ToM DI NGLED IN E

Madison donor and friend Tom Dingledine writes about his grandmother, known to hundreds of Madison alumni as "Mama Ding,"
beloved Tri Sig housemother. The influence of this 1915 Harrisonburg normal school graduate has been felt throughout Madison
history and right up to the present day with grandson Tom's continued involvement and new generations of Dingledines.

36 The Human Touch
Tom Dingledine affirms the importance of the human touch in his conversation with Megan Bellino ('06), Bethany Elam
('06) and Heather Stewart ('06), all recipients of scholarships he funds to honor his grandparents and continue their legacy.

38 The power which Knowledge gives'
1

BY PHILIP BI GLER

('74,

'76M)

In 1810, in the midst of provocations by Britain and France and an expanding home front, James Madison took a moment in
his annual address to Congress to call for a national university as the optimal way to maintain government by the people.

41 Finance and Romance

BY STEVE LEEOLo u ('78)
In a speech he gave to help kick off the Madison Century capital campaign, Steve Leeolou ('78) shares why he and Dee Dee
Collins Leeolou ('78) are making a seven-figure gift to JMU. It's their second one . Back in 1999, they were the first Madison
alumni to make a $1 million gifr to JMU.

co

42 Real world relevance

INTERVIEws BY DAvrn TAYLOR ('85) AND N ATE M ARSH
1)
Samir Mansur ('07) talks about changing hearts and minds through the JMU Muslim Student
Association, while his mentor, professor J. Peter Pham, talks about the relevance of his
scholarship to the world beyond campus.

44 Madison •radical' goes international

Up Front
I FullFrame

4 22807 Your Letters

BY CHRIS EDWARDS

It wasn't a straight line between college and ultimate career choice for Cindy Coolbaugh
('70). This former student protester couldn ' t walk at her own graduation because of her
passion to Be the Change. And while JMU has grown a lot since those years, Coolbaugh's
commitment has taken her all the way to the Nobel Peace Prize.

48 The impermanence of barriers
Retired NASA scientist Elizabeth Gauldin ('50) and Curt Dvonch ('08), recipient of the
scholarship she funds, exchange ideas about values, science, the future and what it takes and
means to be successful.

6 Contributors
7 Directions
In today's educational
environment, the most
successful universities rely
on private resources to give
chem a competitive edge.

ON THE COVER: (Left to right) Elizabeth Gauldin ('50) photograph by Tom Cogill; J. Peter Pham. Steve Leeolou ('78). Samier Mansur ('07).
Tom Dingledine and Curt Dvonch ('08) by Casey Templeton ('06); Philip Bigler {'74, '76M) and Cynthia Coolbaugh ('70) by Diane Elliott ('00).
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News JMU announces its first-ever comprehensive capital campaign
with a goal of $50 million, Oscar-winning actor Richard Dreyfuss gives
the keynote speech, goals and priorities of A Madison Century: A
Campaign for James Madison University, JMU's lead donors and a
seven-figure gift. Also: Parents Council achieves 100 percent giving
participation, congressmen tour ISAT, nursing students' community service,
seniors participate in inaugural U.S. Model House of Representatives
and Center for Assessment and Centennial office recognized nationally.

11 Madison Century

BY FRED HILTON ('96M) Alumnae help
shape Harrisonburg Teachers College's first "capital campaign."

12 Madison Scholar

BY JANET L. SMITH ('SI) History in hand.
One person's rock is JMU anthropologist Julie Solometo's 10,000year-old treasure.

13 By the Numbers

What's No. l? And 2? And .736? How about
17, 50, 150, 614 or 20,300?

15 Connections

OrangeBand Anti-Apathy Campaign, JMU hosts
Colonial Academic Alliance Undergraduate Research Conference,
Alternative Spring Break and Operation Purple Pride

16 Dukes Turf

Meredith Alexis ('07) helps women's basketball go
undefeated at the Convo and reach the NIT tourney; plus: diver and
gymnast Nicole Simmons ('06)

20 Purple Carpet

The VIP goings-on in photos, captions, excerpts
and descriptions: James Madison Day Ceremony with Michael Beschloss,
the annual Scholarship Luncheon with Leeolou, Rose and Dreyfuss

25 Special Report

BY MARGIE SHETTERLY
What exactly is a comprehensive capital campaign? With JMU
undertaking its first one ever, university officials explain what it does
and why it is important.

Departments
52 Up Close

Jazminia Griffith ('06) publishes her original poetry in
Essence magazine.

54 Essay

BY MARK J. WARNER ('79, '81M, '85Ed.S) The Student
Affairs VP shares the secrets to success in Leadership: the Difference is You.

55 15 Minutes Madison events and people in the news
56 Transformations BY AsHLEY ATK1Ns ('07)
An archaeology major explores her Native American heritage during a
summer dig at the sire ofWerowocomoco near Jamestown.

58 Professors You Love BY

PArn1cK BunERs ('83)
Here's a humorous and heartfelt take on the veteran print journalism
trio of Dave Wendelken, Flip Deluca and Alan Neckowitz.

Alumni
61 News

Karen Lurz ('88) is "Back in the 'Burg," College of Business
alums lead campaign committee, 1980s alumni celebrate "old school
connection," Madison roomies win Good Morning America cruise.

62 Chapter News

Baltimore/Annapolis alumni and Chicago Dukes
put a purple twist on chapter events.

63 My Madison

BY MARGIE SHETTERLY
Pi Kappa Sig's 50-year-old round robin letter

69 Inspiring twins

BY BETTY WALKER RuDD ('58)
Alumnae twins trek the Great Smoky Mountains.

72 Class Notes JMUWorks:

Fine Earth - Chad Layman (95), news
from alumni, scholarship thanks, Charles Haley ('85), Millicent Young
('97M), Bret Oliverio ('03) and Kenneth Ward ('03)
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BOARD OF VISITORS 2005-2006
CHARLES H . FOST E R JR ., Rector
MEREDITH STROHM GUNTER , Vice Rector
MARK T. BOWLES ('86)
J . SCOTT BRIDG EF ORTH ('86)
FRANK L. CARZO ('97P, 'O IP)
J OS E PH DAMICO ('76, '77M)
JOHN " CHUBBY " GROVER ('81)
JIM HARTMAN ('70)
STEPHEN R. LEEOLOU ('78)
E. RAY MURPHY
DELORES Z . PRETLOW
WHARTON B. RIVERS JR . ('02P)
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JUDITH S. STRICKLER ('60)
LINDA Z EC HER
STEPHANIE GENCO ('06). Student Member
DONNA HARPER ('77,'81M,'86Ed.S .),Secretary

Your votes
count
rrr In the last issue we asked

readers to make their feelings
known on whether to revive
t he listings of Weddings and
Future Dukes in t he magazine.
The result was 1,595 to 104
(with 31 more responding but
giving no opinion). The ayes
have it; Weddings and Future
Dukes are back. Please turn
to Page 79 to read more.

PRESIDENT
LI NWOOD H . ROSE

DIVISION HEAD S
DOUG LAS T. BROWN

Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
JOANNE CARR

Senior Vice President, University Advancement
CHARLES KING

Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance
MARK WARNER ('79, 'S IM , '85Ed.S.)

Senior Vice President, Student Affairs and
University Planning
DEA NS
RALPH ALBERICO

1,595 concur ...
Yes, the new Madison magazine is beautiful; however, it would be a tragic mistake
to eliminate the Weddings and Future
Dukes listings from the print edition.
Although I've stayed in close touch with
many of my JMU friends, I enjoy reading
about the new spouses and new babies of
other classmates and colleagues. Please
reconsider your decision.

Libraries/ Educational Technology

TIFFANY MILLER JENKINS

A. JERRY BENSON

Virginia Beach, Va.

('96)

Integrated Science and Technology
DAVID F. BRAKKE

Science and Mathematics
LI N DA HALPERN

General Education
DAVI D K. J EFFREY (i nterim)

Arts and Letters
MARILOU JOHNSON (interim)

Visual and Performi11g Arts
ROBERT REID

Business
PHIL LIP M . WISHON

Education
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
ELAIN E TOTH HINSDALE ('85),President
JON OFFL EY ('89), President Elect
JAMES R. KATZMAN ('89), !mmediate Past President
MEDA LANE ('71), Treasurer

PARENTS COUNCIL OFF I CERS
DAVE AND PHY LL IS PRUET T ('0 7 P), Chairs
BARRY AND DEBBIE DILLON ('77) BARNARD
('OS P), Vice Chairs

Madison is an official publication of James
Madison University and is produced quarterly
for alumni. parents of JMU students. faculty and
staff members, and friends of the university.
It is produced by the Division of University
Advancement. Editorial and advertising offices:
JMU, MSC 5718, Harrisonburg. VA 22807.

I have enjoyed the new name and layout
of Madison, and I always love to hear
about what is going on at my alma mater.
I have to say that I was disappointed to see
that the Weddings and Future Dukes sections were taken out of the new magazine.
Between my family and my husband's
family, we have six JMU alumni (all of
whom graduated between 1997 and 2001),
and I know that we all enjoyed this feature
over the past few years. I think that many
people share in this sentiment and would
appreciate it being somehow incorporated
into the new format. Thanks,
MEGAN ABBOTT KIEFN ER

('99)

H erndon, Va.

If you are going

to list the accomplishmen ts of JMU graduates, then yo u
should also list if they get married or have
a baby. I do not think those two items
should just be posted online. You didn't
ask if the practice should still be to list

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1
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graduates who have passed away. I would
also say yes, that should be included, too.
Thank you.
CATHY STAPLES ('83), Virginia Beach, Va.
I say put births and weddings in the magazine. If you ever want an article about
Dukes airborne over Iraq, then let me
know. The flying is good and the EA-6B
Prowler is saving lives on the ground.
LT. H UNTER " Bozo" BANKART

('99)

Virginia Beach, Va.

... While a few disagree
Maintain the Weddings and Future
Dukes announcements online. As I just
received the new Spring 2006 edition,
I noticed that your 22807 section had
a couple of letters addressing the "justification" for the Future Dukes entries
in the magazine. One writer noted, "...
about the sadness of not being able to
put the births in the magazine," and that
"This magazine is supposed to be about
JMU alums, for JMU alums to read."
Precisely. The magazine is intended to be
about the alums, not alums' children. Is
it really necessary to have their two seconds of fame in print? My advice to these
"distraught" parents: the world is full of
injustices and at the top of the list has
to be not being able to maintain a baby
book for all the universe to see. Oh the
horror! Take pictures of your children
a nd videotapes if you must, and talk
about your children at Homecoming. It's
called conversation.
T. S COTT B EISTEL ('79)
Weyers Cave, Va.

Finger pointing wanting?
After reading the "Priscilla's Homecoming" article [Spring 2006], I observed a
lot of finger pointing at "Britain, France
and the American Colonies;" however I
could not see any reference to the Africans aiding in the problem. On Page 40
the etching may be a clue to how Africans were part of the problem . Africans
captured Africans and learned that
money and power could come to them
by selling people they captured. Please
include the Africans in the problem and
not just show them as the victims.
WARREN E VANS, Richmond, Va .
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{ NEXT ISSUE }

{ Editor's Note}

Be the Change
A lofty, but not so surprising notion

T
N o matter when you
graduated, camp us has grown
since you were last here.

RENOVATIONS
REFURBISHMENTS
EXPANSIONS
NEW FACILITIES
And the Madison Century capital campaign is making the future
even brighter - especially for the arts, with the Performing
Arts Center on the horizon.

here's a theme runn ing thro ugh
this issue of Madison - one chat
is lofty, but really not chat surprising. Be the C hange makes
a claim about the enterprise of ed ucation at JMU and the professors, students,
alumni, donors and friends who participate in it that has been playing out for
almost 100 years.
Be the Change launched on Ma rch 15
in support ofJMU's first-ever capital campaign, that cakes its inspiration from President James Madison and shows how individuals quite literally change the world.
The campaign stems from the power of
knowledge and learning the Fath er of
the Constitution advocated, which James
Madison Center Director Phil Bigler ('74,
'76M) explores on Page 38.
In a 2004 interview, television wri ter
and producer Barbara Hall ('82) sum med
up the personal value of her JMU education. Madison, she said, "gave me a glimpse
into the world - that I was going to be
able to participate in the world instead of
being batted around by it."
Madison's special Be the Change section spotlights JMU people who have
taken chat JMU advantage and ru n with
it. They have chosen to Be the Change in
a changing world.
It is impossible, of course, to parse
M adison into stories of people who are
making a difference in the world and
chose who are not. Be the Change sim ply
puts a finer point on the obvious in support of greater awareness ofJMU's overall
contribution to the world.
During the next two years, Be the
Change will appear in Madison and many
other JMU communications. The Be T he
Change video that premiered March 15
is available for viewing at www.jmu.edu/
BeTheChange/. All highlight how JMU
changes the world and chat it's worthy of
your personal involvement and investment.
Through your letters to the editor, readers, meanwhile, have changed M adison. See
how on Page 4. That is as it should be.
PAM BROCK,

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
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Mark J. Warner ('79, '81M, '85Ed.S) is senior vice president

Edi t or

for JMU student affairs and university planning. A highly sought
after speaker on the theme of leadership, Warner gave the keynote address at the 9th Annual Leadership D evelopment Institute at Elon University in February. In his essay on Page 52, he
shares key points from his talk, "Legacy Leadership," which he

PAM BROCK

Assistan t Editor
MICHELLE HITE ('88)

Art Director
BILL THOMPSON

says is "growing people ... transforming organizations and society
by transforming lives." Warner teaches an undergraduate leadership class and co-directs JMU's IMPACT3 , a yearlong executive
leadership development experience for JMU administrators.

] MU History Editor
FRED HILTON ('96M)

Editorial and Design Student Assistants
HALI CHIET ('07)
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BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('08)
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CURT DVONCH ('06)
EVAN DYSON ('08)
CHRIS EDWARDS
DIANE ELLIOTT (' OO )
JACOB FORSTATER ('0 7)
ELIZABETH GAULDIN ('50)
JAZMINIA GRIFFITH ('06)
ELAIN TOTH HINSDALE (' 85 )
ALLI KNIGHTON ('08)
CATHY KUSHNER ('87)
BRETT LEMON ('06)
CHARLES MAY (' 83)
CAROL PRATT ('85)
BETTY WALKER RUDD (' 58)
MARGIE SHETTERLY
J ANET L . SMITH (' 81 )
CASEY TEMPLETON ('06)
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Madison, the magazine of James Madison University
JMAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718
James Madison University
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A member of the Pamunkey Indian tribe majoring in anthropology and concentrating in archaeology, Ashley Atkins ('07)
participated in the William and Mary summer 2005 field
school at Werowocomoco (the main residence of the Powhatan chief). Through a scholarship via the Virginia Department of Historic Resources, Atkins worked at the field
school and discovered more about her own Native American
heritage and her ancestors, including the chief of the Pamunkey Indians. She describes what it was like to "touch Virginia
Indian history" in her Transformations article on Page 55 .
Just as Madison was going to press, the JMU community
learned that Pat Butters ('83) died unexpectedly on May
12. Butters was a former editor at the Washington Times
and many other newspapers. He was a freelance writer and
artist and lived in Arlington, Va. In what is perhaps his last
contribution to journalism, Butters writes about his JMU
journalism mentors in the Professors You Love column on
Page 57. Butters was the father of three girls.
Sch ool of Media Arts & Design and French double-major
Hali Chiet ('07) works in the university communications
and Madison magazine offices. She has served as the assistant
Arts & Entertainment editor and staff writer for The Breeze.
Last summer Chier interned at Nickelodeon magazine, and
th is summer she is completing an internship with Men's
Health magazine. In this issue Chier contributes alumni profiles on Kenny Ward ('03) and Mike Way ('70), and her
JMUWorks feature on Fine Earth LLC appears on Page 78.

James Madison University does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion,
gender, age, veteran status, political affiliation,
sexual orientation or disability (in compliance with
the Americans with Disabilities Act) with respect to
employment or admissions, or in connection with
its programs or activities. Inquiries or requests for
reasonable accommodation may be directed to the
activity coordinator, the appropriate university office,
or the Office of Equal Opportunity, JMU, Harrisonburg,
VA 22807. (540) 568-6991.
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Tom Cogill is a freelance photographer based in Charlottesville. His work has appeared in many publications including
American Heritage, National Geographic and The Chronicle
of H igher Education. In this issue Cogill's photographs of
Elizabeth Gauldin ('50) and Kurt Dvonch ('06) appear in
the "Be the Change" special section. Cogill's work on the
"Be the C hange" series also appears on MadisonOnline
and in campus posters promoting the campaign series. H e
recently presented an exhibit of h is Guatemalan work at the
National Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Md. See m ore of
his work at www.tomcogill.com/ .

WARNER BY DIANE ELLIOTT ( ' 00); ATKINS BY MINDI WESTHO FF (' 07);
BUTTERS BY MATTHEW WORDEN ; CH IET BY CASEY TEMPLETON ('06)
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DIRECTIONS

The lransforntalive power of private gifts
In today's educational environment) the most successful universities rely
on private resources to give them a competitive edge
c is hard co comprehend char
another academic term has passed.
Lase month we celebrated with
some 3,400 students who proudly
received their Madison diplomas
- - - and commenced into the world
armed with the "power char knowledge
gives," co borrow Mr. Madison's phrase.
Those same words echoed through Wilson
Hall last March during our 2006 James
Madison Day celebration. If you were nor
able to join us on campus for chis event, I
hope you experienced some pare of it via
the live Webcasc. This year's celebration
was truly spectacular, with the celebrity
presence of actor Richard Dreyfuss and
historian Michael Beschloss adding co the
air of festivity.
James Madison Day 2006 also marked
the launch of a major new university initiative - the Madison Century campaign
- the university's first comprehensive capital campaign . With
a goal of $50 million to be reached in 2008, the year of our
Centennial Celebration, chis campaign represents a monumental milestone for James Madison University.
This culture of private fundraising is relatively new for Madison. We have been fortunate throughout our history co enjoy
a positive relationship with our leaders in Richmond. Thanks
co the outstanding work of President Ronald Carrier and many
others in recent decades, JMU has faired consiscencly well in the
General Assembly, even at rimes when higher education across
the commonwealch suffered devastating budget reductions.
While we will always look co Richmond for our base funding,
we recognize char in today's educational environment, the most
successful universities rely on private resources co give chem a
competitive edge.
With chis reality in mind, we have been working over the last
several years co broaden Madison's private funding base. Thanks
co the generosity of many in the Madison family, we are already
witnessing the transformacive impact of these gifts. Whether in
che form of student scholarships, faculty endowments, or new
and improved facilities, private funds are creating new opportunities and enhancing the academic experience for students and
faculcy members alike.
The campaign will build on chis existing foundation of support and seek additional resources for five key areas. I encourage
you co read more in the Special Report on Page 25 of chis issue.

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
PHOTOGRAPH BY PHI L DeJONG ('05)

This is a significant undertaking for our
university, and it is important that yo u
understand why these funds are so imperative, and how they can make a difference
for JMU.
Every university strives to attract the
most outstanding students and the most
distinguished scholars - chose who raise
the academic bar for the entire university
community. The reality is chat these individuals can choose any institution they
want, and private resources are often a
deciding factor. Scholarship dollars will
help Madison recruit these students of distinction and help ensure char no qualified
student is denied a Madison education due
co financial constraints.
Likewise, resources for faculcy support
provide the leverage we need co attract
new scholars co Madison and give us the
means co reward existing faculcy members
for outstanding contributions in teaching, research or service.
Frankly, our faculty salaries have nor kep t che pace we would
have liked over the last several years, and retaining exceptional
faculty members is an ongoing challenge. Private gifts will help
us address these issues.
A ready reserve of private funds also gives us the flexibility co
develop new programs as needed in our ever-changing academic
environment and supports initiatives chat broaden and enhance the
student experience. Support for capital projects ensures that our campus facilities stay up co dace and chat Madison faculty members and
students have a first-rate environment in which co reach and learn.
Ulcimacely, the Madison Century campaign will ensure chat
a Madison education remains synonymous with excellence and
char che university is positioned to offer future students the
same comprehensive, high quality, Madison Experience chat so
many generations have already enjoyed. I hope you will be a
pare of chis exciting new venture, as we work together co shape
the future of]ames Madison University.

LI NWOOD

H.

ROSE

President
James Madison University
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[Madison Century]

JMU launches first-ever capital campaign
MU launched its first-ever comprehensive capital campaign
March 15, announcing a goal to raise $50 million to support teaching and learning and to complete the fundraising
drive in 2008, when Madison celebrates its 100th year.
"Today it is my honor to announce a new initiative that
will ensure JMU's ability to unleash the power of knowledge well into its second century," President Linwood H. Rose
told the 450 guests attending the annual invitation-only Scholarship Luncheon, where The Madison Century: A Campaign for
James Madison University was officially kicked off.
The annual Scholarship Luncheon was chosen as the campaign launch venue because it honors JMU's scholarship donors
on the annual celebration of the university's founding on March
14, 1908, and the March 16 birthday of its eponym, President
James Madison, Father of the Constitution.
The campaign will secure the necessary private resources for
JMU to attain the "vision of the role we want Madison to play on
the national stage," Rose said. "We want to be a leader among col-

8
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leges and universities - blending the
With more than half
of the campaign goal
very best attributes of a larger research
attained, the presi·
university with the very best attributes
dent invited the entire
of a smaller, liberal arcs college - for
Madison community to
the ultimate benefit of our students.
participate in helping
to reach the $50 mil"You are already aware of the translion mark.
formative impact that private support
can have in the life of a student," he
told the crowd, many of whom are scholarship donors. "Building
on the legacy you have created, we will invite all members of the
Madison family to help change the world by taking part in the
Madison Century campaign."
During the "quiet phase" of the capital campaign, which
began in mid-2002, Madison has raised more than half of its
goal. Almost three dozen leadership donors contributed. ffi

*

Read the list of leadership donors at www.jmu.edu/MadisonCentury/leadership.shtml

PH OTOGRAPH BY PH I L DeJO NG (' OS)
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Seven-figure
gift kicks off
campaign

D

uring the capital
campaign kickoff
Steve Leeolou ('78)
announced chat he and his
wife, Dee Dee Collins Leeolou
('78), will contribute a sevenfigure gift co The Madison
Century: A Campaign for James
Madison University.
Leeolou's announcement
came at the annual Scholarship
Luncheon, where President
Linwood H . Rose announced
a goal of $50 million for the
campaign. "I'm kind of happy
and a liccle bit scared and a
lictle anxious co announce
tonight chat Dee Dee and
I again are going co make a
seven-figure gift to this university to help anchor the new
centennial campaign," Leeolou
said. "We wane co do it because
we love chis school and know it will be an investment chat pays compounded returns in producing people who will make a real contribution to
society going forward."
A communications graduate, Leeolou is a member of the JMU Board
ofVisirors and the campaign chair. He met his future wife, Dee Dee, at
Madison . After a career in broadcast news chat began at the local H arrisonburg station, he and his wife started Vanguard Cellular Systems in the
1980s, when the cellular industry was in its infancy.
JMU is "in the big leagues on the playing field of higher education,"
Leeolou said. He challenged alumni and donors co "be the change" by
contributing to JMU through the capital campaign . "This is a huge
responsibility, and we need co take it very seriously. James Madison was a
big one for leading by example. He took action. He saved the country.
"This is the time when we 40-year-olds, 50-year-olds, 60-year-olds
and ochers, the alumni 'who have gotten there,' need co do more than we
chink we can,'' he said. "We can't go backwards."
The newly announced gift will be the Leeolous' second seven-figure gift
to JMU. In 1999, the Leeolous were the first alumni co make a $1 million
gift to the university. "We did more than we thought we could, we did it
sooner than we thought we should do it, and we have never regretted it;
ffl
we have never looked back," Leeolou said.

Madison Century campaign
establishes five priorities
The jive priorities for the Madison Century endowment drive are:
>

Faculty chairs, professorships and teaching excellence

> Student scholarships

>
>
>

Presidential initiatives and student success
Improved facilities
Annual ongoing support

PHOTOG RA PH BY B RIAN DILLE NSYN DER ('08)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
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[Headliner]

Oscar winner
gives keynote

I

0

scar-winning actor Richard Dreyfuss
delivered the keynote address at the
annual Scholarship Luncheon, when The
Madison Century: A Campaign for James
Madison University officially kicked off.
Dreyfuss praised JMU for promoting the values necessary co maintain a healthy democracy. "What is happening here today is as strong and fresh a blast of the
oxygen chat is required by democracy as anything else
on Earth," Dreyfuss said. "Civility is the oxygen that
democracy requires, else it become poisoned and die."
The actor, who currently is studying democracy
at Oxford University, lamented the lack of informed
civil debate in America and called it a danger to the
quality of government by the people. "We no longer
analyze our issues without the melodrama of fingerpointing and dismissal and name-calling," he said.
Dreyfuss also stressed the importance of teaching civics in American schools. "We should give the young
the cools they'll need to be great monarchs," he said,
"cools of reason and logic, civility, dissent, debate.
"How can we bring up difficulc and important
issues without an operating manual?" he asked.
"How do we learn from these exercises and stop just
playing gotcha? This is what James Madison University represents."

m
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[Be The Change]

Madison
launches 'Be
The Change'

T

o support the capital
campaign announced
March 15, JMU
launched a new marketing
campaign, "Be The Change,"
that takes its inspiration from
James Madison. The fourth
president and Father of the
Constitution guided the
creation, the passage and the
implementation of a new kind
of government, one of selfgovernance, which began "We
the People." He also espoused
that knowledge was the basis
for freedom and for preserving the democracy.
"At JMU, we hold Mr.
Madison's philosophy close
to our hearts," President Linwood H. Rose said. "At James
Madison University, we are
using the power of knowledge
to prepare individuals to be
educated and enlightened
citizens who will lead productive and meaningful lives.
Not people," Rose emphasized, "citizens."
The campaign spotlights
alumni, professors, students
and donors who are making
positives changes in the world
and how the university encourages "world changers."
"Be the Change" appears in
posters, advertisements, Madison magazine, on the JMU
home Web page and on JMU's
Be The Change Web site. ffi

* Visit the site to nominate

a fellow alum, student or
professor as a world changer:
www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/.

Parents Council co-chair Len
Weireter ('07P) presents a
check to JMU President Rose.

Research center named for JMU women

I

n a surprise ceremony in April, the Center
for the Promotion of Physical Activity for
Girls and Women was named in honor of
two women instrumental in its creation and
mission. The two-year-old research center
was dubbed the Morrison-Bruce Center in honor
of Lee Morrison and Pat Bruce, both former
JMU faculty members who were also pioneers in
fitness and sport for women.
The ceremony, emceed by kinesiology department head Michael Goldberger, was slipped
into the Department ofKinesiology's annual
academic awards banquet. Former football coach
and kinesiology professor Challace McMillin and
former athletics director Dean Ehlers also celebrated with Morrison and Bruce.

[Parent-approved]

Parents Council
achieves 100
percent giving
participalion

T

he Parents Council
achieved 100-percent
participation in their
annual gift to JMU, when
the council presented nearly
$44,000 to President Linwood
H. Rose on April 8. The
advisory council comprises 48
couples and three single parents - who already are paying
tuition and fees to give their
children a JMU education.
Council chair Nancy Weireter
and Bill Laufer, liaison of the
Parents Council Resource
Development Subcommittee,
were instrumental in this year's
success. "We're very proud of
our Parents Council members.
They are setting examples for
our other boards," says Sherry
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Morrison was a teacher, administrator and
coach at Madison from 1954 to 1989 and ultimately served as associate athletics director. Bruce
taught and coached at Madison from 1961 until
1989. She taught swimming, sport psychology,
motor learning and sport sociology.
The center was established in JMU's Department of Kinesiology to develop and offer
activities promoting physical activity for girls and
women and to enhance their knowledge of health
issues. The center conducts research related to
women's physical and mental well-being.
Marylou Barnes ('52, '68M) has provided the
lead gift to fund the Morrison-Bruce Center, the
Dr. Marylou Riddleberger Barnes Endowed Gift
for Faculty Development.
ffi

King, director of parent relations. "This level of participation symbolizes exactly how
dedicated and enthusiastic our
council members are about JMU
and how proud they are to be a
part of the council as well as the
experience and education their
students are receiving. They are
also setting a good example for
other parents by supporting the
university as well as by volunteering their services to the university and other parents."
The council presented a check
for $43,225 to the president, and
after the presentation, parents
stepped forward to give an additional $5,000 to JMU, bringing
the total to almost $49,000.

[You're The Change]

Giving doubles

C

haritable giving to JMU
reached $6.1 million by
mid-May. That's almost
double the gifts received at the
same time last fiscal year, when

the total was $3.5 million.
"This shows wonderful momentum as we've embarked on
JMU's first capital campaign,"
says Weston Hatfield, associate
vice president for development.
The largest jump in giving
this year is in capital giving,
which skyrocketed more than
100 percent to almost $2.4
million from almost $900,000
last year. "The commitment
of alumni and other Madison friends is leading the way
through a great fundraising
year," Hatfield adds. "The
loyalty of these individuals
is making all the difference.
Several six-figure gifts establish
endowed scholarships and support the future Performing Arts
Complex. A growing base of
major six-figure gifts is a healthy
sign that a culture of giving is
taking root at JMU," Hatfield
says. "This is a dramatic increase
in support for our academic programs and shows JMU's increasing importance to the marketplace in a variery of fields."

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('OO)
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The 1920s 1capilal cantpaign'
Normal School alumnae answer President Duke's call for
the first alumnae hall BY FRED HI LTON ('96M)
he story is nothing new.
A team of alumnae played - and
won - a benefit basketball game in
It's been repeated co che
Richmond against the alumnae of
point of becoming a constant in James Madison
Farmville Normal School (now LongUniversity's long history:
wood University). Tidewater graduNeeding a new building
ates presented a play and ocher groups
or program for students but lacking the
held card parties and food sales co
raise money.
necessary funds, che institution's presiBack in Harrisonburg, President
dent asks che alumni for help.
Time and time again, che university's
Duke rallied the campus and local
alumni and friends have risen co che
communities. Business leaders raised
occasion and been the catalyse co create
more than $5,000. The Normal School
the change needed co lead JMU on co
faculty and students raised more than
ever greater accomplishments.
$2,000 each - even though enrollIn recent years, some ofJMU's finment was only 375 and there were
est facilities - including Showker
fewer than 30 faculty members.
Hall, che Plecker Athletic Performance
By 1921, enough money had been
Center and che soon-co-be built Perraised co begin construction. In June, a
forming Arcs Complex - all owe their
festive cornerstone-laying ceremony was a
existence to the generous support of
feature of the Commencement program.
alumni and friends.
Walls for the new building were
The tradition of JMU alumni and
completed by November, but then the
friends stepping forward goes back a
money ran out. The project was put on
long way.
hold until Duke could find a way co
Nearly 80 years ago, President Samraise the additional funds.
uel P. Duke needed money for a new
Despite their good intentions, the alumbuilding so he turned co che alumnae Alumnae Hall, like many campus buildings, exists
nae's fund drive had raised only $12,550.
of the State Normal School for what because of generous support of alumni. The conThe contributions were augmented by a
$20,000 allocation Duke received from
would become the institution's first struction of Alumnae Hall led to one of JMU's
trademark features - Kissing Rock. Grading for the
"capital campaign."
che General Assembly and $11,700 he
building unearthed the enormous limestone rock.
transferred from operating funds.
Duke's idea was for an AlumnaeStudents' Building on the north side of the Quadrangle. He outThe new Alumnae Hall was ready for use by the 1922 sumlined his plans co an alumnae luncheon at the Hotel Richmond mer session. Duke, however, faced a problem chat summer which
on Nov. 26, 1920. (A reunion luncheon for Normal School fac- would be shared by his successors - not enough room for stuulty and alumnae was held annually during the Scace Teachers dent housing. The use of che second floor for guest quarters and
student organizations had co be put on hold. The space was conAssociation conference.)
President Duke proposed chat the alumnae sponsor a fundrais- verted into rooms for about 30 students.
The construction of Alumnae Hall serendipitously led co a
ing drive co raise $50,000 for the construction of che new building
chat would contain rooms for student organizations, a reception trademark feature on campus and a long-standing Madison legend. Grading for the building on the Quad unearthed an enorroom for social events and guest rooms for alumni and visitors.
In his book, Madison College, the First Fifty Years: 1908-1958, mous limestone rock. The cost of removing che huge stone
Dr. Raymond C. Dingledine Jr. pointed out chat "the 121 alum- would have been prohibitive so the cop part of the scone was left
nae present enthusiastically and unanimously endorsed che plan." untouched and protruding from the ground.
In the 1920s, Normal School students were not allowed co be
The alumnae went into action with vigor. Committees were
appointed throughout the state and individual graduates were seen in the company of young men without a dorm mother present. To ensure che time and privacy co kiss good night, a couple
asked co contribute co the drive.
The Harrisonburg and Staunton alumnae raised $175 by pre- would hide behind che big rock and make out.
Kissing Rock was born.
senting the Staunton Military Academy Minstrel Show at HarThe legend expanded co include the prediction chat the person
risonburg's New Virginia Theatre. Norfolk alumnae opened the
Cinderella Tea Room, where alumnae served as waitresses co raise you kiss at Kissing Rock will be che person you marry. There are
no statistics on che prediction's accuracy- or inaccuracy.
ffi
money for the fund drive.
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MADISON SCHOLAR

The point is ... a puzzle1nenl
Anthropologist Julie Solometo finds a 10>000-year-old prize

B Y JA NE
T

L.

SMITH

('81)

covered in 1927 near Folsom, N.M.,
mapping project at
JMU's first archaeowere extremely important in dating
the first Native American cultures,
logical field school in
the American Southwhich some researchers previously had
west yielded an out-ofbelieved were no more than 2,000 or
place artifact that has
3,000 years old.
left director Julie Solometo and other
Clovis points, first identified in the
anthropologists puzzled.
1930s near Clovis, N.M., were found
The artifact is a fragment of a prowith mammoth bones below a stratum
jectile point made of gray chert or flint,
of earth containing Folsom points and
measuring 3.7 centimeters long by 2.8
bison bones, establishing that Clovis
centimeters at its widest point. It dates
projectiles predate Folsom points.
back 10,000 years - far earlier than
Afrer the six-week field school conthe 1,000 A.D. place in history of the
cluded ("You always find the good stuff
pueblo site Solometo and her team were
at the very end. It's a little known law
studying. Hence the puzzle.
of archaeology."), Solometo took the
"Why is it there?" Solometo asks.
point to Bruce Huckell, senior research
"That's still the question."
coordinator of the Maxwell Museum of
Solometo, leading six JMU students
Anthropology and University of New
and one University of Virginia stuMexico professor. "He's a recognized
dent to the Chevelon Archaeological
expert on the Paleoindian Period in the
Research Project (begun in the early
Southwest, particularly in Arizona,"
1970s near Winslow, Ariz.), knew she
says Solometo.
had found something significant that
After scrutinizing the artifact thoroughly,
early July day. But what it meant,
Huckell grinned at Solometo and said:
exactly, she wasn't sure.
"Congratulations. You have joined a small
A whodunit for the ages: A later prehistoric people,
"We were preparing to do excava- who often used older artifacts as talismans,
dub. You have found a Folsom point."
tions, so we were mapping the large, might have transported the chert point Solometo
Huckell based his identification of
found last summer. Or perhaps it was carried by
late prehistoric site," says Solometo, a bison that escaped from Folsom hunters.
"Solometo's point" by the fineness of
who first worked at CARP in 1997 as
the flaking to achieve the sharp edges
a University of Michigan graduate student. Walking between and the length of the central flute, Solometo says.
mapping stations, "I looked down and saw something that
Huckell, who also determined that the point had been in a
looked kind of sharp and unusual," she says. "So I bent over and fire, was surprised at the exact location Solometo found the artipicked it up and saw the flute, which distinguishes the point as fact. The CARP site's 7,000-foot elevation makes it a relatively
extremely early, and got excited and yelled for the students to high-altitude location for bison hunting.
come and have a look."
The artifact's geographic location also is puzzling. Most FolsomThe source of all the excitement was a projectile point carefully point finds are located on the Great Plains, Solometo says. "When
knapped by an ancient hunter, attached to a spear and thrown to you get into Arizona, you're on the edge of their distribution."
kill bison.
So the question persists: Why was a 11,000-year-old fluted
Finding an artifact on the CARP site's ground surface is not point found on a well-documented site dating back 1,000 years?
unusual, in stark contrast to eastern archaeology, which more
"It's known that late-prehistoric people picked older artifacts
often requires excavation to locate artifacts. "In the Southwest, up and transported them to their own homes," says Solometo.
with its arid environment, there is little vegetation to obscure your
If not collected and transported by later prehistoric people,
view, and there's lots to see on the surface," Solometo explains.
then the point found this summer may be part of a buried FolThe only resource Solometo had at hand to help identify the som-era site, or perhaps was embedded in a bison that escaped
artifact was an article on projectile points that included typical from Folsom hunters.
measurements. "Based on the width measurement, which was
"It's a mystery," Solometo says. She plans to study the completethe only thing I could really measure given that the tip was bro- ness of points that have been found out of their historical context
ken and missing," she says, "it was, according to this article, in to determine if broken Folsom and Clovis points are unusual on
the range of Clovis and too large to be Folsom. "
late prehistoric sites. She will also continue the search for addiffl
That is: Found embedded in the bones of a bison known to tional Folsom artifacts when she returns to the site in 2006.
have been extinct for 10,000 years, the first Folsom points dis- * Read more at www.jmu.edu/madisonscholar/
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Althea Loose Johnston attended the
Normal School's
first faculty meeting,
was present when
Gov. Mills E. Godwin signed the bill
changing the name of Madison
College to JMU, and was one
of the first people named to
JMU's Athletics Hall of Fame.

736

~~t~: 2
Loose

Johnston,

Madison's first women's basketball coach, concluded her 22nd
year as coach with a career record
106-33-5 (a .736 average) . Read
about this year's women's basketball team on Page 16.

2

JMU
ranks
second
among
medium-size
colleges and
universities

whose graduates serve in the Peace Corps.
Curren tly, 69 alumni are serving as Peace
Corps volunteers. With 292 JMU alumni
having served in the Peace Corps since the
program's inception, Madison is the No. 138
producer of volunteers for the organization.

The Madison Century: A Campaign for James Madison
University includes five priorities: $7.5 million for
faculty chairs, professorships and teaching excellence;
$4 million for student scholarships; $1.5 million for
presidential initiatives; $ 17 million to improve facilities; and $20 million for ongoing support.

* Learn more at www.jmu.edu/MadisonCentury/.

20,300

For the first time ever, JMU received
20,000 applications for admission. The Class of 2010 can count
themselves among a "select" group.

Leah Goodman
('06) is a Peace
Corps volunteer
in Latin America.

150

17

The Princeton Review ranks JMU
17th among the nation 's best values
in undergraduate education . Madison consistently ranks in the
annual education service company's look
at schools that offer excellent academics, generous financial-aid packages and
relatively low tuition and fees. Madison
is featured in the company's America's Best Value
Colleges 2007 edition, which profiles 150 public and
private colleges and universities.

The JMU College of
Business' new Master
of Science in Accounting

program serves as the "fifth"
year in preparing students for the 150 hours of
postsecondary education
required to become acertified public accountant in
most jurisdictions.

....

I

* Read more at www.PrincetonReview.com/.

'50

On March 15, JMU launched its firstever comprehensive capital campaign,
setting a goal to raise $50 million to
support teaching and
d
.
.
President Linwoo
learnmg. JMU will complete the
H. Rose and JMU
fundraising drive in 2008 when
leaders kick off
Madison marks its 100th year.
the campaign.

Juniors Corey Yarbrough and
Alexis Gonzales-Black took first place in che U.S.
District VII Debate Tournament in March, and the
duo went on to compete in the National Debate Tournament in Chicago against 64 collegiate reams. "It was
kind of an underdog win," Yarbrough says. "I chink
it's rhe first time ever a JMU team won first in the
district." Madison debaters qualified for the national
tournament for the first rime in 1979; and since rhen,
rhe team has participated in all but three nationals.

GOODMAN BY EVAN DYSON ('OB)· CAMPAIGN ANNOUNCEMENT AND DEBATERS PHOTOGRAPHS
ABACUS BY GREGOR SCHUSTER/ICONIC A

BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); ILLUSTRATION BY ROBERT NEUBECKER;
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

\

Corey Yarbrough and
Alexis Gonzales-Black take
notes while listening to fellow
debaters at the
district debate
tournament,
where they
placed first.
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[Innovation]

Congressmen
tourlSAT

V

irginia Rep. Bob Goodlatte touredJMU's College of Integrated Science and Technology in March
with Sen. Roy Blunt, R-Mo, to
promote Goodlatte's Innovation and Competitiveness Act.
Though the government
cannot legislate creative thinking or great scientific insights,
it can help assure that when the
private marketplace comes up
with good ideas that they won't
be lost in red tape, according to
Goodlatte. The congressman's
bill aims to reduce government
regulations that impede or "create barriers to competition." His
bill also includes provisions to
punish those who file frivolous
lawsuits against businesses.
Congressman Roy Blunt,
the majority whip of the U.S.
House of Representatives, has
ties to JMU. His son, Matt
Blunt, is governor of Missouri;
and the governor's wife, Melanie Anderson Blunt, is a 1994
graduate of JMU.

[Not a job; a calling]

Future nurses
go~eyond
fheJOb
BY KATIE FITZGERALD

F

('06)

or JMU nursing students, professionalism is
not just about being good
at your job, but going beyond
the job. It is about being
involved in the community.
The JMU Nursing Students
Association, which is affiliated with the Virginia and
National Nursing Students

JMU President Linwood H. Rose escorts U.S. Rep. Bob Goodlatte and Missouri Republican Roy Blunt
into the College of Integrated Science and Technology building for a tour of the facility. Blunt has
ties to JMU. His son, Matt Blunt, is governor of Missouri, and the governor's wife is JMU alumna
Melanie Anderson Blunt ('94).

Associations, has about 70
members and meets semimonthly. "Our mission is
to provide new educational
opportunities for members
outside of the traditional
classroom setting in order to
further develop awareness of
our profession and its impact
on health care," says NSA
president Patti Van Drew
('06). "We also look to help
out our community by spon-

soring different events among
the local communities."
JMU nursing professor and
NSA adviser Vicki Martin, adds,
"Our goal is to make community service a habit. Knowing the
needs of your community and
the resources available to meet
those needs helps us care for all
that we come in contact with
within our nursing practices."
NSA members interact with
the local community via health

fairs, blood drives and bake
sales in order to make their
profession more noticed. NSA
members also serve the community by sponsoring programs
like the "Senior Prom," a senior
citizen prom. More than 300
attended this year's event.
"This past holiday season
we sponsored an underprivileged
family," says Van Drew. "We
brought the family assorted gifts
CON TINUED ON PAGE 19

>»

0ur mission is to provide new educational opportunities for members outside of the traditional classroom setting in order to further
develop awareness of our profession and its impact on health care.'
1
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View JMU's cam,aign kickoff al The
Madison Channel
Oscar-winning actor Richard Dreyfuss delivered the keynote address at
JMU's annual Scholarship Luncheon, where The Madison Century: A
Campaign for James Madison University was officially kicked off March 15.
Dreyfuss was introduced by campaign chair Steve Leeolou ('78), who, with
JMU President Linwood Rose, announced JMU's inaugural campaign.

* View Dreyfuss' address, the campaign announcement, JMU's Be the Change

video, the 2006 James Madison Day ceremony and the 2006 Madison Cup Debate
Finals at The Madison Channel: http:/ /media.jmu.edu/archives.asp

More Monthly headlines
in JMU's online newsletter
Brightening the Lights ofMadison.
To subscribe: www.jmu.edu/btl
Sports news to order. Subscribe to ]MU Sports Bulletin.
www.jmusports.com

*

WEB
JMU's front door It's all here:

* www.jmu .edu

Alumni guide to evetythingJMU:

* www.jmu .edu/alumni

TELEVISION

OrangeBand Anti•
Apalliy Campaign:
dialogue is action

WVPT Students intern at the
PBS affiliate for Central Virginia,
Shenandoah Valley and Northeastern West Virginia. (540) 434-5391
www.wvpt.net

Founded by JMU students in 2003, OrangeBand
is a nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting
civil discourse and civic engagement. OrangeBand's newest effort, the Anti-Apathy Campaign,
has one simple message: dialogue is action. The
campaign's challenge is to get 10,000 people to
share an issue they think is important on the virtual OrangeBand Mosaic, an innovative Web site.

*

Log on and join a network of people interested
in speaking respectfully about issues that matter
to them: www.AntiApathyCampaign.org

Beach Detour: Allema•
live Spring Break

RADIO
WXJM Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88. 7
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen
AM 1610 Tune inwhenyouroll in.
The latest JMU information, events,
weather, parking, other cool stuff
WMRA NPR news and classical music for Charlottesville and
Harrisonburg. WMRA, WMRY,
WMRL, WMLU at 90.7, 103.5,
89.9 and 91.3 on your FM dial.

*

Operation
Purple Pride
Learn about Dukes serving in Afghanistan and Iraq
on the front lines and in support and civilian roles. If
you are one of these serving Dukes, please share your
experiences by e-mailing madisonmag@jmu.edu.

More than 300 JMU students spent Spring Break
in sunny locations on both U.S. coasts, on Caribwww.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline/
bean islands and in Mexico and Central America
to get more than tans or have fun. These students
paid their own way for Alternative Spring Breaks experiences to meet the needs of the homeless, people recovering
from the ravages of hurricanes and people dealing with disabilities or mental illness. Other trips focused on environmental issues and children's issues. Twenty-three student teams, each with two student co-leaders and a faculty or staff learning partner, paid between $220 and $1,200 to get to communities and people in need of service.
JMU's ASB program is so popular that a lottery was required this year to determine student participation. Lorelei
Esbenshade, JMU Community Service-Learning associate director, says "ASB is about service, group living, civic
engagement and thinking about the future and how this experience might impact students' decisions."

*

E-MAIL

m·

ol

a

Learn more at www.jmu.edu/csl/asb/

Rave some old stories lo tell?
Currently, the James Madison University Centennial Web site contains about 50 stories about the rich
and fascinating history ofJMU. We'd like for there to be more. If there's a particular topic you would like
to see addressed on the Centennial Web pages, contact the JMU Centennial Office: Centennial Director
Fred Hilton hiltonfd@jmu.edu or Assistant Centennial Director Debbi Long long2da@jmu.edu. Many
of the articles will also appear in the upcoming book that will be published on JMU' s first 100 years. The
book will be available in the fall of 2007.
www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration/

*

Colonial Academic Alliance
Undergraduate researchers from 12 spans-affiliated colleges gathered at JMU during spring semester for
the fourth annual Undergraduate Research Conference of the Colonial Academic Alliance. The academic
consortium, created in 2002, includes the 12 schools in the Colonial Athletic Association. The consortium
aims to improve the quality of teaching, learning and research at all 12 CAA colleges. Ron Kander, head of
JMU's Department oflntegrated Science and Technology, delivered the keynote address, "A 2020 Vision:
The Future of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math."

* View Kander's speech at The Madison Channel: http://media.jmu.edu/archives.asp

MadisonOnline:

Read the latest issue of the university magazine online, or find out
what's happening at your alma mater. * www.jmu.edu/Madison0n1ine

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

PRINT
Story idea? Contact Madison.
(540) 568-2664, madisonmag@
jmu.edu or ]MAC #6, Suite 21,
MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg,
VA22807.
Newsletters Chemistry, education, history, physics, theater and
dance, and music publish once or
twice a year. Some will snail mail,
others will e-mail. Call (540) 5682664 for yours.
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DUKESTURF

Courting excellence
Meredith Alexis shatters records and credits team

....I

B Y M A RGIE SHETTERLY

alk through Meredith Alexis' stats for the strengths of each of its players. 'There was no one selfish at all on
2005-06 basketball season, and it's like pick- the team," Alexis says. "Not one person who stands our."
ing your way through the rubble of shattered
Perhaps a more accurate statement would be that many stood
school records. The 6-foot-3 center broke the out. "There were five players who on any given night could be
school's record of 851 rebounds by tallying the star, but that's not what they set out to do," Brooks says of
930 by the season's end. She is only the sec- his 2005-06 squad that became a coach's dream and the oppoond player in JMU's history to pass the 1,000 career point mark nents' nightmare. This season's team went undefeated (13-0) at
(1,112) and she holds the
the Convo, and Alexis '
school record for doubleteammate, Andrea Benvedoubles for one season
nuto, set a school record
(double figure rebounds
for assists by a junior
and double figure points
with 174. Three Dukes
in one game) with 17.
entered March's National
She also set the school
Women's Invitational
record for career doubleTournament averaging in
doubles at 40. Alexis was
double figures - Alexis
named CAA Player of the
(16.0), sophomore guard
Week twice this season,
Tamera Young (15 .6)
and was named to the
and junior forward ShirCAA's all tournament
ley McCall (12.0). Alexis
team and the All-CAA
and Young also ranked
first team.
among the NCAA leaders
And the kicker is,
in rebounds ( 16th and
she's just a junior. Quite
25th, respectively). Junior
simply, "She's a once-inguard Andrea Benvenuto
a-lifetime player. ... Mereranked 16th nationally in
dith is just scratching
assist average (5.8).
the surface of how good
Coming into the 2006
she can be," says Kenny
WNIT with a stellar 24-7
Brooks ('92), head womseason, JMU was knocked
en's basketball coach.
out of the first-round by
A leader by example
UNC-Charlotte (70-62) .
who always "goes at it
Prior to the match-up,
100 percent," Alexis is
JMU and Charlotte had
pursuing her double
met four times with each
major in finance and
team winning rwo games.
communication studies
For Alexis, the off-seawith the same determinason allows time to savor a
tion she displays on the
surreal season of personal
court. Alexis "epitomizes
milestones and broken
the word studen t-athrecords - "It's a great
lete," Brooks adds. "She's
feeling right now because
the total package, a great
everything is paying off. "
She also admits that "it
ambassador for JMU."
hasn't really hit me yet."
Alexis, who of course Both Meredith Alexis' stature and stats intimidate opponents. The junior has
was the all-time leading shattered JMU's rebounds record and is the second player to reach 1,000
Her current focus is
career points.
scorer at her high school
on academics, strength
in Hanover Township, Pa. , modestly credits Brooks, as a "phe- training and the season ahead, but occasionally she gazes beyond
nomenal coach. He motivates us so much to do more to succeed, JMU to perhaps a career in the WNBA or playing in Europe.
to never be complacent. "
The details of what's next are still blurred, but the possibilities
She also attributes her successes this season to "lots of hard work are crystal clear - "She could go as far as she wants to take it,"
ffi
and practice" and the chemistry of a team that capitalized on the Brooks says. "I think the sky's the limit."
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Double
dipping
junior excels in two varsity sports
BY K ATIE FITZGERALD

('07)

I

r's a good thing junior Nicole
Simmons is a morning person.
The dual-sport Duke had to get
up at 6 a.m. every day this past
year to juggle her academic schedule and fir in practices for two
varsity sporrs - gymnastics and diving.
"It was one of those things where I knew
that ifl didn't try to do both then I would
regret it," says Simmons, who has been
on the gymnastics team for three years. "I
have enjoyed gymnastics my whole life,
and I started diving in high school," says
the Mechanicsville, Va., native. "I didn't
think about there being a choice to make.
I couldn't give up gymnastics, but I also
really wanted to try diving in college."
The communications major helped both
teams excel this year. She was one of five
JMU representatives to participate in the
USA Gymnastics Championships in April,
and she helped the women's swimming
and diving team finish fourth at the CAA
Swimming and Diving Championships in

February. She finished 14th with a tally of Junior Nicole Simmons competed in two
varsity sports, gymnastics and diving, by
195.95 and scored three team points.
"Nicole is a great asset to the women's surviving 14-hour days all year.
swimming and diving ream. I'm thrilled her team, so there is a completely different
with the job she has done," says coach dynamic than the 24-member gymnastics
team. "Diving conferences were really cool
Samantha Smith.
Simmons is all business from 6 a.m. to because we got to travel and bond as a
3 p.m. - academic business. "I've always close-knit team," says Simmons, who also
been a morning person," she says. "I get feels "unified with the 23" young women
up early so I can stay focused and stay on on the gymnastics team.
Simmons will not return to the diving
top of school work." After classes, Simmons heads to gymnastics practice from team next year, but she does not regret
3:30 to 6:30 p.m., and then she rounds being on both teams th is year. "You' re
out her day with diving practice from 6:30 only young once. If someone has the
to 8:30 p.m. Fortunately, both practices skill then they should definitely go for
it," she says. "You have to be organized
are in Godwin Hall.
"I get the best of both worlds," says and on top of things, but it is a great
Simmons. There are only five divers on sense of accomplishment."
m

Madison's first NCAA football coach, Challace McMlllln, recruited players for the
first football team from the ranks of a nominally coed student body in
1972. His task was daunting. Establish a football program to help
change the psychology of campus from a former women's teachers
college and propel it into a new future. The new coach did just
chat and went on to coach JMU teams that produced several
NFL players, including NFL Super Bowl Champs Charles
Haley ('87) and Gary Clark ('84). McMillin was more than
a coach, "He was a father figure," says Haley.

@~MfsSoN

UNIVERSITY.

SIMMONSby
PHOTOGRAPH
BY CASEY
TEMPLETON ('06)
Published
JMU Scholarly
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2006
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2005-06 ATHLETES OF THE YEAR
Student Athletes of the Year recognized at the Greater Madison awards banquet in April
FEMALE Co - ATHLETES OF THE YEA R

MALE Co-ATHLETES OF THE YEAR

.I

Tony LeZotte

Branden Gellenthien

Shannon Saunders

Bailie Versfeld

FOOTBALL

ARCHERY

CROSS COUNTRY/TRACK

FIELD HO CKEY

A free safety, Tony LeZotte
led JMU in cackles for the
seco nd straight yea r and was
the defensive player of the year
in the Atlantic 10. H e was an
Associated Press first-team
All-America, Sports Ne two rk
fi rst- team player and AllAtlantic 10 for the second
straight seaso n.

As a freshman last year,
Braden Gellenthien won the
national indoor and outdoor
championships in the men's
compound bow and led JMU
to the national rides in both
events. He won the men's division rides at the Texas Shootour and the Gold Cup, U.S.
Archery Team ranking events.
He also took sixth at the World
University Games helping the
U. S. ream rake second overall.

Shannon Saunders receives
female athlete of the year honors for the second time. She
twice has been the Colonial
Athletic Association 's cross
country athlete of the year
and individual champion and
has competed in the national
championships in both cross
country and track during the
last two seasons.

Baillie Versfeld was a second-team choice on the fiel d
hockey 2005 All-America team
after tying for the JMU ream
lead in goals (10) and ranki ng
second on the squad in points
(26) and third in assists (6) .
She was named to the South
Region and Colonial Athletic
Association first reams fo r the
third straight year and to the
All-Eastern College Athletic
Conference team .

. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. ...... . . .. ... . .... . . . . . ...... . . . .. .. . ..... .
FEMALE Co-SCHOLAR ATHLETES OF THE YEAR

Kim Argy

18

Ashley Reyher

SOCCER

TENNIS

Accoun ti ng and fin ance major Kim Argy
had team highs of 11 goals and 26 points
in 2005 , and she fini shed her career
ranked third in team hi story in goals (34),
fourth in points (78) and first in gamewinning goals (15). She was a three-time
all-conference and all-state honoree.

JMU special education outstanding senior
award winner Ashley Reyher completed
her undergraduate degree in sociology and
special education in three years. Her tennis doubles team won 11 of 13 matches as
JMU compiled an 11-2 team record last
spring. Her doubles winning percentage is
JMU's individual career best.

MA D ISON
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MALE SCH OLAR
ATHLETE OF T HE YEAR

Matt Magerko
FOOTBALL

Offensive lineman, Matt Magerko
completed his undergraduate kinesiology
degree a year ago and was in graduate
school during the 2005 season when
he was an Associated Press first-rea m
All-America and an All-Atlantic 10
first-team member.

PHOTO G RAPHS BY CATH Y KU SHNER ("87)
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[Civic Engagement]

Seniors participate
in inaugural U.S.
Congress model

T

wo seniors, who graduated in
May, represented Congressional districts at a five-day
simulation of the U.S. House
of Representatives, April 1721 in Washington, D .C.
Jason Yuckenberg, a public administration major from Centreville, Va., served
as Democratic Leader at the inaugural
U.S. Model House of Representatives, a
nationwide civic engagement and leadership
program for college students who each represented one of 440 Congressional districts.
A JMU Honor Council member, Yuckenberg represented all of the District of Columbia, and received permission to write a House
resolution and give a 10-minute speech to
Model House representatives.
"Most Americans don't realize that the

»> CONTINUED FROM

PAGE 14

for 12 days straight in our Twelve
Days of Christmas project."
NSA members raised $1,300
for Katrina relief efforts this
year and completed an Extreme
Home Makeover-type project
for a local person. Students
painted, installed linoleum,
solicited material contributions
and donated furniture.
There is no class requirement or class credit given for
all the community and volunteer work that the nursing
students complete. "If students
are excited about their profession, then they are able to get
other people excited about
that profession," explains Van
Drew. "There is a great shortage of nurses right now, and
having this organization allows
us to go out into the community and educate about the
shortage. By putting ourselves
in the community, we're able
to attract more people into the
profession of nursing."
Marrin adds, "You just cannot hibernate in your work
environment and expect to be
an effective health professional.

residents of the District of
Columbia don't have voting representation," says
Yuckenberg. "I proposed this
legislation because it is wrong
to disenfranchise over half
a million Americans. The
framers of the Constitution
did not intend to deprive
the citizens of our nation's
capitol the most basic right of
the democracy they created
- the right to vote.
Lucy Hutchinson ('06) and Jason Yuckenberg ('06) repre·
Lucy Hutchinson, an
sented Congressional districts at a five-day simulation of
international affairs major
the U.S. House of Representatives in April.
from Chantilly, Va., reprethe inner workings of Congress is sponsored
sented Virginia's 10th district, officially
by the American Youth Scholarship Foundarepresented by Congressman Frank R.
Wolf, at the U.S. Model House. Hutchin- tion, a nonprofit organization founded in
2002. Students at the U.S. Model House
son is a student government senator and
wrote and voted on bills and participated in
finance chair, and is JMU's first fellow
with the Center for the Study of the Presi- hearings in the House comminee rooms, and
anended events hosted by the Republican and
dency, a Washington, D.C.-based, nonDemocratic national comminees and other
profit organization focused on educating
prominent organizations. ffl
young leaders.
Learn more at http://www.aysf.org/.
The U.S. Model House program that offers
college students experience and education on

It is more than a job - it is a
calling. You just have to be passionate about people."
JMU nursing students and
professors have won the Student Nurse of the Year and
Faculty Nurse of the Year
award for three consecutive
years. And, JMU's chapter has
won the service award in all
six years of its existence.

[National Honors]

Assessment,
Centennial
recognized

J

MU and its Center for
Assessment and Research
Studies and General Education Program received one of
four national awards from the
Council for Higher Education
Accreditation. A growing focus
on how to define success in college may help set benchmarks
to enhance higher education
value overall, according to
new efforts by experts in college accreditation. Facing an
increasingly competitive global

SE NIORS
BY EVAN
DY SON (' 08) 2006
Published
byPHOTOGRAPH
JMU Scholarly
Commons,

*

economy, prominent leaders in
JMU's Centennial Office
higher education accreditation earned three national awards
are reviewing new ways institu- in The Communicator Awards
tions can evaluate and demon2006 Print Competition. JMU
strate student knowledge, skills
received awards of distincand outcomes.
tion for the
CHEA, one
Centennial
of the leading
Web site and
voices in this
for a Web
undertaking,
story about
has initiJMU's first
ated the first
football game.
in a series
The office
of annual
also received
national awards
an honorThe Centennial Celebration Web able mention
to recognize
site earned three 2006 national
these efforts
award for the
Communicator Awards.
with the 2006
Centennial
Award for Institutional
home page. The competition
Progress in Student Learning
received 5,214 entries from
Outcomes. With headquarters throughout the United States
in Washington, D.C., CHEA
and several foreign countries.
is the largest institutional
The Web site is prepared
higher education membership
by Centennial Office Direcorganization in the nation.
tor Fred Hilton ('96M),
The CHEA awards encourassistant director Debbi
age institutions nationwide
Long ('04) and Madison art
to utilize new, effective and
director Bill Thompson.
innovative systems to evaluate Hilton wrote the article on
and demonstrate student outthe first JMU football game,
comes and provide increasing
which is posted at: www.
accountability of that inforjmu.edu/centennialcelebramation to the public.
tion/first_football.shtml. ffl
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An extraordinary announcement
Madison Century cap ital campaign ramps up annual Scholarship Luncheon

"I am so excited. Something really novel
- a first for JMU - is happening here
today," said Senior Vice President of
University Advancement Joanne Carr.
"This is an important day in the history
of James Madison University."

One-Two Punch: Richard Dreyfuss spoke about democracy and praised JMU for its activities in encouraging good citizenship (See Page 8). Steve Leeolou ('78) an~ounced t_hat he
and his wife, Dee Collins Leeolou ('78), will make a second seven-figure 91ft to Madison,
because, he said, the finance has got to catch up with the romance. See Page 41.
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00); BRI AN DILLENSNYDER ( '08);
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Vice president of investments for Salomon Smith Barney in Wash·
ington, D.C., Gary Thompson ('71), a business graduate of Madison,
meets with some of the scholarship recipients he supports.

Athletics Director Jeff Bourne greets
Stephanne Byrd ('93M). She and her
husband, Ted, and her sister, Anne Marie
Strickler Elles ('91), and Anne Marie's husband, Scott, have funded the Champs/Life
Skills Program Endowment in athletics.

Ret. Maj. John Fulk ('83), the namesake of a
scholarship his parents started to benefit students in Catholic Campus Ministries, attended
the luncheon with Susan Boucher Snyder
('80), former education major and now a VP
at Institutional Shareholder Services in D.C.

Family legacy: Scholarships funded by Tom
Dingledine, a lead campaign donor, and
William Dingledine honor their family legacy,
which began early in Madison history with
Agness and Raymond Dingledine Sr. and support today's and tomorrow's JMU students.

Virginia Rt;pertory Dance Company member Dana Lokitis ('06)
thanks retired dance professor Earlynn Miller, who continues her
30-year legacy to JMU's dance students by funding a scholarship
for students who demonstrate high achievement in academic a d
dance performance.
n

Father and daughter, Frederic and Susan
McGhee ('80): He sent four children
through JMU's College of Business. After
attending the scholarship luncheon, he ,
came back in April to speak at the colleges
donor banquet. Susan is a member ~f the
college's Executive Advisory Council.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

A board of visitors member and a capital
campaign lead donor, Judy Strickler ('60) has
funded the theater lobby of the Dorothy Thomasson Estes Center for Theatre and Dance
for the future Performing Arts Complex.

J.Mu Board of Visitors member and Harnsonbur~ Mayor Larry Rogers ('79, '81M)
speaks with Tycorp President Gil Bl d
whose. scholarship supports severa~~
~dents in the College of Education and th
College of Business.
e
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guests
Retired ~ glnla Sen. Harry F. Byrd
Jr preslcfential historian Michael
8 ;schloss and center director Phil
Bigler ('74, '76M) compare no~es
at the James Madison Center m
Wilson Hall. Beschloss specializes
in the political era in which Byrd
served in the Senate.

a

.I

................................................................................................
Backstage
at the James
Madison Day
Ceremony,
scholarship
luncheon
speaker Rich·
ard Dreyfuss
discusses the
value of civil
discourse with
Orange Band
founder Kai
Degner ('03,
'05M).

Madison Cup and JMU's
brightest highlight the day
After the morning's capital campaign anno uncem ent,
James Madison Day continued with the annual ceremony in Wilson Hall, celebrating the birch of President
James Madison and the founding ofJMU. Presid ential
historian Michael Bechloss was the keynote speaker. Following was the final round of the Third Annual Mad ison
Cup Debate Competition, which was judged by Oscar
winner Richard Dreyfuss. Twenty univers ities and colleges - including Yale, Cornell, Pepperdine and Brown
Universities - vied for the Madison Cup.

Omicron Delta Kappa President Kaitlin Porter ('06)
presents the Raymond C.
Dingledine Sr. Endowment
for Leadership award to history major Jeffrey Brundage ('06) of Fairfax. He is a
member of the history and
pre-law fraternities and
the JMU Judicial Council.

SGA President Wesli Spencer
('06) presents the Samuel
Page Duke Award to the
junior with the·highest gradepoint average, Katherine
Sheldon ('07) of Crozet, Va.
She is studying 3-D computer
animation and digital video.
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Valedictorians Michael Albert of Harrisonburg and Ken Hart of Pittsburgh
earned the Faculty Award. Albert is a
mathematics and quantitative finance
major with a minor in physics. Hart is
a quantitative finance and economics
major with a mathematics minor.

JMU President Linwood H. Rose
presents the Madison Cup to
Yale University debaters Rory
Gillis and Adam Chilton.
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JMU Academic Vice President and Provost Douglas T. Brown emcees
the academic proceedings of the James Madison Day ceremony.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

President Linwood H. Rose bestows an honorary doctorate on
retired Virginia Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr. of Winchester. Byrd served
three terms in the U.S. Senate from 1965 to 1983.
S U M M E R
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isbt1 professors, students, alumni and donors have been changing the world since the university's founding in 1908. As

~ university prepares to cross into the next Madison Century, the rest of the world is beginning to take notice. It happens
through the individual achievements and service that put the power of knowledge to work, embodying President James
Madison's belief that a self-governing people "must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives." In helping to
:create and establish a new kind of government, Madison himself changed the world. His example, in turn, has inspired the

Madison community- people like the ones featured in this issue of Madison: Cindy Coolbaugh ('70), Tom Dingledine,

£l1Zll:beth Gauldin ('50), Samier Mansur ('07), J. Peter Pham, Steve ('78) and Dee Dee Collins Leeolou ('78). These Madi-

:mn world changers are just for starters. Visit www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange often and meet more Madison people who have found
~ , both big and small, to Be che Change. New world changers are added weekly. You know some world changers personally.

Pl~ share the news with the rest of the JMU community online (at www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange, or mail in this form).

NOMINATE

A

WORLD

CHANGER

Madison people change the 1vorld eJ'ery day. Do you know a 1vorld-changer? Please pass the 1vord
(In case we need additional information)
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone number: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E-mail address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name:------ - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Phone number: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E-mail address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brief summary of how this nominee has changed the world: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c,JAMES

Mail completed form to Be the Change, University Editor's Office, JMAC #6, Suite 23, MSC 5701, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Mail or fill out this form online: -wJmu.edu/BeTheChange

~~MADISON
UNIVERSITY.

How can you Be the Change? Learn more: www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1
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SPECIALREPORT

More than ntoney
Madison Century capital campaign is a milestone on the road to
full maturity as a university BY MARGIE SHETTERLY

I....
I

adison's beautiful 600-acre campus? The
academic reputation and undergraduate
research opportunities? The top rankings?
The awards, recognitions and honors? The
motivated faculty? Even the 2004 national
football championship? JMU has achieved
all of these with a fraction of the private support that other
universities of Madison's caliber enjoy.
Quite frankly, university officials, administrators and
other insiders have been surprised. They wonder how much
longer this winning streak can continue because they know
sustained excellence takes resources along with the entrepreneurial, can-do attitude that has characterized JMU for
almost 100 years.
"We have kind of burst upon the scene, and now we are,
quite frankly, a bit ahead of ourselves," says JMU alumnus

I LLU STRATION
WESLEY BEDROSIAN
Published
by JMUBYScholarly
Commons, 2006

and supporter Steve Leeolou ('78). "For this next century,
we have got to catch up [in terms of increasing private giving to the university]. We have no choice; we've got bills to
pay, programs to develop and young minds to open up [as
we] prepare the next generation for the future."
To increase its base of private support, JMU has launched
the public phase of its first-ever comprehensive capital campaign, the $50 million Madison Century: A Capital Campaign for James Madison University. In ceremonies March
15 announcing the campaign, Leeolou borrowed a line from
jazz great Charlie Parker: "Romance without finance ain't
worth a damn." While the romance of JMU is evident in
its growing reputation, "we are not there yet in terms of
having the finance catch up with the romance," Leeolou
says. The Madison Century capital campaign is designed to
change that.
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SPECIALREPORT

So what exactly is a capital
campaign?

U

nlike JMU's ongoing annual
and major private giving programs, the Madison Century
campaign is a concentrated
multi-year effort designed to educate the
university's friends, alumni, parents and
students about the value of JMU and the
need to financially support the university.
The quiet phase of the campaign, which
began in 2002, has raised more than half
of the $50 million goal, says Weston Hatfield, associate vice president of development, who is leading fundraising for the
campaign. The public phase of the Madison Century campaign will end in 2008,
when JMU celebrates its centennial.
"It's not hard to convince people of
the value of JMU, " Hatfield says. "Nearly
everyone who has attended or has a son or
daughter with ties to JMU recognizes the
excellence of the Madison Experience. It
has been shaped by professors who serve
as teachers , mentors and role models;
innovative programs; and high-achieving
and service-oriented students and alumni;
all of whom reflect our changing world."
Educating people about why individuals should invest financially in JMU
- regardless of the amount - is a bit
trickier, in part because looks can be
deceiving, Hatfield explains. After all ,
JMU has expanded its campus, upped its
enrollment, built impressive facilities and
rocketed itself into higher education's
national scene - all primarily with state
support, tuition dollars and a modest private giving program and equally modest
$35 million endowment.

W

So why the push?

ith the cost of a college
education fast outrunning
tuition and state support,
"private philanthropy has
become even more critical in higher education ," Hatfield says. Competition for
the best students and professors is fierce,
and universities must continue to move
forward in programs, resources, facilities
and support for students and professors if
they want ro remain competitive.
In other words, JMU has ro finance the
romance.
Just how does JMU compare with its
peer institutions? To JMU's $35 million
endowment, state-supported Virginia

We are not there yet
in terms of having
the finance catch up
with the romance.1
The Madison Century
capital campaign
is designed to
change that.
1

STE VE LEEOLO U

('78)

]MU Board of Visitors member

Leeolou spoke at the campaign kickoff
March 15 and urged others to 'make the
hard call.'

"We wouldn't be able to provide the
kinds of facilities, services and support co
our students and faculty that we have now
without private support," says Susan Pettyjohn, interim vice president for development at W&M. "There is no such thing as
status quo," adds Connie Talbott, vice president for capital support at Virginia Tech.

T

A fundamental truth for JMU

his brings up a fundamental
truth for JMU. The Madison
Century campaign is about
much more than the money. It
is a milestone on the road to full maturity
as a university, Hatfield says.
"We've got a beautiful campus, a
strong and growing academic status, a
well-rounded student experience, a recognized athletics program and a fantastic
word-of-mouth reputation," the development AVP says. "A thriving culture
of increased private support is a·nother
essential component of a mature university on the national scene."
JMU President Linwood H. Rose is
calling on the capital campaign to help
achieve the fully evolved JMU he envisions. "We want to be a leader among
colleges and universities - blending the
very best attributes of a larger research
university with the very best attributes
of a smaller, liberal arts college - for
the ultimate benefit of our students, "
Rose explains.

Tech and the College of William and
Mary both have private endowments of
more than $400 million, and the Univer- Madison Century priorities
he Madison Century campaign
sity of Virginia endowment rops $3.2 bilis designed to complement that
lion . These interest-bearing endowments
vision by providing private supgive schools an added financial cushion
port in five key areas:
to offer student scholarships and added
support for professors, to meet stateScholarship support to ensure that all
funding shortfalls, and to be flexible
enough to cake advantage of unbudgeced highly academically qualified students
opportunities to improve programs, facil- are able to pursue a Madison education.
ities and infrastructures . In short, they
As tuition increases, top students in
give their schools a competitive edge that
the state, nation and world look at not
JMU does not enjoy.
Major capital campaigns have served only the schools and their programs
all three as they keep their schools mov- but also at available scholarship money
ing forward. Virginia Tech currently is in as they decide which school to attend .
the $70 million silent phase of a capital Compared to state-supported George
campaign whose overall goal has not been Mason, W&M, Virginia Tech and
decided. W&M is nearing the end of a U.Va., JMU has the lowest percentage
$500 million capital campaign, having of students who receive need- or meritraised $461 million so far. These schools based aid, primarily because JMU lacks
realize chat private financial support is not che private resources ro offer additional
scholarships and aid.
a luxury - it is essential, says Hatfield.
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W h y is attracting top-caliber students so important? "Call it the domino
effect ," Douglas T. Brown, academic
vice president and provost, says. "Top
students push both faculty [members)
and fellow students to greatness, bring
diversity to campus and take programs
to new heights through research and recognition. And by doing so, they enhance
the university's reputation as a leader in
higher education. These students are a
great investment for JMU because they
increase the value of a JMU education
fo r all students."

* Faculty support, including chairs
and professorships to ensure that ]MU
keeps and supports its talented faculty
and attracts additional top scholars and
teachers from around the nation and
the world.
Currently, Brown says, the average faculty salary at JMU is less than $60,000
- and $10,000 less than the average salary for Virginia Tech faculty members.
Professors at U.Va. earn, on average,
more than $91,000 a year. "While JMU
is known for its gifted and dedicated faculty, we continually face challenges in
retaining faculty members and recruiting prestigious and promising scholars
because of the growing gap between the
faculty salaries we can offer and what
other institutions with more private support can offer," Brown says.
"Once again," he says, "it's the domino
effect. With additional faculty support,
made possible by private funding, we can
attract and retain top scholars, who , in
turn, attract top students and lead innovative programs, enhancing the educational
opportunities for all of our students."

*

Facility improvement to enhance the
educational experience for JMU's students and give professors top quality
f acilities in which to teach and mentor
students and conduct research that will
benefit students and the world.
Construction of a new Performing
Arts Center, scheduled to begin in 2007,
and the recently completed Robert and
Frances Plecker Athletic Performance
Center are two of many examples of
state-of-the-art facilities that will launch
JMU into its next 100 years. But as new
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lt's the domino
effect. With additional faculty support, made possible
by private funding,
we can attract and
retain top scholars, who, in turn,
attract top students
and lead innovative
programs, enhancing the educational
opportunities for all
of our students."
1

D OUG LAS T. BROWN
academic vice president and provost

technology emerges, existing facilities
age and needs are redefined to meet a
rapidly changing world, the demand for
new facilities and renovations to existing
facilities will continue , requiring both
public and private funding.

* Initiatives to maximize student success and enhance the Madison Experience, including additional support for
Community Service Learning, international programs and other i nitiatives
that will add diversity to ]MU.
JMU ' s commitment to community
service as well as educational programs
that span the globe reflects the philosophy that learning by doing and serving
others are essential parts of a high-quality
education. In 1998, Break Away magazine named JMU' s Alternative Spring
Break program its 1998 Program of the
Year. And last year, JMU was the only
Virginia school named in The Princeton
Review's Colleges with a Conscience, as
nearly 300 students participated in the
university's Alternative Spring Break program to serve others . JMU international
programs now include opportunities for
students to study, intern and volunteer
in dozens of countries and , by doing so,
explore new cultures, learn new languages

and gain a global perspective. But these
and other programs require funding that
isn' t provided by state support.

* Unrestricted support

of academic
and co curricular programs through the
Madison Fund. This unrestricted funding will give the president the flexibility
to capitalize on special opportunities,
meet unexpected needs and promote new
programs.
Leeolou and his wife, Dee Dee Collins
Leeolou ('78), have given a seven-figure
gift to JMU to help anchor the Madison
Century campaign. Now, he, Rose and
other JMU supporters are urging others
to do the same. "This is the time where
we 40-year-olds, 50-year-olds, 60-yearolds and others who are the alumni who
'have gotten there' and can help have to
make the hard call. We need to think
about whether we can [increase financial
support for JMUJ, and if so, how much
can we do," Leeolou says.
Bob and Nancy Weireter, outgoing chairs of the JMU Parents Council, believe giving to JMU makes sense .
With its undergraduate focus, excellent
teaching, small class size and impressive
undergraduate research programs, "JMU
becomes a very smart venture to support, " Weireter says.
"This place gave you [alumni] a lot, "
Mrs. Weireter says . "Now you have to
give back to it."
Of course, not everyone is in a position
to give thousands or millions of dollars
to JMU. But everyone with ties to JMU
is in the position to offer some level of
support, says Phyllis Pruett, who along
with her husband, Dave, will chair the
Parents Council in the fall. "Every little
bit helps. Look what it's done so far. "
JMU has excelled , but it has never
enjoyed the luxury of plenty. The tenacity of the university and the commitment
and enthusiasm of its faculty as they have
achieved much with little have become
hallmarks of the school 's entrepreneurial
spirit, Leeolou says. But university leaders can ' t help but ponder the possibilities as JMU looks to its next 100 years.
"Just imagine what new levels of achievement might be reached if students, [and)
facult y and staff [members) had more
resources, " Leeolou says. "This is an
exhilarating thought."
m
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THAT MADISON STANDARD

synthesizes the

university's almost century-long commit-

ment to its students and to the country
and society. Madison professors, students,
alumni and donors often go well beyond
the university's mission. They meaning-

fully and productively change the world.

OUR MISSION

They do it every day and in many ways.

We are committed to
preparing students to

James Madison wrote that a self-governing people "must arm themselves with
the power which Knowledge gives. " On

become educated and
enlightened citizens who
will lead productive

March 15 and in conjunction with the
new comprehensive capital campaign,
JMU launched "Be the Change," a new
communications campaign. Its thrust is

and meaningful lives.
to

show that education at JMU empowers

individuals to change the world -

or

their part of the world.
Meet some of these individuals in this

special section of Madison and even more
at www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1
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Progenitors
of a legacy:
Raymond
Dingledine Sr.
and Agness
Stribling Dingledine ('15)

At the heart of Madison
Madison and Dingledine history are intricately entwined
INTRODUCTION BY PAM BROCK

STORY BY TOM DINGLEDINE (basedona2005ClassReunionSpeechandeditedforprintJ

race the history ofJMU, and you'll also trace the history of the Dingledine family. The lives of four generations of Dingledines weave through Madison history -

each leaving a mark on the formation and direction

of the school. Perhaps none has had as lasting an influence as Agness Stribling Dingledine (' 15), known affectionately as "Mama Ding." In an article based on his speech to the class reunions celebrated in 2005, grandson Tom Dingledine talks about his family and his grandmother, the inspiration for his ongoing support of
JMU. Just as Madison was going to press, the JMU community learned chat Tom and his wife, Karyn, had
made an additional gift of $2 million to the Madison Century capital campaign, bringing their campaign giving to
$2.6 million. Their latest gift establishes the Thomas and Karyn Dingledine Endowed Scholarship for Achievement
in Academics and Service to create the university's first privately funded four-year, student-recruitment scholarship.
Who we are today is
formed from our experiences and the people who
have come into our lives,
especially those people who
have touched our hearts
and souls . I am fortunate
to have Mama Ding as my
grandmother. Whether or
not you knew her personally, you are a part of her
family - her Madison Family. Mama Ding had limitless love, for her God,

her husband, her children,
grandchildren , great grandchildren and all the girls of
Madison . I still feel her love
and spirit today at Madison, where the vision of the
founders and early leaders of
the school first set the foundation for Mama Ding to
blossom and fulfill her role.
One of them was the first
Dingledine to advocate for
JMU, my great grandfather,
William Johnston Dingle-

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1

dine. He was one of many
speakers who lobbied the
Virginia General Assembly
in 1907 for better teachers
and an educational facility in
Harrisonburg to train them.
The next year the legislature approved funding for the
school, and a 50-acre farm
was purchased for $18,500
for the future site of the Normal and Industrial School for
Women in H arrisonburg. In
1909, the first of 150 students

arrived by train to move into
the new buildings and usher
in the beginning of what
would eventually become
James Madison University.
Five years later, after doctors recommended chat
she avoid the hilly campus
of Mary Baldwin College
because of her asthma, Agness
Stribling of Petersburg, Va.,
stepped on campus and began
making her mark. Doors were
never closed in Agness' face .
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Instead, she chose to find
other doors that opened into
beautiful gardens of opportunity. For her, Madison
became such a garden.
In 1915, Raymond C.
Oingledine, a young professor fresh from the University
of Virginia, joined the Normal and Industrial School
for Women faculty. He first
taught mathematics, then
social sciences and history. That same
year, Agness began
making a na me
for herself at
Madison. She
was chair of
the Honor
Committee
and the first
president of
the Student
Government
Association.
It wasn't long
before the cwo
mer and

began what would become
a partnership chat extended
their concept of family to
well beyond their own family to encompass students
and faculty members. Their
courtship began in 1916
when Professor Dingledine,
while at a school dance,
answered the question,
"What is the sweetest name

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

dace?'' His reply, "Honey,"
won not only the contest
bur also my grandmother's
love and lifelong devotion.
In 191 7, Agness became
che school's yo ungest faculty member. Among her
duties was meeting arriving
students at the train station, a task she shared with
young Dingledine. Shortly
thereafter, the two were
married and began their
professional and personal
commitment to Madison.
In 1919, the young couple
started an annual scholarship award of $10 for the
best senior essay in Elizabeth
Cleveland's Literary Epochs
class. While that doesn't
sound like much today, in
1919 $10 was a significant
award, particularly when
you consider chat a professor's salary was about $80 a
month at that time. It was
also a substantial contribution to the cost of education. For example, in 1909,
a full year's tuition cost $6,
and room and board ran
$14 a month. Knowing
chat some students
had a difficult time
meeting

expenses, the Dingledines
were committed to the idea
chat cost should not prevent
a student from getting an
education. That commitment was reflected in the
Dingledines' goal for their
scholarship: "That no worthy student would ever be
compelled to leave school on
account of lack of financial
means to continue."
1919 also marked the
birth of the first of four
children, Raymond Jr., who
would later continue the
teaching tradition at Madison with a distinguished
career in the history department that spanned decades
and won him the respect
and admiration of students
and faculty alike.
By 1924, the Dingledines,
who now also had a daughter, Jane, Uane Dingledine
Hueston (' 42)], born in
1920, had moved into what
became known as the Dingledine House on Main Street
across from the campus. That
same year, the school was
renamed the State Teachers
College at Harrisonburg.
Two other Dingledine
children, Billy, born in
1925, and Agness, born
in 1929, started another
Dingledine family tradition
- serving as class mascot.
Billy served in 1929,
and then in 19 36. Agness
[Agness Dingledine Chamberlain ('51)] followed in
her brother's footsteps.
However, the children soon
realized that being the class
mascot was only one
of many privileges
afforded to faculty
"brats." Child ren of
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members also were allowed
to use the college tennis
court, the nine-hole golf
course, basketball courts
and the indoor swimming
pool. The latter was particularly important, as it
allowed my father, Billy,
the opportunity to earn his
lifesaving badge and be a
summer lifeguard at Massannetta Springs, where he
met my mother.
During the 16 years that
they lived there, family life
blurred with college life
as students were invited
to Sunday night suppers,
picnics on the lawn, waffle
dinners, taffy pulls, homemade ice cream and more.
The Dingledine house
became a home away from
home for many students
- some had never been
away from home before
- as well as a temporary
residence from time to time
for graduates who stayed in
Harrisonburg to teach. The
whole family was involved
in college life and the special events at the school.
Summers were quieter,
but college life still continued. My grandfather
taught in summer school,
but it was a slower pace and
allowed for more time with
his children. He loved golf,
and shared his love for the
sport as well as many special
moments with my father,
Billy, during afternoons on
the golf course.
In 1938, the school was
again renamed - this time
Madison College - and as
a reflection of the changing
social climate, social hostesses
(or dorm mothers) began living in the dorms to provide
closer supervision of students.

The Dingledines (including two past Madison mascots; see opposite page) gather at
the 2005 Scholarship Luncheon. Clockwise from top left: Bill Jr. , Emily (widow
of Raymond Jr. ), William S. "Billy" Sr.,
Tom, Clay, Karyn and Jane Dingledine
Hueston. Inset from 1923 : Raymond Sr.,
one of Madison's early faculty members.
Jane Dingledine Hueston
(' 42) followed in her mother's footsteps when she was
elected president of the
SGA in 1941, the same year
that her father, Raymond
Dingledine Sr., died. Jane's
biggest problem as head of
the SGA was dealing with
those students who necessitated the need for the social
hostesses. While by today's
standards, these infractions
would be considered mild,
perhaps even quaint; their
chaffing at campus regulations marked the beginning

of student demands for
more freedom.
According to Jane, the
issues that required supervision and strict enforcement
included students leaving
campus without wearing
hose, and walking across
campus in shorts and not
wearing a raincoat.
Ten years later, Jane's little sister Agness continued
the tradition by serving as
a member of the SGA and
editor of the student handbook, with its more lenient
standards for acceptable

behavior. By 1946, the faculty had caved in to student
pressure to delete wording
regarding social conduct
expectations requiring a
Madison student to "conduct herself at all times in
a manner entirely befitting
a young lady" and requiring her to display "those
gentle and refined qualities
for which Southern womanhood has always been
famed." However, while the
phraseology may have been
dated and was thus deleted,
the emphasis on rights and
feelings of others remained
a key component of Agness
Stribling Dingledine's
social philosophy as well as
the social framework at Madison.
While the death
of Raymond Dingledine Sr. had a
profound affect
on his wife, it did
not dampen her
enthusiasm for and
commitment to the
students at Madison
College. In 1949,
she took on a new
role as social hostess or dorm mother
for the former Sprinkle
House, then home to the
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. She remained there
until the early '60s when
the house was torn down to
make room for Duke Hall.
During that time, she was
a mother to the women in
the sorority as well as their
dates. She would take them
lemonade on the front
porch or invite them into
her parlor on May Day
to listen to the Kentucky
Derby on her radio. And
while it was never an offi-
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At the 50th anniversary of Madison, President G.
Tyler Miller celebrates with Raymond Dingledine Jr.
(center), who wrote the history of the school's first 50
years. Also: The history professor with his wife, Emily,
(right) and in his office as department head (below
left). The Dingledine children took their turns as
Madison mascots (clockwise from top left): Baby Raymond Jr. in 1919, Agness in 1933, William in 1930
and Jane in 1923.
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a reunion speech she once
gave, she said, "I like co
chink of Madison as a city
set on a hill, a lighthouse
sending out its rays of
light to warm, to cheer, to
inspire and light up corners far and near, even dark
places. Each student who
has been here has made
chat light shine brighter or
grow dimmer. Every one of
us adds to or detracts from
a little of the prestige and
influence of our college. We
have a definite responsibility to show the plus side
The Dingledinefamily lived in what was to become known as
of
Madison. It costs more
Dingledine House (top), located across Main St.from campus.
than
we pay to finance
After Raymond Sr. 's death, Agness became housemother to Sigma
our education. This is not
igma Sigma in Sprinkle House, where she earned the affectionate nickname, Mama Ding. Inset: Daughter Jane (third row from
something to be taken for
top, third/ram right) joined Tri Sig during her student years.
granted. Madison opened
her doors to us. We have
the responsibility of making her glad that we were
admitted. Loyalty and gratitude are good, but loyalty
and achievement are better. "
Madison was a central
part of Mama Ding's life
from the time she enrolled
as a student until her death
1974. Still her legacy
;;::.=:::--::=~~= lives on, not
only with
Dingledine
Hall, but
also with the
Agness Stribling Dingleto a strong, lovi ng woman
descending
dine Memorial
who gave so much to so
tone, which
Scholarship
many at Madison College.
m ade her
that began so
Mama Ding always spoke
unique. Her
long ago. Each
her truth and didn't mince
love and
year, that scholwords, but she did so in a
acceptance
arship continnonjudgmental and nonconof each individual was her
ues to be awarded to up to
··················································································
trademark.
four Madison students who
Ab OU t the AU th Or Tom Dingledine is a Madison friend and donor and
She believed in the greatmake a positive difference
grandson of Raymond and Agness Dingledine ('J 5). Their third child, William, is Toms father. Tom and Karyn, who visitjMU often, Live in Charlotness of Madison College
in the lives of ochers. Or
tesville. This article is baud 011 a speech Tom made to the Madison alumni
and its graduates, and she
as M ama Ding would say,
classes who celebrated their reunions in 2005. The original speech can be read
wanted alumni to reflect
those who make the light
in its entirety at www.jmu.edu!madisononline.
that greatness. As part of
shine brighter.
ffi
ial cicle, "Mama Ding"
wa how gne
cribling
Dingledine wa known co
generation of cudent
at Madi on.
In 1951, Mama Ding
expanded her official role at
Madison ollege by becoming che alumni secretary, a
po icion she held until her
retirement in I 967.
While Mama Ding was
certainly dedicated co
Madison ollege and its
scuden cs, che college reci procaced by allowing her
co use prinkle House as
her home yea r round. For
her grandchildren, vis its
co" annie's" on-campus
house were always times of
fun and laughter.
When we grandchildren
goc coo rambunctious, we
were enc out ide co run
throughout che campus.
Bue when we returned , our
annie would always have
a treat for u - u ually
some of her baked goods
and a oke from che oke
machine on che back porch.
The Coke were particularly
special because we rarely
were created co chem, and all
annie had co do wa open
che machine with her pecial
key and pass out che cold
boccie . What we did not
know was chat she always
put money in the machine
co pay for the okes when
we weren't around .
Madi on College dedicated Dingledine Hall in
1970 in honor of Mama
Ding. It was a fitting tribute
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Occasions in the lives of Madison and Agness Dingledine
often coincided (clockwise from top left): Mama Ding as Tri
Sig housemother and on the cover of the Madisonian, with the
graduating class of 1915, her wedding to Raymond Sr. in 1918,
the young faculty member (inset) as an honorary member of the
class of 1917 (read the tribute), at a 1968 meeting of the Madison Alumnae Association and surrounded by another generation
of Dingledines in 1970 who had gathered for the dedication of
the residence hall named for Agness and Raymond Sr. They are
(clockwise from top left): Agness Jean Chamberlain Evans, Elizabeth Chamberlain Lovering, Mary Lee Hueston Loda, Agness
Hueston Henderson, Clay Dingledine, Joe Dingledine, Agness
Stribling Dingledine and Sarah Chamberlain Gorham.

Spotless kitchEn, for nutrition.
Dining Hall- No late admission.
Our efficient dietitian.
Mrs. M's kind disposition.
Joan of Arc to stir ambition.
Lobby frieze-great acquisition.
Our own "movie" exhibition.
A young, brilliant mathematician,
Planning many an expedition.
Registrar- metaphysician.
Red Cross nurse-diagnostician.

Matron, given to inhibition.
Man with photographic vision.
Bright Miss Button, the -musician.
Town made dry by prohibition.
Sixth new building in position,
Filled with girls-a big addition.

And, for special recognition,
Our Miss Stribling's gentle mission.
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BEtheCHANG____
E ----.--A CONVERS AT I ON W ITH A DONOR AND HIS SCHOLARSHIP RECIP I ENTS

Tom: There's a family his-

The human touch
Donor and friend Tom Dingledine is all about touching the lives of others. And his scholarship recipients are too. These graduating seniors are
bound for graduate school and careers in health and human services.
They are physical therapy major Megan Bellino ( '06), dietetics major
Bethany Elam ('06) and physician assistant major Heather Stewart ('06) .

tory and legacy here chat is
a part of me, even though I
didn't go here. My grandparents were both very loving, giving people and they
gave chat co my father, who
in turn gave it co me. I've
heard many stories about
how my grandmother made
an impact on the lives of
young women when Madison was not yet a coed
institution. Supporting students through scholarships
is a way for me to continue
her legacy; and you girls,
and ochers before and ones
after, make it rewarding
beyond words. So, thank
you. Megan, you said you
had some news.

Megan: On Friday, I got
a phone call chat I got
into the Temple University graduate program for
the doctorate of physical
therapy school, so I'm really
excited. I have a lot of different interests, but I chink
pediatrics, aquatic physical
therapy and balance disorders are probably the areas
I'm going co pursue. A Joe
of people have movement
dysfunctions chat are creatable, and I really wane co be
one of the people chat can
go out there and h elp make
their lives better.
Tom: Heather, what are you
going co do?

Heather: I've been working
in a free clinic, and I really
like the one on one with
people who don't h ave the
opportunities chat I do. So,
it is che human contact, the
human couch, che human
interaction.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1
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Tom: Do yo u have a story
from the free clinic that you
could share?

Heather: We had a patient
who had a very rare skin
disease. He was so frustrated with how he wasn't
getting care because he
didn't have insurance. Ir
was nice to see him meet
with the doctors, meet
with the counselors and
meet with me. We would
go through what he could
do for himself and what he
could do to better himself.
And all summer, I saw him
every week getting better
and feeling better. Over
break, I visited him just
to see how he was doing,
and he was like, "What
are you doing here? This
isn't the clinic." I said, "I
just wanted to see how you
were." If you can make a
difference [for] one person,
like in how they' re feeling,
that would be awesome.
Tom: Well, you did. I think
chat's the point as we talk
about making a difference
in people and the scholarship. You didn't need to go
visit him. You changed that
person's life. It's the connecting with people. Bethany, I'll bet you are doing
the same kinds of things.

Bethany: Well my career
aspirations are a little
unusual. I have had many
international opportunities and, that's kind of
where my heart lies. I'm
planning on going, after
I become registered dietician, to become part of a
medical ream, a nonprofit
organization medical team,

my mom teaches English
to freshmen in a really
harsh area of Maryland. So
the scholarship has really
helped my whole family
give to the community.
Ir's amazing.

Service means making a difference in the lives of others
and committing yourself to
doing it ... It's paying it forward. My gift is helping that
process. I do it because it
just hits me that this is the
right thing to do. I'm doing it
because it feels right
- TOM DINGLEDINE

1

and go to Africa and work
in clinics, maybe in refugee
camps. My interest really
lies in HIV/AIDS nutrition
therapy, because I feel that
that's a particular population that's overlooked a lot.

Tom: You know that's part
of the JMU culture. There
was a report that came out
recently that was looking at
how many [students] went
into the Peace Corps.

Heather: That's right. We' re
No . 2 now.
Tom: And so that firs with
what you're talking about.

Bethany: Definitely. With
HIV/AIDS , nutrition must
be really tailored to every
single person, tied to the
symptoms chose people
are experiencing. So that
excites me, because, just
like we were talking before ,
making a difference in
that one person's life - in
the quality of life. There
are going to be things I've
never experienced, it's

going to be a challenge, but
I have the education to give
back to people.

Tom: It's very unselfish.
Heather: Obviously, the
monetary value of my education is huge. I work two
jobs just to help out. The
scholarship was great monetarily and to be honored
and recognized. I was able
to volunteer last summer
and not worry about taking
a job because of the scholarship. So I'm able to pursue
my passion a little more
and have a little more work
experience and not have to
worry about making the
money during the summer.
Tom: That's great. Thank
you. Thar's great.

Megan: My parents are
both high school teachers;
they value education more
than anything else, which
has really just poured out
into their seven children.
My father teaches English
as a second language, and

Bethany: I work at a hospital and a lot of my coworkers are immigrants.
I've enjoyed that job more
than anything, because it
has opened my eyes into
people. These are adults
I'm working with who are
working two jobs to support a family, while my
education has opened up
the door and opportunities for my future. They
are going to be working
chat job until they retire, if
they retire, and I'm going
to be moving on. One of
my coworkers is just so
eager to learn, and I've
given her a lot of my extra
textbooks. I feel like this
education and the opportunity that I've had is
more of an investment in
other people too, because I
feel like with my future job
I'll be giving back to other
people that way.
Tom: Service means making a difference in the lives
of others and committing
yourself to doing it. I think
that we need so many people like that, and I want to
recognize that. In a way, it's
like my grandmother. Ir's
paying it forward. My gift is
helping that process. I do it
because it just hits me that
this is the right thing to do.
I'm doing it because it feels
right, and then to hear what
these three are saying makes
it even easier.
m
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'The power which Knowledge gives'
With a manifest commitment to liberty and learning, James Madison
changed the world BY PHILIP BIGLER ('74,'76M)
rticle II, Section 3 of the U.S. Constitution mandates that the president of the United States
report to Congress on an annual basis on the current state of the union. So it was on Dec. 5,
1810, that President James Madison stood before an assemblage of senators and representatives to fulfill his obligation as the nation's fourth chief executive. The new federal capital -

Washington, D.C., -

was just a decade old and, certainly by European standards,

still remained a humble, even primitive, town. Its proliferation of ramshackle boarding houses and
well-attended taverns made it a source of ridicule rather than a symbol of national pride and identity.
Mosquito-infested swamps
and marshland surrounded
the federal city, and each
summer brought heat and
humidity along with epidemics of malarial fever.
Thus, virtually the entire
government abandoned the
federal city for months at
a time including President
and Mrs. Madison. They
had, in fact, just returned to
Washington on Oct. 6 after
a three-month hiatus in the

more hospitable climate
of the Virginia piedmont.
Their Montpelier home
proved far more preferable than the president's
house even as it was in the
process of being improved
and refined under the close
supervision of the republic's
elegant first lady.
The third session of
the 11th Congress of the
United States convened in
the 34th year of indepen-

dency in a Capitol that consisted of two unconnected
wings. The Senate had
been only able to occupy
their north chambers a few
months earlier while the
Jefferson-appointed architect, Benjamin Latrobe,
continued to work on his
grandiose plans to link the
two legislative bodies with a
central dome.
Madison was in a somber
mood. His first 20 months

in office had been marred
by repeated foreign policy
provocations by both the
British and the French.
American shipping was routinely attacked, commercial
cargoes seized and U .S.
sailors impressed. Thomas
Jefferson, now safely
ensconced in his retirement
at Monticello, scornfully
observed, "Bonaparte hates
our government because it
is a living libel on his, [and]
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'By enlightening the opinions,
by expanding the patriotism,
and by assimilating the principles, the sentiments and
the manners of those who
might resort to this temple of
science, to be redistributed in
due time through every part
of the community... '
-JAMES MADISON

the English hate us because
they think our prosperity
filched from theirs."
It seemed to many American citizens that the British had been particularly
arrogant and bold. They
believed, with reasonable
cause, that the king and
parliament had never fully
accepted the outcome of the
American Revolution, and
relations between the two
countries remained strained.
They were now even further
complicated by the recent
passage of Macon's Bill No.
2, which had, through clever
maneuvering and manipulation by the French, set in
motion a three-month time
clock, a virtual ultimatum,
for the British to fully recognize American mercantile
rights and accept the principle of freedom of the seas or
face a complete embargo of
American commerce. The
prospect of a second war
against the world's most
powerful nation
seemed likely.
Throughout the
United States,

militia units were being
equipped, armed and drilled
while American harbors
were being fortified.
The home front was
expanding at the same time.
Ohio, the 17th state, had
been admitted to the union
in 1803, while the Louisiana
Purchase pushed America's
frontiers even farther westward as new lands opened
up. The 1810 U.S. Census
revealed that the nation's
population exceeded 7. 2
million people.
James Madison began
this important speech to
those fellow citizens: "The
embarrassments which
have prevailed in our foreign relations, and so much
employed the deliberations
of Congress, make it a primary duty, in meeting you, to communicate
whatever
may
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have occurred, in that
branch of our national
affairs." The ominous
tone of Madison's
address continued as
he detailed and elaborated on the events
that had led the
nation to the brink
of war. Despite all
that had transpired
and however bleak the
future appeared, Madison retained his essential optimism and belief
in the American republic
and his manifest commitment to liberty. This was
reflected in his reaffirm ation of his hopes for the
establishment of a n ational
university for the promulgation of knowledge.
The impetus for such
a noble institution had
actually begun years
earlier when George
Washington urged
its creation during
his final speech
to Congress on
Dec. 7, 1796. He
hoped that such
a college would
attract the
nation's best
and most
able professors
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while promoting a national
identity and securing the
permanence of the union.
Ar that rime, the 45-yearold James Madison was
serving as a Virginia representative to the fourth
Congress and was enthused
by Washington's vision.
On Dec. 21, he officially
proposed " ... the establishment of a university within
the District of Columbia."
Unfortunately, the legislation languished and was
never enacted into law;
and soon other more pressing matters diverted the
nation's attention. Bur
now, as president, Madison renewed his call for the
establishment of an American university: "Whilst it
is universally admitted char
a well-instructed people
alone can be permanently
a free people, and whilst it
is evident char the means
of diffusing and improving
useful knowledge from so
small a proportion of the
expenditures for national
purposes, I cannot presume
it to be unseasonable to
invite your attention to the
advantages of superadding to the means of education provided by the several States, a seminary of
learning, instituted by the
national legislature ... " He
continued, "[it] would be
universal in its beneficial
effects. By enlightening the
opinions, by expanding the
patriotism, and by assimilating the principles, the
sentiments and the manners

'Knowledge will forever govern ignorance,' Madison
once wrote, and at James
Madison University, learning is a daily pursuit and
the commitment to positive
change is a common ideal.
-PHILIP BIGLER ('74, ' 76M)

of those who might resort
to this temple of science,
to be redistributed in due
time through every part of
the community; sources
of jealousy and prejudice
would be diminished, the
features of national character would be multiplied,
and greater extent given to
social harmony. Bur above
all, a well-constituted seminary ... would contribute
not less to strengthen
the foundations, than to
adorn rhe structure of our
free and happy system of
government. "
For Madison and his fellow founders, education
remained the key to the
survival of the republic
and for the preservation of
the rights won during the
American Revolution. An
informed citizenry, Madison would write in 1822,
" ... is the best security
against crafty and dangerous encroachments on the
public liberty." He added
that "Learned institutions

About the Author Philip Bigler has both a B.A. ('74) and M.Ed. ('76)
ftom ]MU and an additional M.A. ftom the College of William and Mary.
In 1998, he was chosen as the National Teacher of the Year during a Rose
Garden ceremony at the White House. He is currently the director of the James
Madison Center on campus.

ought to be favorite objects
with every free people ...
they multiply the educated
individuals from among
whom the people may elect
a due portion of their public agents." Although his
national university never
became a reality, Madison's
dream was ultimately fulfilled through the development of widespread public
education throughout the
United States.
Almost a century after
Madison delivered his
remarks before Congress,
the Normal School for
Women was established
in Harrisonburg in 1908.
The school's initial mandate was to train and prepare high quality teachers
for the Commonwealth of
Virginia's schools, thereby
advancing Madison's
cause of an educated citizenry. The college's first
president, Julian Burruss,
maintained that" .. . building character is the chief
aim of every school," and
he advocated the promotion of ethical behavior
and sound scholarship. In
1938, under the leadership
of the university's second
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president, Samuel Duke,
the university officially
became Madison College.
Raymond Dingledine, a
longtime professor of history at the university,
recounts: "President Duke
suggested that his institution be named ... in honor
of James Madison, 'father'
of the federal constitution
and fourth president of the
United States. Such a name
would not only honor one
of Virginia's greatest statesmen bur an early champion of both public schools
and higher education ...
It was distinctive, used
by no other college in the
country." This singular act
provided Madison College
with a unique identity and
a rich intellectual legacy.
Over the years, James
Madison University has
continued to change, grow
and evolve. It has become
nationally recognized as
a comprehensive public
university that offers a
wide variety of academic
majors and graduate programs. Still, rhe uni versity
has never deviated from its
core principles or beliefs.
Traits that James Madison cherished - academic
rigor, honest scholarship,
intellectual discipline, civil
debate, ethical behavior
and responsible citizenship
- exemplify the goals of
all Madison alumni, students and professors .
"Knowledge will forever
govern ignorance, " Madison once wrote, and at
James Madison University,
learning is a daily pursuit
and the commitment to
positive change is a common ideal.
ffi
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A SPEECH BY THE MADISON CENTURY CAPITAL CAMPAIGN CO -CHAIR

, Romance with finance
We have burst upon the scene; now it's time to
make the hard call - we must catch up
BY STEV E LEEOLOU ('78) (Adapted for printfrom a speech given atthe
Madison Century capital campaign kickoff)

here have been a lot
of exciting things
talked about during
our campaign kickoff today and passion expressed about
where chis country may
be heading and where chis
university may be heading
- passion and maybe even
a bit of a romantic vision for
the fu ture. Bue you have co
be careful when you gee into
passion and romance. Charlie Parker, the great jazz
musician , had a great line.
And forgive me, these are
his words, not mine; he said,
"Romance without finance
ain' t worth a damn ."

We've got some work co
do here at chis university
and some of the numbers
may surprise you. We have
become a major national
player in the world of
higher education in terms
of our academic quality, as
Dr. Rose talked about earlier and as today's video has
showed us. Bue we are not
there yet in terms of having
the finance catch up with
the romance. We have kind
of burst upon the scene and
now we are, quite frankly, a
bit ahead of ourselves .
For chis next century, we
have got co catch up . We
have no choice. We've got

bills co pay, things co do,
programs co develop and
young minds to open up.
W e muse prepare che next
gen eration for che future .
A couple of surprising
things: James Madison
now has an active alumni
roster of 85 ,000 alumni,
and we' re about 100 years
old. And yet our endowment is less than half of che
endowments of our peer
institutions. We are lagging
behind institutions chat are
much younger and smaller
than we are.
We are behind, folks. I
don ' t like chat. I chink it's
a liccle embarrassing. It's a
bit understandable because
we've had chis lace burst of
growth, but we' re there now.
We're on the public playing field of higher education
in che big leagues and we' re
swinging and missing coo
often. We've got co get some
singles and doubles and hie
a few out of the park here
in order co have the finance
catch up co the romance .
This next century is
important. We have co gee
on course. And we really
don ' t have any ocher choice.
We can't go backwards . So
chis is the time where we
40 year olds, 50 year olds ,
60 year olds - and ocher
alumni "who have gotten
there" and can help - have
co make che hard call. We
have co chink about whether
we can do chis, whether we
should do chis, and, if so,
how much we can do.
When Dee Dee and I did
chat seven years ago we did
more than we thought we
could do, we did it sooner
than we thought we should

r
do ic, we' ve never regretted ic and we'll never look
back. And it has led co
some great things because
now ochers have come and
done che same and done
more . Now we' re moving;
we' re gaining momentum .
A final thought: James
Madison was a big one for
leading by example . He
cook action on his words .
He didn ' t just write about
things. He saved the country on a number of different occasions because
he was a man of action
and he led by example .
For many of us , we are
the alumni who have the
opportunity to do chat for
chis campaign. Without us,
we' re done. So it's a huge
responsibility, and we need
co cake it very seriously.
We probably need co do
more than we chink we
can, sooner than we probably wane co - because
the cause is great and the
consequences for failure
are unacceptable.
So, having said chat,
I'm kind of happy, a liccle
scared and a liccle anxious
co announce tonight chat
Dee Dee and I are going co ,
again , make a seven-figure
gift co chis university co
help anchor the new centennial campaign . We're
doing it because we're in a·
fortunate position where we
can do it. We want co do it
because we love the school
and know chat it will be
an investment chat pays
compounded returns on
producing people who can
make a real contribution
co society going forward.
Thank you.
ffl
· 1
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]. Peter Pham, Ph.D.
INTERVIEW BY DAVID TAYLOR ('85)

Real-world relevance
II orltl
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.
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in a . ummer course in Isra e l.

• Director of the Nelson Institute for
International and Public Affairs
• Academic Fellow of the Foundation
for the Defense of Democracies
• Official U.S. delegate to monitor
Liberia's first free elections
• Frequent news commentator and
opinion writer on West Africa, terror·
ism and papal affairs

What is the Nelson Institute?
The Nelson Institute brings a
knowledge base into the public
debate on vital issues of the day
and then brings that debate to
campus. We continue the mission today through a combination of bringing guest speakers,
leading practitioners and scholars of international and public
affairs to campus to inform
professors and students, as well
as bringing the research being
done here atJMU, by a number of our scholars in the social
sciences, into policy debates. I
personally have briefed members of Congress, congressional
committees, members of the
executive branch and some of
our [military] services.

What kind of opportunities does that
create for a Madison student?
Leading policy makers, practitioners and scholars come
to campus to give big public
lectures and meet studen ts
and professors in one-on-one
exchanges and off-the-record
settings, and to give them an
idea of the events and issues
that policy makers are looking
for input on.

What have you been focusing on in
your academic work?
One is, of course, the field of
terrorism. It's a topic that a lot
of people are now paying a great

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1
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deal of attention co. What I'm
crying co bring is more serious
academic arrenrion co it - bur
one char's nor corally divorced
from rhe realpolitik of having
co deal with rhe problem in rhe
here and now, in rhe real world
in which we live. My ocher great
area of interest is Africa and rhe
relatively unnoticed amount of
terrorism and terrorises activities
going on there.

What do you feel is your role as a
professor, researcher and mentor?
As responsible public citizens,
we in academia can contribute
to che dialogue; but at the same
time also bring chose concerns
that policymakers have ro campus so that our students also
see the bigger picture of rhe
society in which they live and
in which, hopefully, they'll
become productive citizens.

Why have you chosen to do these
things at JMU?
What I enjoy is the sense of
community here. In many
research universities you have
isolated scholars, each of whom
pursues his or her own agenda.
But here there's a very supportive network of scholars
working together. And crossdisciplinary activities are very
strong here. In my own scholarship, it's very hard to peg me
in any one field. I do a great
deal of work on security issues,
but I also do international ethics, politics, religion and law
as well. We' re together in a
common pursuit of a vision of
scholarship.

It sounds like you have enjoyed
discovering opportunities at JMU.
Yes, President Rose has spoken
about JMU as the new American university, and I think rhe
new American university has to

be entrepreneurial. The world
is changing. There's no one
discipline char can speak co all
rhe facets of chis diverse and
complex world in which we
live. So we have to be entrepreneurial in rhe best sense of rhe
word, to seek to build a new
academic, scholarly and pedagogical enterprise.

Talk about some of your students.
Really che students have been
tremendous. One of the things
I enjoy about JMU is the constant contact in the classroom
and outside che classroom wirh
students. Last year two of my
students received undergraduace fellowships (See Samier
Mansur, opposite page) from
the Foundation for the Defense
of Democracies, a policy
research organization chat I'm
associated with. And they went
off to study counter-terrorism
and terrorism in Israel. They
came back and have been very
energetic and motivated, not
only in the classroom but in
the various student organizations they belong to, and talking about the issue of terrorism, which is very relevant to
today's society.

What kinds of challenges will our
students face in the world?
The generation that's rising
now, our students now, are
going to face challenges chat 10,
15 years ago were unimaginable.
Ten or 15 years ago the Cold
War had ended, and everyone
was talking about a peace dividend. We now know chat we're
living in a much more conflictual society. And how rhey face
chose challenges will really influence rhe course of not only their
lives but really rhe course of rhe
history of our country for comffi
ing generations.
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Samier Mansur ('07)
INTERVIEWBY NATE MARSH ('01 )

• International relations major with
minors in economics and philosophy
and religion
• Undergraduate Fellow of the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies
• President: JMU Muslim Student
Association
• Mission: Spread the message of
inclusiveness and ultimately reclaim
our religion in the name of love
• Raised in Bangladesh, Pakistan, USA

What are you doing to share your
message at JMU?
We held an event ... remembering 9/ 11. I also did it as part of
my commitment to rhe Foundation for rhe Defense ofDemocracies, which I'm a fellow of.
We brought .. . religious figures
from rhe Islamic, Hindu, Jewish and Christian faiths [to] give
prayers of peace and unity. This
is rhe kind of environment char
we want to foster. Because chis
is how we see Islam, we see it as
respecting ocher people's faiths.
Not just tolerating ocher people's
faiths, respecting ocher people's
faiths. And in rhis climate chat
we are trying to create we can
have chis open dialogue of religions, offairhs, of civilizations.

Describe what the Madison Experience has been like for you.
For me, something I will always
remember about rhe Madison
Experience is rhe amount of
support that I've received from
the students and rhe faculty.
The departments have been
willing to embrace rhis vision.
The faculty has been instrumenta! in helping us bring in speakers, such as rhe interfaith dialogues chat we have every year
during rhe month of Ramadan.
These kinds of events really
shed light on a part oflslam

rhar calls for greater inclusiveness. I chink rhar's whar ir's all
about, building char kind of
community of openness.

What first drew you to the JMU
Muslim Student Association?
A few months after I'd moved
back from Pakistan, when I was
in high school, 9/ 11 happened.
I felt the need to speak on rhe
experience char I've had living
in Pakistan, chat not all people
who look like [the hijackers]
believe in these virulent ideologies. We need to project ourselves out there for [the media]
to capture our voices.

/1

What does your future hold?

I)'

I'm a fellow of rhe Foundation
for rhe Defense ofDemocracies, and they granted me a very
unique opportunity this past
summer in taking us to Israel to
study firsthand how an American ally can retain its democratic values in the face of global
terrorism. My eyes also were
opened to chis fundamentalist
phenomenon even further when
I spoke to an actual terrorist
in an Israeli prison. And the
question chat I asked him was,
"Why in rhe name of my religion? It just makes me want to
continue chat quest for reclaiming our religion in the name of
love. And wherever that takes
me, I'm willing to go there.

I

II

What are your hopes?
I would hope that our activities
don't just label us as Muslim.
Being an American we're joining this discourse and debate.
We're doing everything we can
to better this country as well by
showing what our faith really
is. In a democracy, we make
our best decisions when we are
knowledgeable. Like Madison
said, "Knowledge is liberty." ffi
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Banned from
g raduation, this
former Madison
psychology major
doesn't hold any
grudges and now
organizes the
forums for international diplomatic discussions.

Madison 'radical' goes international
Cynthia Coolbaugh (' 70) brings players to the Nobel-winning
nuclear watchdog's table BY CHRIS EDWARDS
What might a
student protester
who was barred
from attending
graduation have
in common with
a Republican
National Committee Beltway insider .. . or either of
those with a section head
working in Austria for the
United Nations' contraversial yet Nobel-winning
nuclear watchdog?

I

~

!

All are the same
woman - Cynthia
Coolbaugh ('70).
And since her
undergraduate years
on a far-different
Madison campus, Coolbaugh
insists her philosophy has not
greatly changed - except for
adding a global perspective.

For 14 years, Cindy
Coolbaugh has worked
in Vienna, Austria, with
the International Atomic
Energy Agency, where she is
conference services section
head. The IAEA's staff of
2,200 and its director genera!, Mohamed E!Baradei,
received the Nobel Peace
Prize on Dec. 10, 2005.
In a tenser mode, on Feb.
4, 2006, the IAEA Board
of Governors concluded
its emergency meeting by
referring Iran to the United
Nations Security Council.
Preparation for another
Governors' meeting in May,
again addressing inspectors'
reports on Iran, required
Coolbaugh to shorten her
spring vacation in Virginia.
"We set up the entire thing,"
Coolbaugh says - not shap-

ing policy, but doing the
workaday tasks conference
services performs for some
1,400 mostly lower-profile
gatherings annually. "I make
sure the security gates are
opened, the heat is turned on
on a Saturday, and meals are
served," she explains. Under
tight security conditions, she
also manages notification,
interpretation, documentation, and voting procedures
and provides press referrals
(though not statements).
The former psychology
major adds, "I do believe
there's a crossover between
psychological and diplomatic fields. "
She adds, "I have the best
job in the agency, simply
because I work with people
from all departments and
nations. " On the downside,

although she does not feel
personally unsafe, Coolbaugh says calmly that prior
to conferences, "We regulady receive threats to blow
up buildings. Almost every
meeting is protested by one
group or other. "
Mobility was routine for
Coolbaugh's family, thanks to
her father's Air Force career.
She's always found "It's good
to clean out closets."
Born in New York,
Coolbaugh spent her childhood in South Carolina
and high school years in
Mount Holly, N.J. Arriving
at Madison in 1966 from
Mount Holly, Coolbaugh
served four years on the
Student Council, pledged
Alpha Sigma Alpha and
helped edit The Breeze and
the yearbook. Madison
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'That protest, devoid of violence or property damage,
targeted denial of some professors' reappointments. Part
of it was their not being able
to get a faculty hearing ... It
was about the Vietnam War,
but most importantly, freedom of expression and recognition of student activism.'
- CYNTHIA COOLBAUGH ('70)

then had a home economics major (Coolbaugh's
initial choice before getting
"totally bored" and switching to psychology) . Faculty
mentors included Leotus
Morrison (physical education) and the late Jim Poindexter (English).
Coolbaugh joined in the
group occupying Wilson
Hall the night of April 26,
1970. That protest, devoid
of violence or property damage, targeted denial of some
professors' reappointments.
Coolbaugh recalls, "Part of
it was their not being able
to get a faculty h earing
... It was about the
Vietnam War, but
most importantly,
freedom of expression and recognition
of student activism."
Administrators
showed less tolerance
of such initiatives then.
Though Coolbaugh was not
among the 28 arrested, "I
was not allowed to receive
my diploma because I was

sighted in photos as having
been present." On May 1,
Harrisonburg's Daily NewsRecord had also quoted her
criticizing administrative policies and
questioning the
wisdom of curfews . Although
she received
a degree,
neither
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Coolbaugh nor her family
were permitted to attend
commencement.
Yet in a seeming rolereversal, she soon found
work in Northern Virginia
as a personnel officer for
Virginia National Bank
(now Bank of America). Of
course, "When you go into
banking, you become a bit
more conservative." In fact,
a bank supervisor introduced her to the RNC, for
which she became national
director of membership .
Coolbaugh laughingly
volunteers, "That sounds
totally counter to my current activities." Yet she
describes her domestic phi-

losophy, then and now, as
"fiscally conservative but
socially more liberal. "
Foreign policy would
become another story.
In the Reagan years, Coolbaugh received a political
appointment as Office of
Private Initiatives director for the Small Business
Administration, promoting
entrepreneurship for women,
veterans and minorities.
Following a stint in
George H.W. Bush's unsuccessful 1992 campaign, she
left politics. However, former RNC colleague David
Waller, having accepted
a position with the IAEA
(where he is now deputy
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April 1970 protest: Stale and local police and college administrators, including Dean James Fox, watch and wait as 30 Madison
students and two professors protest the loss of academic freedom
with a sit-in in Wilson Hall. Administrators documented the
"offenders" by taking photos and student names. The police began
arresting students for trespassing around 1 a.m. Some were later
expelled, and many were banned from participating in graduation.

director general for management), told Coolbaugh,
"I would like you on the
team." There, Coolbaugh,
who began as a safeguard
development training specialist, has enjoyed somewhat unusual longevity
for an American - again
weathering seismic changes.
On Vienna's mid-afternoon of Sept. 11, 2001, a
guard interrupted a routine
Board of Governor's meet-

ing to inform Coolbaugh of
the attacks in the U.S. As the
Vienna International Centre's
entire IAEA building was
locked down, "Everybody's
cell phones started going off."
The agency's focus changed
radically. Under prior head
Hans Blix, Coolbaugh recalls
the IAEA as "very low-key
... not media driven, but of
course those were different
times." Egyptian attorney
Mohamed E!Baradei, director
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general since 1997, occupies
more of a hot seat; in 2005,
the current Bush administration attempted co block his
re-appointment.
Coolbaugh says she is
"not in E!Baradei's inner
circle," but works closely
with his staff. By fall 2005
- following two years'
preparation for a possible
Nobel - chat chance was
all but forgotten. Coolbaugh
says, "I called up E!Baradei's
office and said, 'I chink it's
going co happen.' When the
announcement came, we
were elated but then had co
kick into high gear to cope
with all the frenzy."
In his acceptance speech,
E!Baradei reported nuclear
threats have not lessened
since the Cold War. Citing
poverty and oppression as
sources of conflict, he called
for accompanying security
with humanitarian measures.
To that end, the agency and
director earmarked the $1.3
million award for cancer
management, nutrition aid
and orphanages.
Notwithstanding the
IAEA's current crisis mode,
Coolbaugh says, "Eighty
percent is still nonpolitical. The other 20 percent
is what gets the headlines."
She wishes that 80 percent
- developing and disseminating nuclear technologies for safe peacetime use
- received more attention:
"People don't think about
cancer and hydrology."
For her section, "The
policy is driven by the
member states, but they
count on us for information
and services." Conference
services sets up research
and training projects with

'We have not built into the
educational system a sense
of our world's worth or put
ourselves in the international
perspective to my
way of thinking.'
- CYNTHIA COOLBAUGH ('70)
the leaders and scientists of
developing nations.
Cutting-edge research
includes laser therapy and
tsetse fly reduction. Scientists, Coolbaugh says,
"zap the lictle males in our
lab in Austria;" they then
are dropped onto a small
African island to mate with
females but not reproduce.
Other projects range from
isotopic water desalinization
to identifying stolen art.
In addition to research,
the IAEA provides extant
hardware and training in
nations where - co cite
one example - "they don' t
even have a scanner" for
cancer diagnosis.
Yet that "ocher 20 percent" of nuclear issues can
be pesky. Over the past
decade, the agency detected
650 efforts to smuggle
nuclear weapons. Reports
of stolen radioactive materials average 180 per year.
Coolbaugh notes that, without exploding, a small dirty
bomb could kill 90 percent
of a major city's population.
She adds, "It's hard to keep
track of Internet technology.
We have a lot of worries."
A relatively minor one, for
her, is the IAEA's new conference center being built over a
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parking garage. "It's the only
plot ofland available," she
notes philosophically.
Coolbaugh's son, David
Doane, who graduated
from JMU in 1994, lives
in Denver and operates an
IT placement business. Her
parents, Francis and Robert
Coolbaugh; brother, Bob,
(a pilot who builds antique
planes); and sister-in-law,
Winnie; now live in New
Market, where Cynthia
returns for visits.
Whenever her daughter
retires, Francis Coolbaugh
says, "We have her bedroom
all set up for her." Cynthia,
who owns her Vienna home,
remains undecided on chat.
The United States where "retirement" usually
comes lacer than in Europe
- would be better for starting a business, one option
she mulls. Yet following her
first two career decades in
Washington, she discovered
"The lifestyle here is far
more to my liking. Austrians like their holidays; they
like their evenings ... It's a
beautiful country."
At the IAEA, which conducts business in English,
her job can require American-style weeks of seven
10- to 12-hour days. She

adds, "I struggle wi th German. Maybe because of my
Southern accent, I don't
have the guttural sound. "
Yet Coolbaugh has loved
Austria's culture since moving past "the proper, proper
layers" (such as 30-year colleagues still addressing each
ocher by courtesy cities).
Asked in a telephone
interview how she perceives
conflicts between her agency's mission and her government's current policies,
Coolbaugh, from 4,500 miles
away, seems to draw a deep
breath - then smile: 'Tm an
international civil servant,"
she replies carefully.
Professionally, she's nonpolitical. As to her personal
perspective on world events,
however, she admits, "It's
changed tremendously."
Through her Washington
years, while close to power,
she recalls, "I was clueless
about international issues."
Now, when visiting home,
she feels frustrated when old
friends "whom I love very
dearly" fail to chink globally.
"We have not built into
the educational system a
sense of our world's worth
or put ourselves in the international perspective to my
way of chinking." Coolbaugh dreams of fostering
such education in American
students. She works ofren
with interns from Ghana,
Japan, Kenya, the Netherlands, Russia, Switzerland
and Zimbabwe - but so far,
rarely Americans. In IAEA
internships, she advises,
tasks vary according to the
student's skills and interests.
She would love to work with
interns from JMU.
Know anyone interested? m
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BE1kCHANGE
A CONVERSATI O N WITH A DONOR AND HER SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT

The impermanence of barriers
Retired NASA scientist and Madison donor Elizabeth Gauldin ('SO)
returned to ]MU in December to speak at winter commencement. Her
scholarship recipient, integrated science and technology major Curt
Dvonch ('08 ), also returned to campus from his internship to have lunch
and spend an afternoon with his benefactor. They talked about personal
and professional ethics, perseverance and breaking down barriers.

Curt Dvonch: I liked your
speech at graduation today;
the advice you gave to
graduates entering the workforce. Before you retired,
you were a scientist. Tell me
about what you do now. Do
you volunteer?
Elizabeth Gauldin: I spend a
lot of time volunteering with
kids, teens that are in some
kind of trouble with the law, at
a boot camp. They come from
incredible backgrounds; ones
you wouldn't even recognize,
from the heart of the city. If
they have more than one parent, one of them is in prison.
We get assigned as a mentor
and [then] visit with them once
or twice a week. When they
are ready to trust you, they
talk to you. It's really about
the only positive influence
they've ever had in their lives.
So, you spend a lot of time trying to give them some ideas of
where they can go with their
life rather than the way they're
headed. I volunteer also with
kids who have been abused
or molested. Most of them are
under child protective services,
and you do the same thing.
Besides that, I work at the
church some. I stay pretty busy.
Curt, you said you are
doing an internship now.
Curt:

I worked at a yearlong
internship at a small company in Annapolis, Md.,
which I got through research
that I had done at James
Madison. And the company
that I worked for designed
night vision systems for the
Department of Defense. I
worked with engineers there.

Elizabeth: What are you
learning?
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Curt: Well, a few of the
things that I've been learning, one of the most exciting ones for me is a ·program
called Pro-Engineer, which
engineers use to design things
in the computer. It's compurer-aided design, CAD.
And it's extremely complex,
but I'm taking very small
seeps at a rime. By the time I
graduate, I hope I'll be pretry
proficient. I listened to your
graduation speech today.
Before you retired, you were
a scientist. In all my [science]
classes there are dozens and
dozens of girls, and I understand that wasn't always the
case. Obviously, it has been a
huge change that you helped
pioneer. When you were first
starting in your career as a
scientist, there weren't many
women either.
Elizabeth: I think the same
attitude that got me through
college and majoring in science in that day and age was
rhe same thing that taught me
that you can do anything that
you want to when you get out.
There are a lot of barriers that
you have to overcome, but
they're just barriers; they're
not permanent. All you have
to do is get inside the door,
and then do the best you can
and they forget you're a girl.
Then after a while it becomes
OK to be one.
Curt:

How did you change that?

Elizabeth:

By doing the best
I could and by not paying any attention to their
rules. Doing what you felt
you needed to do. You just
go in and be who you are,
which is intelligent. They're
just man-made barriers.

'I think the same attitude
that got me through college
in that day and age was the
same thing that taught me
that you can do anything you
want to ... there are a lot of
barriers that you have to overcome, but they're just barriers;
they're not permanent.'
-ELIZABETH GAULDIN (' 50)

Curt: What was it like to be

Curt: Thar is a difficult ques-

part of the space program,
Apollo and the Shurrle, and
all that?

tion to answer. Specifically
answer, anyway. There is a
huge amount of opportunity
in science and technology
as I've already discovered
through the internship and
the research that I've done
here. In general, I would
like to be at the cutting edge
designing and working with
brand new things that have
never been designed before.
Whatever that thing is, I
don't know yet.

Elizabeth:

I was saying something to somebody the other
day about brushing lunar
dust off of the astronauts'
boots and they said, "How
could you do that? It's so
amazing. Well, how did you
feel?" I said, "It was just a
job." We thought we were
going to be going to the
moon forever, and you had
to clean those boots so they
could go the next time. It
was that simple.

Curt:

But looking back?

Elizabeth: Looking back
I think, "Gee whiz, I did
that?" I'm pretty amazed. If
I hadn't landed in Houston
at that particular time with
an ambition to do the best I
could, I probably wouldn't
have been able to do it. But
you look back on it and
think, "Boy, I did that?"
Curt, tell me what you want
to do in your career?
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Elizabeth: It sounds like you
are planning to make some
change in the world.
Curt: I hope so. Every new
advancement we make can
help the world certainly,
and also has the potential to
do damage, but that's where
your own ethics need to
come m.
Elizabeth: And your education?
Curt: And your mentors,
to get a litrle guidance for
where to go next. Obviously
you have kept your mor-

als and own beliefs in the
forefront in all aspects of
your life. In your graduation speech today, you said
you never compromised your
morals in your professional
life - that if you keep sticking with what you believe,
you'll end up on top and in
the right place.

Elizabeth: I listened to you talk
about the new technology char's
out there and what we can do
now with computers. Someone
as smart as you obviously are
and in your position can rake
advantage of those things. The
potential is totally unlimited.
I'm serious. I can't even guess
what the world is going to be
like when you're my age. Bur
you will have changed it, in
your own way you will have
changed it and you can sir back
as I can and be real proud of
what you've accomplished.

1,

Curt: Well, your scholarship
helped me, obviously, pay for
college and pay for things that I
need to go here. But also it has
put me in contact with you and
all of these professors and even
the president of the university.
So, more than just the monetary
help, it actually introduced me
to a lot of people who are very
helpful in my endeavors. With
all of your accomplishments,
you have helped me and helped
change things in the world.

Elizabeth: So will you. You
can change it by being the
very best you can be all of
your days, in all of your
opportunities. Just remember, you are the one that
many other people look up
to. You're the anchor that
other people hang on to. You
m
can change the world!
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UPCLOSE

Making her own happiness
enior studio art and graphic design major Jazminia
Griffith published the first of three poems, Ode to
Happiness, in Essence magazine's October 2005
issue. "It's something that happens to you, and it's
almost as if it didn't happen at all," says Griffirh.
"When I read my poem in the magazine, it seemed
as if the words were someone else's .... It is a blessing to have
the world read your heart." Griffirh wrote Ode to Happiness dur-
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ing sophomore year, after completing a series of "not so happy"
poems. "I started writing about everything that made me happy,"
she says. 'The feelings of nostalgia expressed are memories of my
childhood and adolescence. They're thoughts that are universal
and ones that everyone can identify with." Griffith worked as an
art intern with Essence Communications last year.
ill

* Read a feature about the poet, written by Katie Fitzgerald ('07), at
www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CASEY TEMPLETON ('06 )
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ODE to HAPPINESS
B.Y

] AZMINIA GRI FFITH

(' 06)

This is my ode to happ-i-ness
·,
This is my ode to being blessed
This is my toe tapping,
Hand clapping,
Finger snapping,
Playing outside .on a stormy aft~rnocin,
This my ode to singin loud in the shower even when I'm out of tune
This· is my wi~d song, my "glad to be your friend" song
' · My love song too

'I

This is my "I'm' so glad to be alive, and I'm so glad that God blessed yo.u"
This is my,screaming at the top of my lungs; just tryin to have_fun poem,
This is my no need to fight, make everything right poem
This is my "I'm gonna love you, until you feel it to the bone'' poem,
Thi~ is my "I just w.ant your corripany,, don't want to. be alone" poem
I ,

.

'

This is my ode to happ.)i-ness, This is my ode to being blessed
This is my lucky severt, my Iii piece of heaven, right here on Ear:th
This is my delivery to you all as though I'm giving birth ,
This is my self esteem, my candy dream, my" peaches and cream
This is my tear jerking, siUy ~mirking, ear curling scream

- T-his is 1?Y H<!.rlem s~ake, my hee1-toe, my rocking the Reebok,
This is my snake swerving, hip curving, freak while I'm doing. the "whop" ·
· This is my hop skotch, Etch-a-Sketch, playing Jacks on the sidewalk ode
This is to trying hard not to laugh too loud wh.en your-mama told you· not to be on the phone
This is my ode to having a crush,that inakes you blush and makes your stomach start to flutt~r,
This is that rhyme that clears your mind so that it's no longer cluttered
This is my piece. of art right from the heart as though I'm painrtng on a canvas,
: This is my girl; night out, s?..J can ~ere.am and shout, and ju~t dance and go bananas '
This is that gaze in your eyes that can hypnotize you when' you're on that first date
This is ...ehat ·first l<:iss, that moment of bliss and feeling Ii'ke that person is your soul _m ate

·I

II

This is my -Gde to happiness, My ode to being ble,ssed
No more pain, no more drama, no mbre shame, and no more stress
' .
.
This is my peace,
This is my loye,
This is my joy and nothfog less ,
· A~ftaahhh, yesss . .. ode to happiness

II

I
I
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If you 111ant one year of prosperity, gro111 grain If you 111a nt 10 years of prosperity, gro111 trees.
If you 1vant 100 years of prosperity, gro111 p eople. - CHIN ESE PRO VE RB
he essence of Legacy Leadership is growing people. As leaders we can most effectively transform
our organizations and society by transforming
lives - including our own.
Too often we attribute qualities to an organization as if it were a lifeless monolith. We see the
organization name huddled next to an INC or a .COM or university or agency ... and we forget that the organization is a living,
breathing organism, not an inanimate entity. Organizations are
made up of people - people with myriad backgrounds, experiences and perspectives. They have car payments, rents or mortgages, significant others, families, spiritual commitments, volunteer responsibilities and health concerns . The people make up the
organization; the organization does not make up the people.
Leadership is the key to creating the optimal organization, and
leadership enables us to leave the greatest legacy we have to share
- transformed lives. A name on a building, a financial portfolio
and a celebrity lifestyle all pale in comparison to the legacy left
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when we make an indelible impact on the lives of others.
Legacy - in its simplest yet most profound form - means
"gift." When companioned with the concept of leadership ,
legacy yields an extraordinary intangible present that passes
through the hearts, minds and souls of leaders from generation
to generation. Legacy leadership is the perpetual gift.
Even though the treasure can be transmitted unintentionally
through mere "existing," when legacy leaders make intentional
efforts to make a difference, that is when the magic happens.
Leadership intentionality exponentially increases the power and
substance of the gift.
Intentionality is the way to practice leadership - to do leadership . James Madison, our eponym and the Father of the U.S.
Constitution, was the epitome of the legacy leader. He intentionally led to make a difference and left us an extraordinary
gift. The legacy he left was not a piece of parchment, but rather
a spirit that created an infrastructure that supports and protects
civility and freedom.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CASEY TEMPLETON ('06)
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ESSAY

A name on a building, a financial portfolio, and a celebrity
lifestyle all pale in
comparison to the
legacy left when we
make an indelible
impact on the lives
of others.'
1

Madison's legacy also challenges us co
leave our legacy. What legacy will you
leave? Who will you serve today? What
decision will you make tha t will make
the university better today? What action
will you take to enrich the life of a colleague or famil y member today? What
will you do to be a citizen leader today?
A legacy is made one interaction at a
time, one decision at a time, one moment
at a time. Our legacy of tomorrow will be
determined by what we do today.
Dwight D . Eisenhower wrote, "The
history of free men is never really written
by chance but by choice - their choice."
What choices will you make TODAY?
T he life of a legacy leader is an authentic life - one lived with integrity and
passion for making a difference . You
couch the lives of man y - both seen
and unseen . You add value co people by
enrich in g the quality of their lives, and in
turn those unique individuals add value
to their organizations and society. The
essence of legacy leadership is a transforme d life, a transformed organi za tion
and a transformed society. Legacy leaderffi
ship is the ultimate gift.
About the Author: Mark Warner, Ed.D.,
is senior vice president f or student affairs and
university planning at ]MU. He earned his bachelor's, master's and Ed. S. at Madison. A highly
sought-after speaker on the theme of leadership,
Warner gave the keynote address at the 9th
Annual Leadership Develop ment Institute at Elon
College in February, and his essay is excerpted
from that speech. Warner also teaches an undergraduate leadership class and co -directs JMU's
IMPACT3, a yearlong executive leadership development experience for ]MU administrators.
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in the

NEWS

Washington Post Food Section cites JMU dining experience:
Forget myster y meat in bland cafeterias, colleges serve up trendy food to lure
students .... JMU student bod y president Wes/i Spencer of Virginia Beach appreciates that chefs are attentive to vegetarians like himself. "I find I eat healthier at
school than I do when visiting
home." Y ES, S US H I'S ON T H E
MEAL PLAN: The Washington
Post, M arch 8, 2006

r

YES! Week/ycolumnist
Amy Kingsley on JMU's
MACRoCk:
Before Thomas Harrison and
family moved to a humble
settlement at the heart of
Virginia 's Shenandoah Valley in 1739 and claimed it
as their own, the burg was
known as Rocktown. This
obscure bit of local history
merits just one line on the
slightly pitched historical
marker outside the austere
granite courthouse .... It 's the Students want a restaurant-type atmosphere, said
quiet break between the two Clete Myers, JMU dining director, in the March 8
Washington Post Food section. JMU modeled its
days of independent music
Tortilla Fresca cafe after the Baja Fresh chain and its
that is MACRoCk ... This is
Madison Bread Co. after the Panera sandwich chain.
not Washington , D.C., or even
Richmond. Harrisonburg is an a/together unlikely venue for this event, with an
economy based on Civil War tourism and agriculture .... This weekend, Harrisonburg is Rocktown once again. ON E BA ND'S MORTAL QUE ST FO R CU LT REN OWN : YES!
Weekly, Greensboro, N.C., April 19, 2006

Yes, Sushi's oµ the Meal Plan

Professional football draft party features Charles Haley {'87):
TAFu, an innovative new inner city entrepreneurial venture, today announced that
former National Football League star Charles Haley will headline its inaugural
event. a luncheon and party celebrating the 2006 NFL draft. FOR ME R NFL S TAR
CH ARLES H ALEY T O BRI NG I NS PIR ATI ON TO LO CAL YO UTH: Biz.Yahoo. com via PR
Newswire, April 20, 2006

National Science Foundation environmental biology director on JMU
biologist Grace Wyngaard:
This study provides critical evidence that the ways species form and evolve are
more complicated that we had previously understood .... Wyngaard [and colleagues] published a study in the journal, Evolution, revealing a common and
widespread species of freshwater plankton, called copepod, forms new species
at an uncommonly high rate. FR ESHWATER COPEPOD MAY BE SEVERAL SPECIE S, NOT
J UST ONE: National Science Fou ndation News, March 30, 2006

JMU Human Performance Laboratory Director Mike Saunders on ath·
letic limits of the body:
Even as human beings approach optimal performance, elite athletes can still
shave fractions of seconds off existing records . ... " We 're getting closer and
closer to our species' physiological peak performance all the time. But the peak
is theoretical, and it ' ll take infinity to reach. The closer you get to perfection ,
the harder it is to make improvements." R ESEA RCHERS T EST AT HLETIC LIM IT OF THE
BODY : Los Angeles Times, Ma rch 12, 2006
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Unearthing heritage
Junior learns about her own Native American heritage as she digs
into Virginia 's past B Y AsHLEY ATKI NS ('07)

rom May to August 2005, I had the amazing experience of interning with the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources, which in turn
enrolled me in the College of William and Mary's
field school at the world-renowned archaeological
site, Werowocomoco. Werowocomoco was the
main residence of the ruling Chief Powhatan, who was in regular contact with John Smith during the beginning years of the
Jamestown Colony. In anticipation of the colony's 400th anniversary, much emphasis has been placed on Werowocomoco and
its connection with Powhatan and Smith.
Learning and practicing archaeology at Werowocomoco was
a particularly personal experience because I am a member of the
Pamunkey Indian tribe, one of only two native groups in Virginia to reside on a reservation. My native heritage and the res-
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ervation are two very important aspects of Archaeology field
my life that have, in many ways, defined school experience
at Werowocomoco
who I am. To work on a site like Wero- gives Ashley Atkins
wocomoco was humbling for me because I insight into her
was learning and literally touching Virginia own family's history and heritage.
Indian history. Not many people have the
opportunity to actually touch an object that one of their ancestors may have touched centuries before them. It was enlightening
to know that hundreds and thousands of years ago my ancestors
could have been standing in che exact spot chat I was.
Interning at the Virginia Department of Historic Resources
and practicing archaeology at Werowocomoco allowed me to
learn from two different viewpoints: an academic viewpoint
and a personal one. As an anthropology major concentrating
in archaeology, I could not have had a better academic learn-

PHOTOGRAPH BY MINDI WESTHOFF (' 0 7)
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ing experience. While digging
at We rowocomoco I learned
archaeological methods to correctly excavate and map a test
unit and how to correctly identify artifacts . At the Department of Historic Resources, I
acquired skills in cataloging,
labeling, oral history, washing
and typing prehistoric and histo ric artifacts, processing and
analyzing soil samples , and
identifying and locating steatite quarries. This internship
was an invaluable experience
because it laid the foundations
I will need to become a skilled
archaeologist.
On a personal level, Werowocomoco has had a major
effect on my life. Through
excavating I was able to touch
and study the objects that
Native Americans used in
their daily lives. This experience gave me insight into how
my ancestors lived and the rare
opportunity to learn about my
1
own history and heritage.
It also made me realize that
I want to pursue a career path
in Native American archaeology. I believe that archaeology, especially in Virginia,
has for too long ignored the
N ative American perspective that is needed ro add
diversity and understanding
to th e past. W erowocomoco
prov ided an outstanding
example of the benefits of incorporating th e Native American perspective in
an archaeological project. The Werowoco moco Research Group involved the
Virginia Indian Advisory Board and the

milestone in bridging the gap
between Native Americans
and the archaeologists who
are studying their past.
I feel I could aid my native
community in many ways
by becoming an archaeologist. For example, there have
been few archaeological studies conducted on the actual
Pamunkey Indian Reservation
because tribal members do not
want non-Indian participants
involved with archaeological work. One of the reasons
for this reluctance is the lack
of Virginia Indian participation in Native American
archaeology in Virginia . As
an archaeologist, I would have
the opporcuni ty to conduct
archaeological studies on my
own reservation and conduct
studies involving other native
groups. Not only would my
participation provide a native
perspective, it would also
increase the knowledge and
understanding of Pamunkey
Indian history for my community and the non-Indian
community. I feel this type of
native perspective is needed in
Native American archaeology
and other issues that concern
Native American communities. For example, I believe that
a native perspective should
be included in the upcoming
2007 commemoration of the
400th anniversary of Jamestown, a place
that had an important native presence.
The influence of my family and my
internship experiences at Werowocomoco and the Department of Historic
Resources made me realize that as an
archaeologist, I could add to the voice
of Virginia Indians on important issues,
including bringing the native perspective
that is so important to understanding our
past to N ative American archaeology and
to historical events such as the Jamestown
2007 commemoration.
ffl

Through excavating I was able
to touch and study the objects
that Native Americans used in
their daily lives. This experience gave me insight into how
my ancestors lived and the rare
opportunity to learn about my
own history and heritage.'

About the author: A shley Atkins is a rising junior anth ropo logy major co ncen t ra ting
in archaeo logy. She p articipated in the William and M ary fi eld school at Werowocomoco
through a scholarship and via the Vi rginia Department of H isto rical Resources. H er ancestor
was the chief of the Pamunkey In dians, so she
was discovering her own heritage through this
academic experience.

Virginia Council of Indians to add to the
diversity of interpretation and understanding of a site like this. The archaeologists at W erowocomoco went a step
further by hiring m y cousin J eff Brown
as a member of the field staff, and they
welcomed me as a student in th eir field
school. While most people m ay not consider including Virginia Indians on the
project team to be an important issue, I
and the rest of the Virginia Indian community believe that making this effort
to include Virginia Indians is a major
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Saving nty skin and gelling under ii
Thanks Dave, Fltp and Alan
twas the spring semester of 1982 at JMU, and I was
miserable. I was clinically depressed, though I didn' t
know it at the time. I also I hadn't decided on my major.
I didn't know what I wanted to do when I graduated.
Enormous anxiety shrouded me. I was a mess. I was a
second-semester junior, and I was running out of time.
It got so bad I couldn't think of anything else, could hardly eat,
and I let a wonderful relationship disintegrate. Even the days were
dark. Then I took a feature writing class in old Wine-Price Hall.
I met my college best friend, Jim Denery ('83), and the man who
saved my skin, journalism professor David Wendelken.
Wendelken and I knew each ocher slighcly from The Breeze,
the JMU student paper. I started out as an artist, became art editor (a useless position, I soon discovered) and drew a really bad
comic strip, Stars on Campus. Yet I still didn't feel like I fie in.
O ne day after the feature writing class started, though, Wendelken called me into his office.
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BY PATRI C K B uT T ERS

('83)

"You know, Butters, you should set aside Veteran print
chose pens and pencils and think about journalism troika
Flip Deluca (now
becoming a writer," he said.
retired), Alan
Neckowitz and
I couldn't believe it. Direction. Nirvana!
I had written an article on Father Bill Dave Wendelken.
Lafr
atta, the Catholic campus priest, describing how he had gotten to JMU and built up chis incredibly dynamic ministry. (Amid
my interview, in the middle of vocational anxiety, I even considered becoming a priest. Yeah, right.) Wendelken seemed very
pleased with it, so pleased chat he even read my query letter aloud
to the class as an example. It's a small thing, but I hadn't expected
it, and I still remember chat wonderful moment. (Father Bill
wo uld proudly and repeatedly cell me lacer chat he heard Wendelken used the story as a class example, too.)
Liccle things like chat, casual comments and public praise can
mean the world to a student who might be unsure of himself. Wendelken was very funny, too, as was his officemate, the equally leg-
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endary journalism professor, Albert "Flip"
DeLuca. It was like walking in on a crossfire
- two fraternity brothers, only with wit.
I did an article for class that really stunk,
and the next time Wendelken saw me he
remarked in his baritone, "Well, Butters, I
guess Father Bill was a fluke!" Denery, likewise, stayed up all night co write a fascinating feature about his 24-hour road trip co
Georgia Tech. I don' t remember his grade
but I do remember Wendelken's written
comment next co it: "What a gift."
The man was hilarious but he also
caught me co be serious about writing, editing and thoroughness. For an editing class
he gave out a sheet with 100 great works
on it, like Guernica, To Kill a Mockingbird
and The Sun Also Rises, and you were supposed to name the creator. It was a bear.
Wendelken said only one student actually
got a 100 on che test. Denery mumbled,
"Yeah , you remember Norman Mailer."
Bue Wendelken made the point: A good
editor has to be on top of culture as well
as the news, to know what kinds of things
people are reading about. He also taught
me something that I didn't realize until
way after. He told me it was the work that
mattered. He was right, very right.
Deluca and Alan Neckowitz [who has
announced he will retire next spring],
the journalism department head, were
the same way. DeLuca was very, shall we
say, direct in his criticism and sarcastic.
He didn't take himself too seriously. And
he was always there, no matter the time,
checking the galleys of The Breeze, making crucial points. Neckowitz was the most
opinionated, and I like the way he read me
the riot act when I suggested chat George

Washington was a terrorise. Talk about a
lesson in accuracy in journalism.
There was a Joe of fun in those classes. A
lot of journalises get into the business because
they don' t fie anywhere else, or they don't
know what they want to do. So the atmosphere in some of these classes were akin co a
zoo, with all the animals out of the cages.
The best class was Wendelken's Curio
class. Curio was [and is] a student-produced m agazine , and s tudents were
involved in every phase of production.
After college, I kept in touch with
Deluca, Wendelken and Neckowicz.
Neckowicz got me m y first job, in Natchez, Miss., as a spores writer. Natchez was
a small, romantic but cosmopolitan town
with antebellum homes and steamboats. le
was a wonderful experience.
DeLuca would ask me to speak at journalism conferences, which was incredibly flattering and stimulating. And Wendelken was always there when I needed
him. I changed careers once, and he talked
for a long rime just about how chat it was
OK, chat yo u' re supposed to search for
what you wane. Wendelken and DeLuca
even showed up at my wedding. T he hors
d'oeuvres aren't as good as che pizza after
a long day at Curio. And for chose good
memories, I have Wendelken, DeLuca and
ffi
Neckowicz to thank.
Editor's Note: Pat Butters died unexp ectedly on May 12, 2006, just as Madison was
going to press. Th is Professo rs You Lo ve paean to his j ournalism professors is p erhaps his
last article in print. Butters' p rofessor, David
Wendelken, in turn, shares some thoughts of his
former student. "Students like Pat," Wendelken
says, "are wha t make my academic ca reer at
]MU worthwhile. "

Tell us about those special

The Madison series written by alumni and students won the CASE District III 2005
Grand Award and a 2004 CASE Award of Excellence. Keep chose cop-notch submissions coming. If your entry is published in Madison, you'll receive $100. Entries
may be edited for content and length. Send entries to madisononline@jmu.edu or
co Madison, JMAC#6 Suite 21, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Please include yo ur name, class year, daytime phone number and home address.
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A Natural
BY D AVI D WE N DEL KEN

PAT BUTTERS was a natural as a jour-

nalist. I knew that when I read his first
story in our feature writing class, a
profile of "Father Bill," the Rev. Will iam
LaFratta, who was then the Catholic
Campus Minister at JMU. Pat wrote the
piece for The Breeze, and did a great
job of capturing the details that brought
Father Bill to life for readers who didn't
know him and adding depth and character for those who did.
Pat's gift for te ll ing a stor y is the
reason I still have a copy of that article
in my files and used it as a sample in
class for two decades. Perhaps Pat was
drawn to write about Father Bill because
they shared some of the same characteristics of early career indecision, an
offbeat sense of humor, and personal
warmth. Pat wrote of Father Bi ll: " Besides his effective communication skills,
his biggest asset is his attitude toward
people. Cathol ics and non-Cathol ics
alike seem drawn to the small-framed,
energetic Italian with the constant smile
and welcoming arms."
People were drawn to Pat as well and
resp onded to his ever-present sense
of humor. He always had just the right
touch to lighten your day. He was one of
the leaders of a great group of student
journalists who won major national recognition for The Breeze and Curio magazine at a time when they were not well
known at that level. The sense of fun
and the talent he brought to any task
were catalysts for great work by those
around him.
In addition to his writing and editing
skills, Pat had many other talents. His
old journalism professors still have copies of the caricatures he made of us. As
always, they were detailed, clever and
hit the mark. In addition to his drawing
talent he enjoyed sharing his stand-up
comedy routines and impersonations.
He found politics fascinating and wove
them into his writing, art and comedy.
I don't think anyone who was at one of
our journalism homecoming banquets
wi ll ever forget Pat's routine that included an impersonation of Harry Truman.
Pat was one of those students you
love to teach and friends you che r ish.
He was kind, caring, and sensitive. He
touched others in ways I hope he knew.
He was a natural.
ffi
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Underground memories
Yes, the tunnels beneath the Quad do exist. But no, the
murder, suicide and strange noise myths are not true. In
the early years of the Normal School, the heating plant
was located next to the Students' Build ing (now Harrison
Hall). Steam from the plant was distributed through a large
tunnel to heat the campus buildings. The tunnel, about 20
feet wide with 15-foot ceilings, originally connected the
campus' first two buildings, now known as Jackson Hall
and Maury Hall. Students and professors used the tunnel
during times of inclement weather to get from one building
to the other. The tunnel was later extended to reach Ashby
Hall and Harrison Hall, which housed the dining room and
post office. The tunnel made for a quick and dry way to
check for mail, have dinner, or sneak in for a late-night
snack or private music practice time. Sometime around
1960, the use of the tunnels was prohibited to students
- and thus an exclusive club was born. Have you made it
in? Helpful hint: when you sign the wall, don't use your full
name. Though call downs are out of fashion, the judicial
affairs office may have something for you.
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00)
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{Baltimore Chapter}

Madison Events

Baltimore/Annapolis alumni rally
new chapter BY

Duke Club's Richmond Chapter
Golf Tournament
Membership not required to participate

A

;

•...
a
a

E

D A RC I E R O BER GE

(' 06)

l umni leaders in the
Ba l timore/
Annapo l is
area have rall ied to start
a new ch apter. After an
earlier attempt to establish an alumni base in the
Baltimore area in 1985
by Paul Weber ('80), the
chapter is up and running
again. "We're still growing," says chapter presiden t Lauren Bronich-Hall
('98). "The span of land
that we cover as a chapter is quite large. Right
now, we're focusing on (Fourth and fifth from the left): Webmaster Rebekah Porter
the Baltimore-metro area ('03) and Baltimore/Annapolis Chapter President Lauren
Bronich-Hall ('98) join other alumni for a happy hour at
although our chapter also Ropewalk Tavern in Federal Hill.
includes Annapolis."
The Baltimore/Annapolis-area alumni
Future chapter events include an
chapter leaders seek to be a resource for Orioles game outing in July and a sumJMU alums in the area ro "rekindle our mer crab feast at Sandy Point Park in
great memories of JMU," adds Bronich- Annapolis. Bronich-Hall hopes that the
Hall. Chapter members would like to crab feast will become an annual event.
"involve friends and families in more fun
If you are able to assist in organizing this
events that support JMU academics and event, please contact Alison Pardalis at
alison_pardalis@hotmail. com.
athletics programs."
Of the 2,000 alumni in the Baltimore
"We ' re hoping to expand beyond our
area, 20 have regularly attended the happy hour events and include some
sports outings, happy hours and Relay more fami ly-oriented and networking
for Life events . Baltimore/Annapolis events," says Bronich-Hall. "However,
Dukes have also attended the annual
the ability to expand is dependent on
Alumni Leadership Conference on cam- our members."
The chapter has an enthusiastic leadpus and a Madison on the Move event.
This alumni association program aims to ership committee consisting of president
connect alumni with their alma mater by Lauren Bronich-Hall ('98), Webmaster
showcasing an outstanding member of Rebekah Porter (' 03) and happy hour
the JMU faculty. Speakers have included coordinator Jason Heiserman ('99M). ffl
director of the James Madison Center
To get involved, visit htt p:! /groups.yahoo.
com/group/ JMU_Balt imore/.
Phil Bigler ('74, '76M).

*

JUNE 8

www.richmonddukes.com
Duke Club (540) 568-6461
JUNE 10

Tidewater Beach Party
Ocean View Fishing Pier, Virginia Beach
www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/tidewater/
JULY 26

JMU Alumni Association
Professional Network's Summer
Barbecue Mixer
Georgetown/Arlington, 6-9 p. m.
www.jmuapn.com
AUGUST 5

Richmond Chapter
2nd Annual Crabfest
www.richmonddukes.com
SEPTEMBER 2

Fall Reunion for the Classes of2001,
1996, 1991, 1986, 1981, 1976 and 1971
www.jmu.edu/alumni
SEPTEMBER 16

Metro Dukes Crabfest
www.metrodukes.com
OCTOBER 6•8

Family Weekend
www.jmu.edu/parents
OCTOBER 20·21

Homecoming 2006
www.jmu.edu/homecoming

For more detailed information on any of
the above listed events, please call the JMU
Office of Alumni Relations, toll free 1 (888)
JMU-ALUM. (Also visit http://www.jmu.edu/
alumni/calendar/index.html)

{Nominations Always Welcome}

From the alumni association board president

A

re yo u an active alum who would like to
vo lunteer some time and energy to the
JMU Alumni Association? The JMU
Alumn i Association Board of Directors
takes nominations for the board year round. Board
members, who represent JMU's 85,000 alumni
around the globe, meet three times a year on campus
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and participate in alumni events aroun d the country.
If you wou ld like to be considered fo r a board position, please e-mail JMU Alumn i Relations Director
Kim H u tto at h uttokm@jmu .
Elaine Toth Hinsdale
edu. Looking fo rward to see('85), JMU Alumni
Association Board of ing you at many alumni events.
Thank yo u.
ffi
Directors president.
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Pi Kappa Sigs' round robin leller
Letters document 56 years
"

I

0/ !1/e experiences shared by Madison friends

BY MARGIE SHETT E RLY

n these days of instant messages, e-mails, and text mesOssman started the letter in 1955 after Pi Kappa Sigs in
saging via cell phones, a personal letter from a friend is she moved to Louisville, Ky., and real- front of Shenandoah Hall (now the
a rarity - unless yo u happen to be one of 13 members ized "that I wasn' t going to get back to JMU police station),
of Madison's Class of 1950 sorority sisters of the now see these people anytime soon."
Front row (1-r): S.
defunct Pi Kappa Sigma. For them, a personal letter
Now, five and a h alf decades later, Kaylor; V. McNulty,
from a college friend is far more than a pleasant treat round robin writers include Ossman and corresponding
secretary; L. Peterit's an expected occurrence and has been for the last 56 years.
her classmates: Sara Jane Dill Haney, son, secretary; E.
The 13 classmates keep in touch through a round robin let- both of Richmond; Wannie Mottern Chapman; P. Burns,
ter, or, perhaps more accurately, a package that arrives at each Crump of Delaware; Susan Kaylor Mar- vice president; M.
one's home about every six months. The package contains per- gin of Pennsylvania; Phyllis Burns Stod- Bradley, treasurer.
sonal letters to the group from each member. As one member dard of Massachusetts; Nancy Penn Til- Middle row: M. Wiggins; J, Moore; J.
gets the round robin letters, she writes her own letter to the ler of North Carolina; Phyllis Weaver Mottern; B. Hurdle;
group, puts it on top of the stack, and sends it and the others Harpster and Jane Moore Stockhau- S. Dill, reporter; E.
off to the next person on their list.
sen, both of Florida; Mary Jane Brad- Tubbs. Back row: R.
These letters have been circulating nearly continuously for ley Knudsen of Indiana; Lucy Peterson Vaughn; N. Penn; A.
Hill; P. Weaver.
the past 56 years, sharing the events and details of each wom- Kilby of South Carolina; Jinx McNulty
an's life. "At first we wrote about weddings, then babies, then McNamara of California; Anne Roane Parker of M aryland;
getting them in school, then children in college, graduations, and Elsie Mae Chapman Atkins of Virginia.
and now we're into grandchildren," says letter originator Betty
The letter is remarkable for both its longevity and its memHurdle Ossman ('50). "In between we've had medical reports," bers' commitment to keeping it going. Ossman says simply, "We
she laughs.
can't let it die," a sentiment shared by all 13 - as well as their

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF THE SCHOOLMA 'AM 1950
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006
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spouses. "Our husbands know chat if anything happens to us, they still have to forward the letter on, " Ossman laughs.
Tiller agrees. "As long as we can walk
and talk and know our name, I chink
we'll continue the letter."
Perhaps that commitment is fueled at
least in part by the pleasure chat comes
from a personal letter. "When it comes, I
don't think there's one of us who doesn' t
stop what she's doing and sit down with a
cup of tea or coffee and go through all the
letters," Tiller says. Each letter's style is
as individual as its writer - some typed,
ochers printed from a computer file, still
ochers handwritten on lined paper or
fancy stationery."
Perhaps it's because "when you get the
gro up of letters you feel like you're with
the group again," says Jane Srockman.
We envision ourselves back in Shenandoah Hall (now home to the campus
police department)." Each letter conjures
up memories of a time of frie ndship ,
of fun, of curfews and closely regulated
social policies that were typical of predominately female schools in the 1950s.

When it comes, I
don't think there's
one of us who doesn't
stop what she's doing
and sit down with a
cup of tea or coffee
and go through all
the letters ...'
1

N ANCY P ENN TI L LER

(' 50)

"You couldn ' t even get into an automobile with a young man unless he was
on the approved list that your mother
signed, " T iller recalls. And of testing
the limits . . . hiding contraband beer in
the tanks of the toilets the night before
graduation (alcohol was prohibited on
campus then, and the consequences for
violations were severe) .
Or perhaps it is because the letters
provide the motivation for visiting whenever possible. Several of the group get

together throughout the year in Florida,
O ssman and Haney see each ocher ofren,
and friends frequently call one another
ro offer news, encouragement, and, in
times of illness or death, comfort.
No doubt the letter has built enthusiasm for JMU reunions. Nine of the group
returned last year for their 55th reunion.
"I bet you won't find another group that
had nine return after 55 years," Ossman
says. And as the group, which will all
have hit the 80-year mark by their 60th
reunion, looks to that upcoming event,
O ssman is confident that "whoever's left,
we'll be there."
But if you ask, each member will tell
you that the reason the letter is so important is simple: It's friendship - forged in
youth and refined by life's experiences to
feel like family. In our fast-paced world of
real-time communication but often fleeting acquaintances, the round robin letter is
the glue that has kept these 13 together. "I
chink you're missing something when you
don't have that," Ossman says. Twelve
other women, all from the Class of 1950,
ffl
all Pi Kappa Sigma sisters, agree.

a

.!
IC

Ten Pi Kappa Sigs enjoy their 50th Class Reunion in 2000. Front row (1-r) are Nancy Penn Tiller, Elsie Mae Chapman Atkins, Phyllis
Weaver Harpster, Wannie Mottern Crump and Anne Roane Hill Parker. Back row (1-r): Mary Jane Bradley Knudsen, Jane Moore Stockhausen, Betty Hurdle Ossman, Sara Jane Dill Haney and Lucy Peterson Kilby.
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{Be the Change}

{Gehring Award}

Alums lead CoB Committee for
The Madison Century Campaign

Mike Way wins
Gehring Award

BY K AT I E FIT ZG E RALD

('06)

T

hough JMU announced
its first-ever capital
campaign during James
Madison Week in March,
several alumni were already working behind the scenes to ensure the
campaign 's success. Four of chose
alums lead the College of Business
Committee for The Madison Centu ry Campaign.
Mi ke ('76, '77M) and Kathy
Mueller Thomas ('78) and Craig
(' 80) and Kimberly Gooch Bram
('80) say that they're excited to be a
part of the CoB committee and the
overall campaign.
"We've always had a soft spot for
JMU," says Craig Bram. "Beyond
fi nding each other, the academics
were great - and what a beautiful
place JMU is. Spanky's was around Kathy an d Mike Thoma s cel ebrat e t he $1 milback then, and we had a great time lion gift to the School of Mus ic with JMU Asso·
tubing in the winter and running ciate Vice President fo r Develop ment Weston
on trails across Interstate 81 where Hatfi eld (center), just before the first JMU
facult y concert at the Kennedy Cen ter.
the new complex is located. "
Mike and Kathy Thomas met while mittee, according to Thomas: "We want
serving as resident advisers in Shorts to reconnect as many alumni to JMU as
Hall. Mike was very active in the busi- possible with ourreach and the new Kinness school and intramural sports. "JMU terra initiative jump-started by the CoB
is where Kathy and I met and where we Executive Advisory Committee; we need
met many of our very closest friends, " to increase private giving to a level comsays Thomas. "Our daughter is now at mensurate with the stature of JMU; and
JMU, and it's fun to hear about certain we need to preserve the Madison Experiprograms in Wilson Hall , on the Quad ence chat was so important to us as stuor at Reddish Knob - the same experi- dents . We must preserve JMU's excellent
ences that Kathy and I shared."
student-to-faculty ratio and top-notch
Having both attended other schools facult y so it remains a quality campus
for graduate work, the Brams have been filled with curious, energetic, personable
solicited early and often by their graduate leaders of tomorrow. "
Mike and Kathy Thomas live in Resschools' development teams. And though
their graduate degrees have been impor- ton and have four daughters , one of
tant to their careers, their foundation whom goes to JMU. "As peopl e gain
was built at JMU, which is why, "It feels awareness of the state of private giving,
right to give back to JMU, " says Craig.
the opportunity to see JMU reach beBoth the Brams and the Thomases yond even what it has become today is
have funded scholarships within the Col- really exciting," says Mike .
lege of Business. Craig Bram also worked
Craig and Kimberl y Bram live in
with CoB faculty on the inaugural senior Richmond with their two children .
Venture Creation class offered last fall , "While we are all focused on raising adand Mike Thomas serves the CoB Ex- ditional funds for the university through
ecutive Advisory Committee.
the committee , we are enjoying the opT here are three main goals of the portunity to get to know each other as
CoB's Madison Century Campaign com- well," Craig says.
ffi

THOMAS PHOTOGRAPH BY CAROL PR ATT ('85)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

B Y H A LI CHIET

('07)

M

ichael Way ('70), director
of JMU ' s Office of Judicial Affairs, won the 2006
Donald D. Gehring Award
for his exceptional individual contributions to student judicial affairs. The
national Association for Student Judicial
Affairs presents the lifetime achievement
award to one judicial
affairs staff member
annually. "I am very
proud of this honor
because it says I am at
the top of my field,"
says Way. "What's
more important is
that there are peop le
at JMU who thought
enough about me to Michael Way
('70)
nominate me."
Former colleague and nominator, Dennis E. Gregory, associate professor at O ld
Dominion University, wrote, "I have the
greatest respect for Michael's personal
integriry, his professional expertise and his
contributions to the judicial profession."
Way was also nominated by colleagues
in JMU' s Office of Judicial Affairs.
After graduating from JMU wit h a
B.S. in history, Way taught at a public
school for three years. In August 1973, he
returned to JMU as the assistant director
of student activities . His significant contributions to judicial affairs include creating a successful program for handling
alcohol violations, a values clarification
workshop , a civic responsibility workshop and a civic learning program. "Our
goal is to encourage student growth and
development," he says. "We really try to
teach and role-model citizenship."
ffi

'Our goal is to
encourage student
growth and development ... we really try
hard to teach and
role-model citizenship.'
MI C H AEL WAY

('70)
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Fall Reunion Weekend

09-02

BLOOMSBURG -

09-09

@ APPALACHIAN STATE -

09-23

NORTHEASTERN -

09-30

@ VMI -

10-07

RHODE ISLAND -

10-14

@ NEW HAMPSHIRE

10-21

WILLIAM & MARY -

AJlAMAllK FAMILY PLAN .. ........... .. ............... ',

10-28

@ RICHMOND -

(Two adults, two children 12 & under,
jncludes concessions voucher for each game)

11-04

DELAWARE

11-11

@ VILLANOVA -

lme>lllTY SEASON ~. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ·. :

(Sections 11 through 14)
,lalOlllTY SEASON - Faculty/Staff•.. .............. ·. •
(Sections 11 through 14)
;PaOlllTY SEASON - Senior Citizens • ..... ....... '. •
(Sections 11 through 14 for age 62 and over)
GENERAL SEASON .. ..... ............................ .. ...... ·.

•

(Sections 9, 15 & 16)

IAMILY PLAN EXTRA ......................... .... .. ...... . ·.

•

Tailgate

Duke Club Day

Tailgate
Family Weekend

Homecoming

Tailgate
Tailgate

(Additional Family Plan Seat - requires
purchase of Aramark Family Plan)
• Requires annual gift to the }MU Duke Club.
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{Old School Connections}

{Chicago Dukes}
"Old School" alumni sponsored a reunion in March in
Norfolk to reconnect, then
rolled up their sleeves to
discuss African-American
student recruitment and
create a scholarship for
minority students.

by the Black Alumni
Chapter and presented
co an African-American
student who meets JMU
entry requirements, demonstrates financial need,
and submits the best-written paper on a provided
topic of choice.
After defining our goals,
alumni were eager co help.
Our first event was a huge
success. Many of us had
not seen each ocher in
more than 20 years . We
laughed , we danced, we
had rime co fellowship; but
most importancly, we reminisced about
our unforgeccable Madison experiences.
The event planning committee
included, Angela Johnson Russell ('85),
Devena Byrd Mclaurine ('85), Calvin
Lawrence ('83), Michael King ('82), Ina
Spells ('83), Kimberly Booker Hundley
('85), Bryan Moore ('82), Lesa Diggs;
Derek Steele ('84), Cynthia Wright ('85)
and Charles T. May Jr. ('83). Expertise
of the planners ranged from senior educators, co Ph.D. scholars and successful
entrepreneurs, to federal law enforcement executives.
Education is so important, and JMU
provides a quality education. Our chapter will strive to educate more young
African Americans about the benefits of
a JMU education.
ffl

Old School alums
bond and reconnect
with Madison
BY CHARLES MAY

A

('83)

self-named group of "Old
School" alums met in March
in Norfolk for their inaugural
chapter meeting. The primary
goal of the reunion was co reconnect and
reinvigorate African-American graduates
from the Classes of 1982 to 1988 with
each other and with Madison.
As we are now among the largest group
of collective African-American ]MU graduates, we feel compelled to address two
issues that we hope will help our alma
mater - student recruitment and financial assistance. In support of recruitment
efforts, we hope co reconnect with the
current and ongoing efforts of the JMU
Black Alumni Chapter to actively seek
answers co the tough question, "Why are
JMU's African-American student numbers so low?" And, to help change those
numbers, Old School Chapter members
have pledged an annual scholarship of
$2,500 . The scholarship will be bestowed

Salsa with a
purple twist

T

he Chicago Alumni Chapter
had a record turnout for their
monthly Purple Thursday
Happy Hour in March. Alumni
gathered at Piece, a pizzeria and brewery
in the Wicker Park neighborhood. The
relatively new chapter also hosted a salsa
dancing event on March 22. Alumni
checked out the Buzz Club and got a
free salsa lesson. Chapter members also
attended a Chicago Cubs game on May
27. Chicago area alumni are invited co
accend all chapter events.
ffl
*Learn more by contacting Eric Mccann ('99)
at ericmccan@gmail.com or visiting the chapter Web site: www.chicagodukes.com/.

* If you would like to contribute to this scholarship, please contact Angela Russell ('85) at
Angela_Russell@alumni.jmu.edu or Charles
May ('83) at cage2@aol.com.

volved and be Mad cool

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF CHARLES MAY ('83) AND ERIC
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2006

McCANN ('99)
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{Back In the 'Burg}

From JMU to Hollywood
BY D ARCIE R OBERGE ('06)

L

Support ]MU students
by p urchasing a Virginia
]MU license plate.

Y.IRGINIA

egally Blonde co-writer Karen
McCullah Lurz (' 88) told h er
journey " From JM U to Hollywood" to students during a
campus visit in February.
The business and marketing major
didn't follow a typical path to success in
screenwriting. "I only rook one creative
writing class while I was at JMU, and I
got a 'C' in ir," said Lurz.
The transition from businesswoman to
screenwriter may seem daunting, bur for
Lutz the challenge was borne from necessity. After moving to New Mexico with
her husband, she couldn't find work in
her field. "The only jobs available were
at Taco Bell, and there was nothing to
do," Lurz told students. "So, I picked up
a book on screenplay writing and decided
to give it the old college try."
Lutz's first tip for becoming a successful screenwriter is obtaining an agent.
"Finding an agent is very important because he or she will help sell your ideas to
potential clients." Lurz also told students
about the importance of query letters as
a way of sparking clients' interest. "If a
studio likes your manuscript, you'll be
asked to meet with a producer to review

the manuscript and write a second draft,"
explained Lutz, who also recommends
thorough research and drawing from your
own life experiences for inspiration. "I
went to Stanford to observe while preparing to write Legally Blonde."
Lurz also draws ideas from her Madison
experiences. "JMU was the best four years
of my life. I mer my best friends and my
husband here," she said. In Legally Blonde,
the character Elle is a fashion marketing
major based on Lurz's interest in this field
while at JMU. The story line where Elle
asks her sorority sisters to vote on switching toiler paper brands came from Lutz's
own sorority experience. Apparently, her
sorority was once denied toilet paper. "I
offered my sorority sisters activity points
for stealing rolls of toilet paper from the
administration building," Lurz admitted.
The coauthor of the 1999 film 10
Things I Hate About You, Lurz released
her debut novel in 2005 . The Bachelorette Party starts our as a seemingly innocent night out with the girls . " I decided
to write a novel so I could get into the
character's thoughts more," she says. The
novel will be made into a motion picture
ffl
starring Nicole Kidman.

When you purchase either
a JMU Centennial or Duke Dog
license plate, $15 of the $25
annual fee is transferred to JMU
for legacy student scholarships.

Put your Purple Pride
where it counts. Get a JMU

HI

plate on your bumper today!

I

i

www.jmu.edu/alumni/plate/

Screenwriter and novelist Karen McCullah Lutz ('88) traveled back to the 'Burg to share
her journey "From JMU to Hollywood." Lutz spoke to students and fielded quest ions during a campus visit in February.
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{900-Mller Club}

Inspiring twins
trek to goal
B Y BETTY W A LKER

Ruoo ('58)

T

hey hiked 'em all. They hiked all of
the maintained trails - and more
- in the Great Smoky Mountain National Park. For their
achievements, they've joined 186 other
members of the 900-Miler Club.
Elrose Plentovich Courie ('58) and
Sue Plentovich Hollinger ('58), better
known to their hiking friends as "The
Trekking Twins," completed this awesome feat on Oct. 29, 2005, at age 69
after a 15.7-mile final hike to complete
1,411 miles. That total included 810.8
miles of maintained trails. Becoming eligible
for the 900-Miler Club requires documentation, so they officially began their quest on
Sept. 11, 1996, on a hike from Newfound
Gap to the 6,000-foot peak Mount Kephart
with the Carolina Mountain Club.
There are 16 other peaks that rise above
6,000 feet in the Great Smoky Mountain
Natio nal Park, and Sue and Elrose hiked
those with the Peak Seekers hiking group.
The twins have hiked a total of 40 peaks that
rise above 6,000 feet.
Sue hiked with her family most of her
married life. For Elrose, hiking remained a
dream as she and her husband enjoyed cruises instead. The sisters' husbands died within
two years of each other, and in August 1995
Elrose and Sue moved into a cabin near
Waynesville, N.C., and took their first hike
in the Smokies that same month.
They were hooked.
The magnificent Great Smoky Mountain
National Park, established in 1934, covers
520,004 acres, 275 ,895 in North Carolina,
the remainder in Tennessee. Elevations range
from 840 feet at the mouth of Abrams Creek
to 6,643 feet at Clingmans Dome.
During the nine years it took to complete
all the trails, the twins also hiked with the
Haywood Hikers, and the Six Sexy Seniors
and the Wednesday Group, both spin-off
groups from the Haywood club.
Why would anyone in their 60s take on this
challenge? Sue and Elrose have always been
goal oriented and full of energy. Challenges?
Yes! Snakes, deer, bears and cubs; once a boar
came charging across the trail but kept going
down the mountain. They've gotten soaked
hiking dew-laden overgrown paths; they've
hiked neck-deep in a trench filled with debris,

and they' ve
climbed over
" blowdowns. "
They've hiked in wet
clothes and boots , freezing weather and
rain. One day on the Hazel Creek Trail they
counted 29 crossings (that means water).
Elrose and Sue hiked 168 trails to accumulate the required miles. Challenges were simply a part of the journey. Then there were the
adventures, like the one in August 2005 when
their hike ended at a campsite where a previously scheduled boat was supposed to ferry
them back to their car. They waited- and
waited. An hour passed and the downpour
that had threatened the hike arrived in full
force. Finally, almost out of water and leery
of continuing to share the campsite with a
group of drinking fishermen, they decided to
walk out. Wet from head to toe, they headed
for the Fontana Dam, a 6.4-mile hike. With
darkness approaching and no flashlights, it was
being able to see contrasts that kept them on
the trail. When they arrived at the paved road,
the lights from the dam kept them out of the
potholes. They called 911, and a public safety
officer came to the rescue. Home at last and
exhausted, they had hiked 20.5 miles that day.
These challenges and adventures just made
"The Trekking Twins" better hikers but most
memorable are the crystal clear days, warm
weather and breathtaking views. They've
observed the best of nature - wildflowers,
cascading streams, the scent of evergreens and
the sounds of birds. Avid wildflower enthusiasts, the twins have identified most of the
1,400 variety offlowering plants, 130 species
of trees and 205 mosses in the GSMNP.
They've also encountered many birds,
mammals, reptiles and fish . Once, on a trail
near Gatlinburg, a deer stepped off the trail
as the twins came by and kept looking from
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Elrose Plentovich Courie ('58) and Sue
Plen tovich Hollinger ('58) hiked 'em all.
The Trekking Twins hiked all of the mainta ined trails - 1,411 miles - and more to
join t he Great Smoky Mountain National
Park's 900-Miler Club.
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one to the other, seemingly confused. As they
passed by her they said, "Yes, we're twins."
The deer shook her head and walked away.
Their most outstanding memory is the last
hike that made them members of the 900Miler Club. Friends drove them to C lingmans Dome on that late October day where
they started the hike on Forney Ridge Trail.
They arrived around 9 a.m.; the temperature
hovered at 32 degrees with snow and ice. At
noon they ate lunch in the warm sun, and a
fellow hiker sang a special song she wrote for
them to the tune of The Caissons Go Rolling
Akmg. By 3 o'clock the temperature read only
50 degrees, though it felt colder. A group
with signs, balloons and cameras welcomed
the duo on their last 1.6 miles of the Tunnel
Bypass Trail. Elrose and Sue led the way with
more balloons and signs.
The well-wishers even had countdown
balloons: 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - I, zero! Champagne
toasts, a congratulatory sign and tributes
greeted the twins at the end of the trail.
Elrose and Sue's next quest is to continue
hiking the Appalachian Trail. They've already
completed it in North Carolina and plan to
hike the Georgia Appalachian Trail during
the summer, preferably day hikes allowing for
inns, showers and wine with dinner.
The sisters maintain five miles along the
Appalachian Trail from Snowbird Mountain
to Schoolhouse Road, as well as three miles of
wildflower trails on their 100-acre property.
They belong to the Western Carolina Botany
Club and the Native Plant Sociery of Florida.
Oh yeah, on their days off- they quilt. ffl
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s part ofJMU's big 100th anniversary celebration, the Centennial Office is interested in borrowing
interesting memorabilia from alumni that reflect the days of the Normal School, the State Teachers
College, Madison College or JMU. The celebration begins in spring 2007 and runs through the entire
2007-2008 academic year. Items that are loaned (or contributed) may be included in one of six historical
lays planned for the celebration, featured on the Centennial Web site or included in the anniversary book.
_.. your old photos, uniforms, programs and other materlalS that might be suitable for display.

items the Centennial Office would like to borrow include: Luge (2- or 3-feet long) pennants carrying
of the Normal School, the State Teachers College or Madison College (not just "Madison") and old
nalized license plates from states other than Virginia or West V'irginia with "JMU" on them.
Contact Fred Hilton to make arrangements before you send your prized possessions:
(540)568-3474 or hiltonfd@jmu.edu.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol29/iss3/1
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Thank you,
Good Morning
America!
Madison roomies win
Caribbean cruise
BY

DARCIE ROBERGE

('06)

T

en Madison College roommates
who met as freshmen in 1966
sailed off to the Caribbean in
February - all expenses paid thanks to ABC-TV's Good Morning America. The Madison roomies entered and won
an essay contest for a "Girls' Week Away"
cruise aboard the Norwegian Jewel.
When the roomies attended Madison,
dust bunnies were a major campus offense, according to the winning essay by
Linda Armistead ('70). The group was
selected as one of 15 winning teams and
appeared live from aboard ship on GMA.
The roomies have kept their 40-year
friendship going "by keeping in touch
year-round - by phone, in person, in
thoughts and at annual reunions."
The wome n first met in the winter
of 1966 d u ring their second semester
at Madison Co llege. "Wh en I first got
to school, I didn't know anyone," says
Carmen Wray Warfield ('70). Six of the
women lived in Spotswood, and the other four lived in Ash by. After Christmas
break, the girls living in Spotswood were
called into the dean's office and told that
they were being exiled to the new residence halls "down the hill." Apparently,
their late night card games and dust bunnies under the beds had almost caused
their housemother to have an anxiety
attack. They need ed three more roommates to share a suite, so they asked the
girls that lived in the neighboring residence hall to join them.
"We all just had a good rime together,"
says Bonnie Back Berner ('70). "We had
fun and laughed a lot."
Living in close quarters also aided in
building the relationships, according to
Warfield . The roomies also participated
in similar activities: Eight of the girls
were involved with Sigma Kappa, and
two were members of Tri-Sigma.
Madison College was just embarking
on co-ed st atus, Berner says, "During

Good Morning America's
Caribbean Cruise chicks
include 10 Madison College
Class of 1970 roomies: Linda
Chester Armistead of Virginia
Beach; Kristen "Kris" Keller
Clark of Alexandria; Rhonda
"Ronni" Bilotti Miller of Alexandria; Carmen Wray Warfield
of Richmond; Nancy Franklin of Denver, Colo.; Helen
Schaumburg Quinn of Denver;
Bonnie Back Berner of Rye,
N.Y.; Carolyn Schutz Bowman
of Amherst, N.H.; Christine
"Chris" Cruse Butcher of
Chester Springs, Pa.; and
Karen Doane Davenport of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

the weekends, boys from nearby colleges
would rent trucks or vans and come for
the occasional blind date. There were so
many rules that sometimes you didn't
know when you were breaking a rule."
Warfield was dismissed her junio r
year because she got married and didn't
inform the dean within the proper time
frame. Even though she and another
classmate left Madison College before
graduating, the 10 remained right. "We master's degrees, professional careers; and
were in each other's weddings, and turning 20, 30, 40, and 50 - together."
some of us lived near each other so it
The group's favorite activity, however,
wasn't too hard to keep in touch," says is simply sitting, talking and enjoying
Warfield. The roomies kept in touch each other's company. Future reunion
individually through phone calls and trips being planned include stops in Las
various road trips. However, it wasn't Vegas and New York City.
"We were a support group to each
until their first reunion in 1969 that the
women really began to focus on getting other during our growing up years at college," says Berner. "As you mature, you
all 10 together.
From that point on, the group has meet figure out what's important to you."
Warfield adds, "We've been through a
annually in October. "Our reunion trips
and friendships, Armistead says, "include lot together. We aren't going to let this
hiking, kayaking, white-water rafting, friendship die."
fit
beach walks, kids, grandkids, surviving * Re ad t he Good Morning America " Girls'
abuse, cancer of a young sibling, health Week Out" winning essay by Linda Armistead
issues, parents' deaths, kids' weddings, ('70 ) at www.jmu.edu/ Madison0nline.
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Stay in touch) get i"n volved and be Mad cool
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Linda Diggs Scheid
retired from the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives after 18 years as a
human resources specialist. She
lives in Lorton with her husband,
Steve. The couple has two sons,
Bruce and Michael, and two grandsons, Dallas and Brycen. Scheid
teaches Sunday school at Fairlington United Methodist Church and
is taking art classes at the Torpedo
Factory in Alexandria.

69

Ann Melinda Riley
Anderson retired from
Roanoke County Schools after
teaching for 31 years.

35thReunionYear:

71

SEPT.

2

The Virginia Juvenile
Justice Association honored James D. Rankin Jr. with
the 2005 Meritorious Award in
the area of administration for his
work in the juvenile justice field.
Rankin is director of the Prince
Wi ll iam County Juvenile Court
Services Unit.

77

The South Carolina Association of School Libraries
honored Betty Massie Jordan as
School Library Media Specialist of
the Year. Jordan is the media specialist at Sullivan Middle School
in Rock Hill, S.C. Rebecca
Shank Overton is listed in the
ninth edition of Who's Who Among
America's Teachers. She was also
tapped for membership in Delta
Kappa Gamma, the international
honor society for outstanding
women educators.

*

79

Barbara Burch is a staff
writer for Guardsmark
LLC, a privately-held security
services firm located in Memphis.

F

Charles Haley lapped by
Virginia Sports Hall of Fame

ormer JMU and professional football standout Charles Haley ('87) is among the class
of 2006 inductees to the Virginia Sports
Hall. Haley was JMU's first Division I-AA
first-team All-America while playing for the Dukes
from 1982 to 1985, and he is the only NFL player to
be a member of five winning Super Bowl reams. He
played on San Francisco's Super Bowl tide teams after
the 1988 and 1989 seasons and was a member of Dallas' winning Super Bowl teams after the 1992, 1993
and 1995 campaigns. Haley was inducted at the state
hall of fame's 35th annual awards dinner April 22.
The Virginia Sports Hall of Fame was established
in 1972 and honors the state's contributions to spores
and pays tribute to individuals who have made lasting contributions to sports achievement and service.

Haley was recruited to JMU and coached for
three seasons by Challace McMillin. He played
as a senior in 1985 under coach Joe Purzycki and
that year was named to the first-team Division
I-AA All-America by the Associated Press. Haley
remains JMU's career tackles leader (506), and
he was San Francisco's fourth-round choice in the
1986 National Football League draft. The JMU
linebacker was the Virginia Division I defensive
Player of the Year in 1985 and the 1990 National
Football Conference defensive player of the year.
He had more than 100 sacks as an NFL player,
and he holds the league record 4.5 sacks in Super
Bowl play. Haley was inducted into the JMU Athletics Hall of Fame in 1996, and his JMU number
(87) is retired.

HALEY PHOTOGRAPH BY STEPHEN DUNN/GETTY IMAGE S
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SCHOLAR S HIP THAN KS
Dear Walter Curt ('85) and Dr. Raymond Serway (former Physics Department Head):
Thank you for your generous funding ofthe
Robert Gordon Scholarship. My name is
Jacob Fors tater, and
I'm a third-year physics
major. Your dedication to education
and the /MU Physics Department has
enabled me to pursue my studies and
excel academically. I understand you
both contributed generous gifts to /MU
to establish this scholarship in honor
ofDr. Robert Gordon, [who retired
as department head in 2001}. Your
wholehea rted support ofmy education
has enabled me not only to succeed in
my studies but to actively participate in
research and present it at multiple conferences, including the Southeastern Section
ofthe American Physical Society. Thank
you for your steadfast commitment to
my education andfor your generosity.

tor and recognized for contributions made to the education
field . * David J. Peters is
information technology manager at Riddleberger Brothers
Inc. in Mount Crawford, Va.

25th Reunion Year: SEPT. 2
Emma Chattin was
ordained into the
Metropolitan Community
Church at the Richmond
MCC. She lives in Fairfax
with her partner, Heather
James. * James Edward
O'Donnell is a broker with
Keller Williams Realty in
Cary, N.C.

81

82

James E. Dodd
has accepted a
MARKEM Corp. twoyear overseas assignment as
national sales manager in
the United Kingdom. Dodd
and his wife, Julie, live in the
Manchester, England, area
with their children, Caitlin
and Connor.

Jacob Forstater ('07)

83

* Jacob Lewis Saylor earned
national credentials as a Fellow in
Church Business Administration
from rhe National Association of
Church Business Administration.

80

Phyllis MacMillan Harris
is listed in the ninth edition of Whos Who Among Americas
Teachers. She is acknowledged for
excellence as a distinguished educa-

Jill Howard Church
earned her M.A. in
journalism from the University of
Memphis. She is communication
director for the Animals and Society Institute and a freelance writer.
She and her husband , Steve, live in
Atlanta with their two children.
* Susan M. Garfinkel earned a
master's of education from Old
Dominion University. She teaches
special education at Charlottesville High School. * Calvin H.

OCTOBER 2 0 • 21

Lawrence Jr. earned a doctorate in
education, with a concentration in
educational leadership, from Baylor University in Waco, Texas.

84

Kenny Giordano of Colorado released his album
Future Full & Free in February.
The native Virginian moved to
Colorado five years ago and has
been in the entertainment business
since elementary school. "Because
my home is in Colorado Springs
where there are several military
bases, I'm particularly sensitive to
the plights and sacrifices of those
who wear our country's uniforms,"
Giordano says. "This album is a
tribute to those who serve, and the
trials of their families left behind."
A portion of CD sales and concert
tour proceeds from the album will
be donated to nonprofit agencies
serving the needs of the families
of military, police, firefighter and
emergency medical service workers. Learn more at www.kennygiordano.com/.

85

Stuart "Stu" Coleman
was elected Yachtsman
of the Year and is the new rear
commodore at South Coast Corinthian Yacht Club in Marina Del
Rey, Calif. Coleman is production
director for Crew Creative Advertising in Hollywood and teaches
keel boat sailing for Bluewater
Sailing in Marina Del Rey. Sailing his Beneteau 331, Coleman
won the five-race Stein Series,
won the SCYA Cruiser Spinnaker
Midwinters championship and

finished third
in his class in
the 20-race
Sunset Series.
* Lockheed
Martin Corp.
announced
an alignment
of communications activity among its
Corporate
Elaine Toth HinsCommudale ('85)

nications,

Enterprise Information Systems
and Corporate Shared Services.
Elaine Toth Hinsdale, director of
communications for EIS, reports
to the vice president for Executive
and Internal Communications.
Hinsdale and her staff continue to
provide communications support
to EIS, to the Office of the Chief
Information Officer and to CSS,
but will now be a part of the Corporate Communications organization. Since joining Lockheed Martin in 1996, Hinsdale has led the
EIS communications campaigns
for several enterprise-wide information technology initiatives,
including the implementation of
the LM-Xpress e-mail system and
Year 2000 preparations.

20th Reunion Year: SEPT. 2
Kimberly Mosiman
Durand is coordinator
of the volunteer and parrnership
program at Arlington Public
Schools. * Bradley J. Hiebert
is a character rigging lead at
Los Angeles-based Rhythm and

86
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Hues Studios, where he creates
computer-animated effects for
movies. He worked with a small
team of artists responsible for
creating Asian the Lion for the
2005 release of The Chronicles
ofNarnia: The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe. Hiebert and
his wife, Julie, live in Torrance,
Calif. Troy Mitchell is IR
director and leads major Web
development projects for Marriott International 's premier travel
Web site, Marriott.com. Mitchell
earned a bachelor's degree in computer and information science
from the University of Maryland,
and a master's degree from the
W h iting School of Engineering
at Johns Hopkins University. He
lives in Boyds, Md., with Brenda
and their chi ldren, Elise, Liam
and Katherine . Gi ll ian Gray
Pilcher earned Nationa l Board
Certification in 2005.

*

*
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Gregory R. Bishop is a
partner and member of the
business section of the Williams
Mullen law firm. Bishop practices
from the
firm's Richmond office
and focuses
primarily on
mergers and
acquisitions
and other
corporate
and securities

law degree
from the T.C. Williams School
of Law at che University of Richmond.
Jamie Lewis ('9IM), staff historian at the Forest History Society,
has published The Forest Service
and The Greatest Good: A Centennial History, an illustrated companion book to the award-winning
documentary film, The Greatest
Good, produced for the
USDA Forest Service's
centennial
in 2005.
Lewis served
as historical
cons ultant
for the film.
Lewis and
Lisa Simmons
Dianne live
Moore('87)

*

.I

*

in Durham, N.C. Lisa Simmons Moore earned her Ph.D. in
urban services from Old Dominion University in December.

developed many new software
produces used by its clients
and AHM staff to manage
promotional activities.

88
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Angelita "Angel" Harmon is recruiting director
for Accenture in North America.
She and Mark live in Atlanta.

Jill Graybill Markley
is a member of che
Harrisburg Area Community
College adjunct faculty and
teaches music. She performs
with her brass quintet in the
Kathy Rump Driscoll is
safety and healch manCentral Pennsylvania region.
ager at Oceanographic Institution
Marni Penning earned a
in Woods Hole, Mass.
Helen Hayes Award nomination for "Outstanding SupCatherine E. O'Brien,
porting Actress, Resident
Play," for her portrayal of
CPA, published her first
book, Horse Economics, a PerAshley Hammond in the
Woolly Mammoth Theatre
sonal Finance Guide for the Horse
Company's production of
Owner, through Trafalgar Square
Publishing last September.
After Ashley. Penning is a
co-founder of the Cincinnati
15th Reunion Year: SEPT. 2
Shakespeare Festival, where
Silvia Park Barrett is
she performed 35 roles over
serving a second term on
10 seasons. She has performed
the board of che Organization of
leads at the Shakespeare
Theatre Company, Georgia
Virginia Homeschoolers. She also
Shakespeare, Folger Shakeserves as treasurer. Michael J.
Corvari of McLean was elected
speare Theatre and Pennsylvania Shakespeare Festival.
to che U.S. partnership ofKPMG
LLP, the audit, tax and advisory
Penning has appeared on Satfirm. Corvari joined KPMG in
urday Night Live, in a number
1994 and provides audit services
of movies including Mona Lisa
to information, communications
Smile, and she had a speaking
role in this season's HBO series
and entertainment clients in the
mid-Atlantic area. He is a partner
The Sopranos, (episode 11, which
in KPMG's Department of Profesaired in May).
The Helen
sional Practice -Audit & Risk
Advisory. Corvari is a member of
Hayes Awards
the American Institute of Certiprogram
fied Public Accountants. He also
recognizes
completed Fairfax's Emerging
excellence in
Leaders Institute in 2003. Bryan
professional
E. Li lley was promoted to vice
theater in the
president of software development
Washingfor Advanced Health Media, the
ton, D.C.,
Marni Penning
leading supplier of technology
area, and
('92)
solutions for compliant pharthe awards
maceutical meetings, speaker
are named for Washington native
programs and healch care profesHelen Hayes, known as "First Lady
of the American Theater."
sional interactions. Lilley oversees
AHM's software development
Michelle Stefan Blanton
organization based in Chesapeake.
He leads strategic initiatives for the
teaches American cookdesign and development of proing classes in Sasebo, Japan. In
addition to her regular curriculum,
prietary software technology solushe is featured as the guest chef
tions for the pharmaceutical indusonce a month at the Life Cooking
try. Under his direction, AHM has
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SCHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dear Gary E. Thompson ('71):
It is such a blessing to receive
financial help so that I can attend
]MU! I'm a sophomore kinesiology major with concentrations in
physical and health education and
teacher education. I'm also minoring in coaching. I look forward to
many years of teaching health and
physical education to children. I
am a peer educator with Reality
Educators Advocating Campus
Health. Our organization focuses
on educating students about important health issues. I am a member
of the Lutheran Presbyterian Campus Ministry, which provides a
backbone when life gets hard. I am
a sister in Zeta Tau Alpha, which
focuses on raising funds for breast
cancer research. Your scholarship
gives me all these opportunities
and the chance to grow as a person.
I also work in the ]MU Office of
Health Promotion. Thank you so
much for being so generous. Rest
assured that I am working hard
and am very appreciative.
Alli Knighton ('OS)

School in Arita, a famous porcelain town. She was named Female
Athlete of che Year for Fleet Activities, Sasebo, Japan, U.S. Naval
Base. Bia ton lives in Japan with J.
Brett and their three daughters.
Mark Mosdell is a shareholder
in the renamed accounting firm,
Spencer, Hager & Mosdell PC.
Philadelphia Magazine and Pennsylvania Super Lawyer Magazine
named Michael O'Mara a 2005
Pennsylvania Rising Star in the
annual listing of the top lawyers in
Pennsylvania. O'Mara, a partner
at Stradley Ronon, was selected
by his peers and represents the
top 2.5 percent of up-and-coming
attorneys in Pennsylvania. Stradley
Ronon Stevens & Young is the only
Eastern Pennsylvania member of
Meritas, the world's largest affiliation of independent commercial
law firms. O'Mara earned his law

*

*

...... ............... ............... ..................................... .

YOUR VOTE COUNTS. YOU CHANGED MADISON
More than 1,100 readers told the magazine staff to keep Weddings and Future Dukes in the
magazine's print version. That is one in every 30 readers participating in our survey. Turn
to page 79 to see which ofyour classmates got married or had a baby recently. Thank you!

I
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degree from che Dickinson School
of Law of the Pennsylvania Scace
University.

Sculpting a position on the
international arl scene

94

James "Jay" M. Henry
IV is chief executive
officer of Mo untain View H ospital. He a nd his wife, Emily, live
in Madras , O re. * Vi rginia Gov.
Tim Kaine appoi nted Corey W.
Hill ac ting director of the Virgin ia
Depa rtment of Rail and Public
Transportation. Hill joined the
department in 1997 and has led
its Ad m inistration and Ca pical
Projects Division since 2003. Hill
has served as the DRPT Northern Vi rginia regional manager,
projec t director for che D ulles
Corridor Mecrorail Project and
project manager fo r several major
plann ing studies. "Corey's experience in rail, public transportation
and overall ad ministration of the
depa rtment will allow DRPT to
conti nue to grow and improve,"
Kai ne said . "As we cackle our
transpo rtation challenges in the
current General Assembly session,
everyone agrees chat transit and
rai l will be an increasingly important pa rt of any overall transportation solution." * Kerri Ann Mullins Kite is an intern arch itect at
Blue Ridge Design Studio, located
in Ha rrisonburg.

95

!

Pri nce Wi ll iam County,
Va., police sergeant Jarad
L. Phelps was promoted to first
sergeant in February. Phelps has
10 years oflaw enforcement experience, all wi th the
Prince W ill iam
Cou nty Police
Department. He
began his career
as a patrol officer
and th roughout his
career has served
on che Search and
Rescue Team,
Ho nor Guard and
the Special Weapons and Tactics
Team. He also
has serve d as an instructor at the
PWC C rim ina l Justice Academy.
His mos t recent assignment was
sup erv ising the bike un it. *
Dina I. Relan was promoted to
vice p resident of accounting and
information technology services
at A rm s trong Management Services Inc. in Fairfax. * David A.

Bv K AT I E O ' D o w o ( ' 07)

I

t 's a huge accomplishment
she says. "The creative process
just t o say t hat you exhibited
was my most certain source of
yo ur ar t wo rk at the Biennurturance and clarity."
nale lntern azionale dell 'Arte
Young say s her work, Bobbin
Contemporanea in Florence,
with Prayer Beads, (left) " WonItaly. Millicent Young ('97M) will
ders about the connectedness
neve r fo rget the event. She took
of all things; the connectedness
fourth place wi th her sculpture,
of the sacred with the mundane,
Bobb in with Prayer Beads, in the
the vertical with the horizontal.
2005 event.
It wonders about the winding of
The Floren ce Biennale is the
threads - the thread here is spun
largest and fa stest growing artfrom animal fur, feathers and
ist -supported bienn ial in the
twigs. It wonders about piercing
wor ld: 890 artists from 72 difand being pierced. On each of the
f e ren t nations participated in
nine prayer beads etched into
the fi ft h exhibition in December.
the surface in a continuous loop,
Millicent Young's artwork,
" There is a wide range of artists
is writing or counting marks of
Bobbin with Prayer Beads,
who show their work," Young
some undefined language. Every
won fourth place in sculpture at the 2005 Biennale
says . " Some are just outstandelement in the piece entwines
lnternazionale dell'Arte
ing - their concept and craft is
itself with the other. The thimble
Contemporanea in Florence,
just of f the charts. There's a real
for the bobbin is oak, from the
Italy. Below, Young ('97M)
democracy of art represented ."
house that I built. The spindle is
works on another sculpture
Amer ican curators David Rubin in her studio.
a chestnut rail from an old farm
and Barbara Rose nominated
fence where I live."
Young for the Florence Biennale. " Millicent 's
Two year s after earning her M.F.A. at JMU in
achievement brings further honor to JMU's out1997, Young received a Professional Fellowship
standing art program," says retired JMU art hisAward from the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
tory professor, and renowned artist, Jim Crable.
Her work has also been recognized by curators
The exhibition was held in the historic Fortezza and jurors from renowned institutions such as
Ma xwell Anderson from the Whitney Museum
da Basso, Dec. 3-11 , 2005. "It is controversial in
and Lisa Dennison from the Guggenheim
t he ar t world becau se it doesn't follo w the rules
of establi shed elite art institutions," she says.
Museum . Young also showcased her work at The
An ar ti st at heart, Young sa ys she learned
Museum of Contemporary Art in Merida, Mexico.
" She's cre ating quite an exhibition record for
about ar t growing up in New York City and Cape
Cod. " Man ipulating materials and making things
herself," Crable sa ys. "People are starting to
take notice of the quality of her work."
is my longes t, continuous thread of memory,"
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Wolcott earned a Ph.D. in higher
education from the University
ofVirginia in 2005. He works at
U.Va. and lives in Earlysville.

10th Reunion Year:

96

SEPT.

2

Katheryn "Katie"
Fletcher Creech was
listed in the Top 40 Under 40,
for 2005, by Inside Business, a
Hampton Roads publication.
The award honors people who
are succes sfu l in their careers and
involved in their communities.
Kim A. Hellman is founder
and executive director of San
Diego's Grom Project, which utilizes surfing as a way to connect
with kids on issues like nutrition,
athletic training, sports psychology, basic finances, travel and
cultural sensitivity. Cara Ellen
Modisett ('98B.M.) was listed
in the Top 20 Under 40 in the
western Virginia region by the
Blue Ridge Business journal. She
is editor of Blue Ridge Country
Magazine, which has readership
of 425,000, and she is a reporter/
producer for WVTF public
radio. She performs frequently
as a pianist/chamber musician.
Monique Simmons, M.D.,
graduated from the University
of South Florida Obstetrics and
Gynecology residency program.
Her practice is in Virginia Beach.

*

*

All about the Skins for
this radio jock

B

B Y K ATIE

O ' D owo (' 07)

ret Oliverio ('03) describes the radio show that he pro duces as " Howard Stern meets Sports Center. It's a beer
and babes type show," he says. Ol iverio is assistant pro ducer of The Junkies in the Morning, which airs on WJFK106.7 FM (Washington, D.C.), CBS's fo rmer " Redsk ins Radi o" station. Oliverio's show also airs on WHFS-105.7 FM (Baltimore).
Oliverio also co-hosted last season 's Wash ington Red skins
post-game radio show, which broadcast to stations all al ong the
East Coast. Football fans al so caught Ol iverio on Redskins Latenight, which aired on Washington 's CBS affiliate through out football season. Oliverio hosted a weekly fantasy football se gment,
helping lead viewers to a fantasy football championship. He al so
wrote a fantasy football column for Redskin s.com .
"It's a fun gig," says the marketing major, who has climbed
f rom the bottom of the broadcasting ladder. Ol iveri o in it ially
attended George Mason University and worked part-time for
WJFK. " I made copies, ans wered phone s, fetch ed coffee - anything to get my foot in the door," he says.
After transferring to JMU, Ol iverio continued working at WJFK
during winter and summer breaks. And he honed hi s tal ents at
JMU's WXJM radio, hosting his own Tuesday night show. Oliverio
says he chose the business academic path so he would have
something to fall back on if his career in radio/televi sion didn't
pan out. "Marketing is pretty versatile," he says. " It 's always good
to have a business background when working with peopl e. No
matter what I do, business is the bottom line."
Oliverio credits the group work from his busine ss classes as
good preparation for collaboration with his si x-man team at the
radio station. "I love this team, and my JMU experiences surely
helped me get here."
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97

Jackie DeSouza joined
the Research Medical Center as chief operating
officer. She
is responsible for
leading the
day-co-day
operations ,
productivity
management, hospital-wide
system conversions, and Jackie Desouza
('97)
major expansion and construction projects
for the center, located in Kansas
City, Mo. * Jonathan E. Graham was promoted to manager of
Web development at Salem Web
Network in Chesterfield. * Caroline Smith Hickey sold her first
childrens' novel,just My Imagination, which is aimed at readers
ages 8 to 12. Roaring Book Press
will publish her work in 2007.

*

Jessica Brunow Holloway
earned National Board Certification in early/middle childhood
art from the National Board of
Professional Teaching Standards.

98

AlexanderW. Cheney
is production supervisor
for Los Angeles-based Stiletto
Entertainment, which produces
all the shows aboard the Holland
America Line fleet .

99

Loris Davis Colvin is
administrator of Shenandoah Nursing Home in Fishersville. She was elected secretarytreasurer of the Central District
of the Virginia Health Care
Association
in January.
Victoria
Patchen
·..
,..
L
and her
band,
Lucky Day,
released
their debut
EP,Al/My
Rainy Days,
at concert
at Vienna's
Jammin'
Java in
Victoria Patchen
April. The
('99)
D.C. pop/
rock band is fronted by Patchen,
a music major. Smother.net chose
the EP as an editor's pick before
it's release: "Victoria Patchen
spews forth vocals chat are beautifu lly melodic and with additive
harmonies that tie the germane
angular guitar hooks and undercutting bass grooves together
neatly ... the resulting pop-rock
amalgam is cheerfully catchy."
A Washington Post Express critic
wrote, "Lucky Day has some of
the best pop-rock the '60s never
heard." Former Bluestone staffer
and current Rolling Stone photographer Stacia Ma lewski (' 00 )
photographed the band for the
new EP. Give Lucky Day a listen
at www.luckydayband .com/.
JMU's first Gates Scholar Erin
A. Snider is pursuing a Ph.D. in
political science at Trinity College, University of Cambridge.
Her research explores the link
between economic crises and
political liberalization in the
Middle East through an examination of Egyptian and Iranian

*

.,
-v

0 ~

*
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politics over the last 30 years.
The Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation established the Gates
Cambridge Trust with a $210
million gift to the University of
Cambridge. Gates Scholarships
enable outstanding graduate
students fro m outside the United
Kingdom to study at Cambridge.
The scholarships are awarded on
the basis of intellectual ability,
leadership capacity and desire to
use knowledge to contribute to
society by improving the lives of
others. Snider earned her m aster's
degree in Middle East politics
with a concentration in economic
development from the School of
Oriental and African Studies at
the University of London.

OO

AustinAdams earned
an executive m aster's in
leadership from Georgetown U niversity in 2005. H e founded the
Georgetown Leadership Society,
a graduate student organization.
Adams is a higher education
consultant for Datatel Inc. in
Fairfax. * Sandra Curry earned
a doctorate in education, focusing
on pre-K-12 administration and
leadership, from Regent University
in Virginia Beach. * Exit 245
alumnus Angel Perez played
the lead, Damian Dollero, in
the independent fea ture film
The Nexus, a Swiss-Canadi a n
production filmed entirely in
Switzerland. The film was show n
at the 2005 Porrobello Film Festival in London. View the trailer
at http://www.thenexu smovie.
com/nexus/ trailer.htm * Jennifer Foss Rice earned her M .A. in
security policy studies at George
Washington University. She is an
intelligence specialise with the
Department of the Navy. * Matthew J. Traskey ('04M) was promoted to business manager at The
University of Virginia.

I

Black Hawk pilot flies up the
ranks of 82nd Airborne

A

B Y H ALI CHI ET

('07)

fter earning his B.S. in computer science and completing JMU's ROTC program, 2nd Lt.
Kenneth Ward ('03) was commissioned as an officer in the U.S. Army. From September
to October 2003, he worked as a recruiter for JMU, and then departed for flight school in
Fort Rucker, Ala.
From October 2003 through October 2004, Ward learned to fly UH-60 Black Hawk hel icopters,
honed his survival skills and participated in dunker training (underwater escape from a helicopter).
Ward successfully completed flig ht school and went on to the three-week Basic Airborne School in
Fort Benning, Ga., where he learned to parachute from planes.
The next destination for Ward was Fort Bragg, N.C., his current station. In November 2004, Ward
joined the 82nd Airborne Division, where he worked for about eight months as an executive officer in
the Headquarters Company of the Second Battalion of the 82nd Aviation Brigade.
In August 2005, Ward became a platoon leader in the Alpha Company of the Second Battalion of
the 82nd Aviation Brigade. He is responsible for five UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters, including their
maintenance, personnel, pilots and accompanying crews.
"Here at Fort Bragg, I've been enhancing my pilot skills and doing more mission-oriented training," he says. "Fort Bragg is a unique place to serve, as here we regularly practice our airborne skills
by jumping out of perfectly good aircraft," he says. "That's something that you don't really get to do
much across the rest of the Army, especially for soldiers who aren't in the infantry."
Ward 's company was sent to New Orleans to assist relief efforts for Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Ward helped prepare the company for its deployment, but did not go to the disaster area for a rather
important reason. "My company commander was very considerate and Jet me stay back so I cou ld get
married as planned on Sept. 17 to Valerie Mahr ('05), whom I met while I was still in school," he says.
Ward says JMU's ROTC program helped prepare him for his responsib ilities in the Army. " By making the third- and fourth-year students run everything, we got to actually learn leadership and teaching through daily practice," he says. "I used to hate being in front of large groups. Now, I'm fine with
getting up and teaching a class or giving a briefing."
Ward indeed feels satisfied with his career choice and feels proud to be serving his country. " The
Army may be unusual choice for a computer science major, but I think it was a good choice," he says.
"Certainly my skills learned at JMU have helped me on the job but I really wanted to get out and do
something interesting and worthwhile while I was young."
Read more about Ward and many other JMU alumni serving in the Armed Forces in MadisonOnline's Operation Purple Pride section: www.jmu.edu/madisononline/ purplepride/.

Kenneth Ward
('03) is a platoon
leader In the Sec·
ond Battalion of
the 82nd Aviation
Brigade. Here,
he practices in a
Black Hawk heli·
copter simulator.
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Fine Earth LLC:
Summer gig lakes root

T

B Y H ALI CHJET

('07)

he entrepreneurial spirit fostered in JMU's College of
Business planted seeds in Chad Layman's heart. The
Hardsonburg nat_ive started a small local landscaping
business while still earning his B.S. in accounting. While
attending classes and playing for the varsity tennis team, Lay·
man ('95) created his landscaping business while still a junior.
" I always wanted to have my own
business and not work for someone else," he says. " I knew that my
strength was not working in an
office eight to 10 hours a day."
With the help of one of his
friends, Layman created L&S
Landscaping in 1994. The company
started off as a summer gig, where
Layman provided basic maintenance services such as mowing,
mulching, pruning and general
cleanup. Now the company specializes in landscaping management and property improvement.
After graduation, Layman, an
avid outdoorsman, joined his friend
and fellow alum, Andy Larson, in
some serious leisure time. The duo
climbed all 54 mountains in Colorado - over 14,000 feet. When
he returned to Harrisonburg, Layman says, he "started going at
things a little more seriously."
He changed his business name from L&S Landscaping to Fine
Earth. " I wanted a more professional name and wanted to include
a greater variety of services," he says. "I added landscape installation in 1997, hardscaping in 1999, waterfalls and gardens in 2000,
and synthetic putting greens and landscape lighting in 2003."
Becky Bartells ('93), who graduated with a B.S. in biology, has
been working for Fine Earth since January 2002. She is head landscape designer and estimator. She says her JMU biology courses
generated her interest in the landscaping industry. " My courses
definitely gave me a basic understanding of why and how plants
grow where they do, which is definitely important in the landscaping business," she explains.
Bartel ls is very involved in the local community, serving as a
member of the Blacks Run Cleanup Committee, Harrisonburg
Landscape Committee, Harrisonburg Downtown Renai ssance and
the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum Advisory Council. " I have the best
job in the world," she says. "My daily responsibilities are so diverse
it definitely never gets boring."
'
Hiring Madison grads is a Fine Earth tradition . " We've hired quite
a few JMU grads from summer help to office help," says Layman.
"Since 1995, we've probably had more than 20 people work for us
who were either a JMU student or graduate."
Since he owns a local business, Layman remains involved in the
university community. Fine Earth has a Duke Club membership and
the football season ticket holder frequently provides landscaping
services to the university. " I think JMU has a great focus and a great
future, and it's exciting to see it unfold in front of my eyes," he says.

* Learn more at www.fineearthllc.com/.
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5th Reunion Year: SEPT. 2
Karen E. Place earned an
M.A. in English from the
University of Georgia. Mark
J. Sullivan earned a nomination
for the 22nd
Helen Hayes
Awards for
"Outstanding Lead
Actor, Resident Play,"
for h is role
as Justin
Hammond in
Mark J. Sullivan
the Woo lly
('01)
Mammoth
Theatre Company's production of
After Ashley. Sull ivan also played
the lead in Big Death, Little Death
which opened the new Woolly
Mammoth Theatre. He received
critical acclaim for h is portrayal
of Claud io in the Folger Shakespeare Theatre's production of
Measure far Measure. T he Helen
Hayes Awards recognize excellence in professional theater in
the Wash ington-metro area.

0I

*

02

Loricar Gollayan Zeoli
lives in Annanda le wi th
Rick and their daugh ter, Aut u mn
Grace. She earned her M . B.A.
fro m George Washi ngton University and works for Unisys Corp.

03

Shannon Armstrong
is director of promotions and client services fo r the
ECHL Bakersfield Con dors. She
develops all promotions and special events and handles sponsor
and season t icket fu lfi ll ments.
Anchor Health Properties in
Wi lmington, Del., h ired Katie
Beidler as project coordinator
facilitat ing all aspects of property
acquisition and project development. AH P is a developer of
outpatient health care faci lities
and physician office buildings.
Beidler was fo rmerly a sen ior
m anagement analyst for Bearin gPoint Inc. in McLean. Karyn
McNamara Bersch is a rea ltor
with Coldwell Banker Residential

*

*

*

Brokerage in Alexandria.
Erin
Driscoll won the 2006 Helen
Hayes Award for "Outstanding
Lead Actress, Resident Musical," for her portrayal of Hope
Cladwell in the Signature Theatre's production of Urinetown.
She also performed in the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts' production of Regina
with Broadway star Patti LuPone.
The Helen Hayes Award program
recognizes excellence in professio nal theater in the Washingtonmetro area. Maureen Landes is
an actress and lives in New York
City. She completed background
work in the Robert DeNiro film

*

The Good Shepherd.

04

Madison Project alumnus D orian B alis performed in the prem iere of the
one-act opera La Houppelande by
Didier Gold . T he performance
was part of a January double
bi ll with Giacomo Puccini's fl
Tabarro at the Green ridge Baptist
C h urch in Boyds, Md . In February, Balis sang the lead tenor role,
Camille de Joll idon, in a prod uction of The Merry Widow by
Fra n z Lehar at T he Players Theater on Mount Verno n Square, in
Wash ington, D.C.

Os

Football teammates
Harry Dunn and Clint
Kent signed contracts with the
Ca nadian Football League's
Mont real Alouettes . Both Dunn
and Kent were members of the
Dukes' 2004 NCAA Division
I-AA na tional championship
squad . Dunn played offensive
tack le, an d Kent was a cornerback. Tyler R. Longworth,
Marine Corps Reserve Pfc. ,
gradu ated from the Cannon
C rewman Co u rse whi le assigned
with Ma rine Detachment, U.S .
A rmy Field Arti llery School
at Fort Sill, Okla. He received
instructi on on the identification
an d use of arti llery ammunition,
and the characteristics and functions of h is new assignment.

*

c0' I N MEMORIAM '6n
(' 31 ) of Roanoke, 6/10 / 05.
(' 34) of Monterey, 1/3/ 06.
HOWARD ('5 4 ) of Williamsburg, 4/4/06.

M A RGUERITE F ARR A R H UMPH R EYS
VIR GIN I A B EVE RA GE
L OUISE J EFFERSON M OULDS

L AYMAN PHOTOGRAPH BY CASEY TEMPLETON ('06)
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W E D D I N G S
* Katherine Kramer ('95) to Ashley Hunt,

*

11/12/05. Roland R. Massa ('95) to
Brenda Mowell, 7 /3/05. *Jennifer Robbins ('96) to Tim Armstrong, 6/11/05. * Jeffrey C. McKay ('97) to Crystal Newsome,
10/15/05. * Clara Phillips ('97) to Petty Officer First Class,
USN, Brian Klause, 10/21/05. * Caroline Smith ('97) to Michael
Hickey, 10/01/05. * Jennifer Caraviotis ('98) to Randy Simms,
11/06/05. Julie Greer ('98, 'OOM) to Ryan Sleight, 9/17/05.
*Ashley A. Hardwicke ('98) to Daniel J. Jordan ('OO),

*
10/29/05. * Casey Yu ('98, 'OOM) to Joshua Burnett, 6/26/04. *
George P. Coan ('99) to Erin Bissell, 9/01/04. * Sean McCarthy
('99) to Kelly Elizabeth Gregg, 05/2005. * Ronald]. Smolenski
Jr. {'99) to Jennifer N. Green, 10/22/05.

* Jennifer Foss ('OO) to Philip Rice,

Mosdell, 9/29/05.

* Katherine "Stuart" Bane Oliver ('93) and
*

Tim, a daughter, Abigail Grace, 9/28/05. Kelly Moore Seidel
('93) and David, a daughter, Emma Elizabeth June, 9/20/05. *
Susanna SpeshockAllen ('94) and Russ, a daughter, Ella Catherine, 4/18/05. * Deryn Schiff Feria ('94) and Alex, a son, Ayden
Alexander, 8/29/04. * Michelle Bean Habayeb ('94) and Elias, a
daughter, Chriscianne, 8/30/05. * Lisa Adams Lenhard ('94) and
Justin ('94), a daughter, Emily Rose, 12/27/05. * John Blake Peddicord ('94) and Debbie, a daughter, Katherine Mae, 12/08/05. *
Vanessa Howard Byrd ('95) and Matt, a daughter, Catherine Eleanor "Ella," 10/11/05. * Jessica Freeman Partin ('95) and Christopher ('95), a daughter, Grace Kathryn, 4/23/04.

* Kara Todd
*

Reid ('95) and Nace, a son, Career Timothy, 11/20/04. Laura
Meadows Vinzant ('95) and Schuyler, a daughter, Tara Faith,

12/07/05. * Jenna Finnegan Bechen ('96) and Timothy, a son,
Connor William, 2/10/06. Kellam Comer Black ('96) and Geof-

*

*

frey ('96) a son, Benjamin Joseph, J 1/03/05. Jennifer Flannery
Clayton ('96) and John ('95), a son, Jack Alexander, 10/21/05.

* Jane Sowada ('02) to Martin * Cynthia Hancher Diehl ('96) and David, a daughter, Caroline
Rebekah, 9/16/05. * Richelle Moore ('96) and Rob Furner, a
daughter, Wiley Kare, 7/22/05. * Ken Pederson ('96) and Alison,
a son, Gunnar Erick, 12/13/05. * Sandra Talarovich Mueller ('96)
and FrankAric ('97), a son, Rowan Maxsom, 11/09/05. *Jeff Tay9/03/05. * Ashley Berkhimer ('04) co John Puvogel, 12/31/05.
* Laura Trigger ('04) to Bryan Driskell ('03), 9/4/04.
lor ('96) and Jenny, a daughter, Jane Katherine, 4/22/05. * Julie
10/01/05.

* Christina Ziegler ('02) to Todd]. Burroughs
('02), 10/29/05. * Kristy Alexander ('03) co Osama Malik
('03), 11/11/05. * Karyn McNamara ('03) to Kyle Bersch ('02),
Hasik, 9/28/05.

Zimmerman Craig ('97) and William ('96), a daughter, Aislinn

*

F U T U R E D U I( ES

7

* Harold Henthorn ('78, '84M) and Toni, a
daughter, Haley Nicole, 6/29/05.

* Bayard K. Sweeney ('81) and Anne, a
daughter, Angela Mary Kay, 4/11/05.
* David Chase ('82) and Cathy, a daughter, Carolyne Dianna,

*

12/02/04. Richard R. Butterworth ('83) and Janelle, a daughter, Katherine Grace, 1/24/06. * Marvin Stith ('83) and Joy, a

Frances, 5/21/04. Jessica Brunow Holloway ('97) and Drew
('98) a daughter, Miranda Davan, 9/28/05. Stephen C. Jennings
('97) and Jan, a daughter, Ava Lorraine, 9/18/05. Diane Shiflett Mann ('97) and David, a son, Alexander Daniel, 11/23/05.

*

*

* Kristen Ker Wilkes ('97) and Chris ('95) a son, Andrew Scott,
2/21/05. * Timothy Indoe ('98) and Meghan, a son, Tyler Bryan,
1/28/06. * Kara Kurek Silverman ('98, '03M) and Alan, a son,
Luke Robert, 9/30/05. Elise Toomey Merenda ('99) and Chris,
a daughter, Juliana Roselise, 6/07 /05. * Kelly Ann Hynes O'Neill
('99) and Mark, a son, Ambrose Campion, 12/25/05. * Kimberly
Bowers Skrzycki ('99) and Jeffrey, a son, Jackson Robert, 4/14/05.

*

*

*

Jaclyn Evers Bonham ('OO) and
Andrew "Andy" ('OO), a daughter, Jocelyn

daughter, Sidney Marie, 8/02/05. Ann-Marie Hodgkins Johnson ('87) and Neil ('90), a daughter, Sarah, 5/24/05.

Day, 12/02/05. *A.Valerie Ashraf Davis ('OO) and Christopher,

* Erika Bogar King ('90) and Rogers, a son,
James Miller, 1/04/06. * Stephanie Garner
Scott ('90) and W. Matthew ('89), a daughter, Anna McKinley,
3/29/05. Jeffrey R. Raff ('92) and Eileen, triplets, two daughters, Ella Christine and Erin Faith, and a son, Michael Raymond,

*

*

a son, Laich Amir, 3/19/05. * Nancy Susan Hoffman Holloran
('OO, 'OIM) and Neil, a daughter, Delaney Grace, 4/24/05.

*

Coleen Kreiger Parmer ('OO) and Jason ('00), a son, Bennett

*

Cole, 12/12/05. Christyn Brown Stoll ('OO) and Craig ('98), a
son, Jackson Christopher, 8/30/05. * Elisabeth Arasim Kirchner
('OI) and Justin, a son,James Evan, 5/18/05.

* Christine Woods

12/15/04. Tammy Mackert Bagwell ('93) and Chad, a daughter,
Logan Ruch, 11/18/05. * Aimee Edwards Gaedecke ('93) and
David ('92), a daughter, Claire Emily, 2/9/06. * Marilyn Ramos

* Katrina "Katie" Summers Pifer ('03) and Mace, a son, Mason

Jager ('93) and Jeffrey, a daughter, Madison Elizabeth Ramos,
3/09/05. Mark Mosdell ('93) and Pamela, a son, Ryan Lee

Joshua ('01), a daughter, Anna Elizabeth, 11/10/05.

*
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Campbell ('02) and Travis ('03 ), a son, Layne Douglas, 4/27 /05.

John, 9/21/05.

* Catherine "Katie" Byrd Earman ('05) and
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Central Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
proudly supports James Madison University.

The alumni office welcome ews for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.Jmu.edu/alumnl/classnote or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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While an undergraduate, Doug Smith ('93) found, "There was a whole series of sociology professors who really raised up a generation of us
asking, 'What will you do for others?'" A May-session journey through Appalachia convinced the now-Rev. Smith that "God was calling
me to work for 'the least of these'" (Matthew 25:40). As executive director for the Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy, the young
Disciples of Christ minister now conducts lobbying, research and educational campaigns on behalf of the poor and marginali zed.

How can you Be the Change? Learn more: www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange/
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